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Comment------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Budgeting for public debt 
• service 

Dr M Reichardt, special adviser to the chief executive, Development Bank of 
Southern Africa. 

With the growth in public indebtedness in 
the Third World and particularly in Africa, it 
became evident that government borrow
ing could no longer be financed from the 
revenue of projects in which loan pro
ceeds were originally invested, but would 
involve new borrowing. In other words, 
the firm link between investment policy 
and debt policy was broken and public 
debt accumulation now is often unrelated 
to the creation of additional sources of re
venue. How can this problem be over
come? 

Governments planning for economic 
development usually also plan for the 
direct financing of the projects and 
schemes envisaged. While this may in
volve the use of their own available re
sources, in most cases it also includes 
loan financing. If loan financing is used, 
govemments of developing countries 
often neglect to plan properly for the ser
vicing of these loans in the future - for 
interest payments and capital redemp
tion. 

It is of the utmost importance that a 
govemment plans its capital expenditure 
not only according to the real needs and 
the absorptive capacity of the country, 
but also with a view to its capacity to 
service the loan part of the capital 
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expenditure. For this purpose, debt service 
schedules must be drawn up to cover the 
next five to eight years. These must in
clude all prospective public debt: foreign 
and domestic, capital and money-market 
debt, short- and long-term commitments, 
suppliers' credits, borrowing from other 
intra-government accounts and payment 
of any arrears. The sum of these various 
debt service obligations for each year re
presents the financial burden on the 
budget during that financial year. 

In the context of the developing ter
ritories in Southern Africa, it is important 
to ensure that this annual debt service 
burden is related to the expected total re
venue of the government of the respective 
developing territory. Internationally, ex
port data are used as a yardstick for the 
annual debt service burden. However, 
because of the Southern African Customs 
Union and the openness of the borders 
within Southern Africa, such data is not 
readily available. Therefore, total govern
ment revenue is used as a yardstick. The 
funds needed for debt service may easily 
absorb up to 10 per cent of total revenue 
without being a real burden upon the 
budget, but they should not exceed 20 
per cent, even for well-administered 
govemments. Otherwise, too large a pro-

portion of revenue has to be devoted to 
debt servicing, and this will hinder the 
government in its attempts to fulfil its 
many other functions. 

Planning for development must, there
fore, simultaneously be linked with debt 
service planning for the future. This may 
seem an obvious point but it is often neg
lected. 

In addition, frequently there are pro
jects, usually the ones with a high pub
licity value, which are decided upon on an 
ad hoc basis and thus escape proper 
development planning, let alone budget
ing and provision for their financing and 
debt service. Responsibility for bridging 
financing gaps resulting from the imple
mentation of ad hoc projects finally rests 
with the treasury, creating additional un
planned public debt. 

Budgeting for capital expenditure must 
include provision for recurrent expendi
ture created by the implementation of 
capital projects. Such recurrent expen
diture reduces the revenue base originally 
available for debt servicing. However, 
additional revenue created through capi
tal projects may accrue to the treasury, 
and this broadens the revenue base. 

Contingency planning is needed to 
cover any loans taken up by parastatals or 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Comment 

non-government institutions, but guaran
teed by government. Once a realistic es
timate has been made of the likelihood of 
such guarantees being invoked, these 
may also be added to the existing debt 
service schedule. The budget laws of the 
Netherlands and Germany require that 
provision be made for anticipated de
faults stemming from guarantees pro
vided by the government. 

It is essential that development plan
ning be accompanied by debt service 
planning. If a government's development 
plan is too ambitious it must be scaled 
down or some of the projects postponed. 
Only if development and debt policies are 
clearly linked can the accumulation of ex
cessive public debt be kept under control 
and the government enabled to service its 
debt. A government following such a 
practice also remains credit-worthy. 

For the purposes of debt service 
administration, interest payments should 
be considered as recurrent expenditure, 
whereas neither the redemption nor the 
proceeds of borrowings are included in 
the budget as they are not considered to 
be either expenditure or revenue, but fi
nancing items below the line. This rule 
was already incorporated in the 1847 
Appropriation Act of the United States 

and has been widely used internationally 
ever since. It avoids blurring the vision of 
the parliamentarians, and clearly dis
tinguishes loan funds from non-repayable 
funds. It makes clear the fact that bor
rowed funds have to be repaid one day. In 
many countries, the annual provisions for 
interest and redemption payments are, 
therefore, not subject to parliamentary 
vote. 

The budgetary and accounting sys
tems of many governments are not con
ducive to cost-consciousness - in parti
cular as regards the costs of interest and 
bank charges - among those who are 
primarily responsible for the growth of 
public debt, namely the spending depart
ments or ministries. Often the budget 
system may not permit an explicit identi
fication of the costs of borrowing money. 
As a result the spending agencies may not 
recognize the cost aspect of interest pay
ments. In most developing countries only 
the ministries of finance have a complete 
overview. To avoid this situation arising, 
departments should be more involved in 
overall budgeting, to make them aware of 
the constraints of a budget. A more direct 
impact may be achieved if each depart
ment or ministry is debited under its vote 
with all interest and bank charges ariSing 
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from its departmental development pro
jects. 

In some countries, budgetary laws make 
provision for avoiding where possible the 
accumulation of payment arrears. How
ever, when a government, for whatever 
reason, finds itself in a financial criSiS, 
such measures are usually ineffective. 

In essence, a firm linkage between the 
development policy and the debt policy of 
a government provides the best guaran
tee that no disproportionately large 
amounts of debt accumulate, that no pay
ment arrears develop and that the 
govemment is not faced with an unex
pected demand for debt service. Other
wise, additional ad hoc borrowings have 
to be made on expensive non-conces
sionary terms, such as bank overdrafts 
and tapping, for example, of the accumu
lated reserves or pension funds. Frequent 
debt reschedulings have to take place, 
the credit-worthiness of the govemment 
deClines and the government becomes 
more dependent on its creditors. Finally, 
creditors become unwilling to extend 
further credit to govemments of develop
ing countries. The past year has already 
seen European and American banks 
adopting this attitude towards developing 
countries, particularly those in Africa. 
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Africaseconom~s-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Economic prospects for Africa 
Du Toit Malan, a researcher at the Africa Institute, surveys Africa's current eco
nomic plight, analysing some of the factors that have brought matters to this 
pass. 

Since the beginning of the 1980s, talk of 
Africa's economic crisis has become 
commonplace. A steady deterioration in 
productivity has seen per capita incomes 
declining for seven consecutive years, 
and most of the hard-won gains made 
since independence have been wiped 
out. Even the improvements in literacy 
and health --- Africa's two major achieve
ments over the last twenty or thirty years 
--- are now under threat; infant mortality 
rates are rising and expenditure on edu
cation is being curtailed. 

Nor do the Africa's economic pros
pects, and especially those of sub
Saharan Africa, appear at all bright. In
deed, the continent's fragile economies 
face two interrelated problems which 
suggest disaster unless drastic action is 
taken. The more serious of these prob
lems is the increased vulnerability of 
many people in Africa, mostly in the rural 
areas but by no means exclusively so, 
to the long-term agricultural decline on 
the continent --- a decline that may yet 
result in a recurrence of the famine which 
struck huge areas between 1983 and 
1985. 

The second is the disastrous deteriora
tion in the balance of payments position of 
most African states. Lower foreign ex
change earnings, increased debt service 
obligations and lower real aid flows have 
combined to place many states in an al
most impossible situation. This article 
outlines the extent of these two problems, 
their principal causes and their impli
cations for the future. 

Africa's worsening external 
debt burden 
The economic problem which currently 
receives most attention is the continent's 
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foreign debt of about US $200 million. In 
1985 this was already equal to about 58 
per cent of Africa's gross national product 
(GNP). In comparison, Latin America's 
foreign debt --- which has become syno
nymous with the intemational debt crisis 
--- equalled 46 per cent of its GNP. Per
haps even more serious is the fact that 
Africa's foreign debt is equivalent to 
about 400 per cent of its annual export 
earnings. Between 1971 and 1984, the 
debt burden increased 13 times in dollar 
terms or, in other words, at an annual rate 
of about 25 per cent. 

The result was a debt service ratio 
(scheduled debt repayments as a per
centage of export earnings) of about 40 
per cent by 1987; the 22 most indebted 
states in sub-Saharan Africa have to cope 
with a debt service ratio of 55 per cent per 
year. This should be measured against 
the 30 per cent commonly regarded by 
economists as the maximum sustainable 
ratio --- and then only over the short term 
and in conjunction with a favourable trade 
balance. 

However, the actual amounts paid out 
are significantly smaller due to debt re
scheduling agreements and a build-up in 
external arrears. By 1987 the total amount 
rescheduled and in arrears was US 
$12 000 million. This was of the same 
order as the total debt repayments which 
fell due in that year. The rescheduling 
agreements, too, have been a mixed 
blessing. They tend only to postpone the 
problem, while consuming so much of the 
scarce financial management capabilities 
of the governments involved that other 
priorities are neglected. Between 1975 
and the middle of 1986, African govern
ments negotiated 84 different reschedul
ing agreements with their official credi
tors. For some countries this has become 
an almost yearly exercise. 

A weakening export 
performance 
The postponement of debt obligations 
might still have been beneficial if export 
earnings could have been boosted in the 
meantime. However, the opposite seems 
to be happening. In 1986 alone Africa's 
total export earnings dropped by 27 per 
cent, from US$60 300 million to US 
$44 300 million, while its current account 
deficit increased threefold, from US 
$7100 million in 1985 to US $21 500 mil
lion in 1986. Africa's export earnings have 
slumped by more than 50 per cent since 
1980. 

If the population growth of about 3 per 
cent is taken into account, this indicates a 
very sharp downturn in the per capita per
formance. The immediate cause is the 
weakening of commodity prices since the 
late 1970s. Non-oil commodity prices de
clined by 30 per cent between 1980 and 
1986, while oil exporters were particularly 
hard hit by the world price for their pro
duct, which by 1987 was half that realized 
in 1979 and 1980. 

International economic 
developments 
Whatever one thinks about the claim 
commonly made by African leaders that 
colonialism, neo-colonialism or other ex
ternal factors are the basic reasons for 
their countries' economic plight, the 
1980s certainly gave some substance to 
their belief that a hostile international 
economic climate was undermining their 
efforts to put their external balance on an 
even keel. 

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
recently published an analysis which con
cluded that commodity prices are in a 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Africa~econorn~s 

long-term structural decline. This is 
caused by continual technological im
provements which lead to the more ef
ficient utilization of raw materials, their re
cycling and synthetic substitution and, 
consequently, to a lower demand for pre
cisely those commodities constituting the 
major part of Africa's exports. Further
more, technological advances like those 
of the "green revolution" have made 
other, more developed, Third World coun
tries more efficient in producing com
modities for which Africa traditionally en
joyed a competitive advantage. China 
and India, for example, became major tea 
producers, while Brazil increased its 
coffee market share. 

Many Third World countries had to 
make strenuous efforts to improve their 
export performance in order to service 
their burgeoning foreign debts. This in
volved increasing the volume of their ex
ports, in many cases leading to the flood
ing of the intemational commodity mar
kets - which has translated into lower 
prices across the board for primary com
modities. 

The rising production of agricultural 
commodities in the European Economic 
Community (EEC), generally because of 
huge subsidies, was another contributing 
factor. The sugar market provides an ex
ample of how the EEC has harmed African 
producers. In 1983 it dumped 5 million 
tons of beet sugar on the intemational 
market at a cost of over US $900 million in 
export subsidies, thereby dramatically 
lowering the world price and ruining the 
market for producers like Malawi, Mada
gascar, Mauritius and Swaziland. The 
sugar price dropped by 50 per cent in 
1984 alone. 

Even the bonus of good harvests can be nullified by poor infrastructure and transport 

Another cause of the lower commodity 
prices is the slowing of the economic 
growth rate experienced by the in
dustrialized world. Whereas economic 
activity in the industrial countries grew by 
3,4 per cent a year during the 1970s -
which actually represented a marked de
cline after the growth rates of the 1960s
growth has slowed to an annual 2,3 per 
cent Since 1980. 

An even greater cause for concem is 
that another downturn has become pos
sible in the wake of the crash of the inter
national stock-markets in October 1987. 
The Organization for Economic Co
operation and Development (OECD) has 
projected increases in economic activity 
of only 2,25 per cent and 1,75 per cent for 
1988 and 1989 respectively. More recent 
estimates have been a little higher, never
theless these weak growth rates in the in
dustrialized countries must be compared 
with the 2,5 to 3 per cent growth rate con
sidered the minimum necessary to enable 
the heavily indebted Third World coun
tries to earn large enough trade surpluses 
to service th~eir debts. 

The large Latin American debtors will 
be particularly vulnerable to the expected 
slow-down in the American economy be
cause a high proportion of their exports is 
normally absorbed by the USA. The warn
ing by the leaders of eight major Latin 
American countries that they will take uni
lateral action if nothing is done to alleviate 
their debt burden could, therefore, be
come significant. Henry Kaufman, a lead
ing American economist, has warned that 
"Debt relief must begin now or it will be 
virtually impossible to alleviate the 
world's massive payments disequilibrium 
without a major economic contraction." 

The American public debt of US$2 200 
billion (twice the total foreign debt 
of the Third World), its own growing fo
reign debt (within four years America has 
changed from being the world's largest 
creditor to becoming its foremost debtor), 
and its major trade and budget deficits 
have combined with the unresolved Third 
World debt crisis to create a powerful 
time-bomb which could explode in the 
event of a serious policy miscalculation or 
other major mishap. For example, were 
the slow correction of these deficits - a 
process which became apparent during 
the first half of 1988 - to be reversed, or 
were sharp increases in inflationary pres
sures to be experienced, then the brittle 
confidence of the still nervous financial 
markets could be destroyed. 

The United States presidential election 
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later this year could not have come at a 
more inopportune time, since a new and 
inexperienced incumbent will probably be 
reluctant to take unpleasant action, even 
if this were to become necessary. A criti
cal indicator will be the level of American 
interest rates, because the United States 
monetary authorities have to walk a tight
rope. They have to keep interest rates 
reasonably high in order to attract suf
ficient foreign funds to finance the 
American debt, but at the same time they 
must take care not to restrict domestic 
economic growth by imposing excessive 
rates. While the slump on the stock
exchange has had a deflationary effect 
which has given the monetary authorities 
more leeway to lower interest rates, these 
are still expected to rise again towards the 
end of the year. 

The significance of these develop
ments for Africa is that they indicate a dis
tinctly unfavourable climate for increased 
export eamings, or for the higher aid flows 
from the industrialized countries that will 
be necessary if a further worsening of the 
economic prospects of the continent is to 
be avoided. 

Reduced capital inflows 
A major casualty of the United States's 
govemment's efforts to curtail its budget 
deficit has been its aid commitment. In 
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Africa~econornies---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TABLE 1 
GROWTH OF AfRICA'S GDP 1981-1987 * 
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Source South, January 1988 p 32 
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TABLE 2 
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1987 

1986 American aid decreased by 20 per 
cent in real terms. This formed part of a 
world-wide trend, which saw a drop in 
real aid levels to sub-Saharan Africa for 
three consecutive years after 1984. 

The effects of this development were 
aggravated by the increasing unwilling
ness of commercial banks to grant new 
loans to Africa and private investors' re
luctance to commit new capital to the 
continent. Whereas sub-Saharan Africa 
still attracted a net inflow of direct invest
ment of nearly US $1 500 million in 1982 
(according to the DECO), this had chang
ed to a net annual outflow of about US $90 
million by 1985. A similar pattern was to 
be found in portfolio investment, with a 
net inflow of US $1 500 million in 1982 and 
a net outflow of US $230 million in 1985. 

A number of major banks have declar
ed their intention to halt their exposure in 
Africa. The perception in banking circles 
is that African states represent a high-risk 
area, as is illustrated by the sovereign risk 
ratings published in the September 1987 
issue of the magazine Euromoney. 

According to this survey, even Bot
swana, which has an exceptionally low 
debt exposure, a buoyant export per
formance, enough foreign exchange re
serves to cover 24 months of imports and 
a history of political stability, was given a 
risk rating worse than that of South Africa 
in 1985, at the height of its financial and 
political difficulties. The result is that 
Africa as a whole has become a major net 
repayer of loans to commercial banks. 

Capital flight has also assumed enor
mous proportions. Although the actual 
amounts involved are unknown, indica
tions are that capital flight runs into mil
lions of dollars even in the poorest coun
tries. Inadequate controls, endemic cor
ruption and a dramatic decline in the 
values of local currencies have combined 
with worsening economic prospects to 
provide the means, as well as the incen
tive, to withdraw money from African 
states. 

Export earnings that never reach the 
exporting country entail a significant drain 
of scarce funds. Smuggling is rife in many 
states. According to the chairman of the 
gold committee of the Federation of 
Miners' Associations of Tanzania, "there 
is smuggling elsewhere in the world but 
here it is wholesale". The Tanzanian State 
Mining Corporation (Stamico) - officially 
the only organization in the country en
titled to buy gold - estimates that less 
than half the total production passes 
through legal channels. 

The smuggling of wildlife products is 
also big business in Africa. The illegal sale 
of rhino horn, at prices of up to US $5000 
per kilogram in the Middle East, has 
helped to reduce the black rhino popula
tion in Africa from about 60 000 in 1970 to 
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fewer than 4000 in 1987. Elephant 
poaching has also increased since the 
1970s. The biggest single population of 
elephants in the world, in the Selous Re
serve in Tanzania, has been halved in the 
last ten years. Even legal exporters use il
legal means to keep their earnings 
abroad. 

The most notorious illustrations of capi
tal flight are provided by corrupt poli
ticians who cache their money in foreign 
banking accounts or in the purchase of 
overseas properties. President Mobutu of 
Zaire, for example, is alleged to have 
hoarded sufficient personal wealth over
seas that he would be able to solve his 
country's debt problem overnight simply 
by making half of his fortune available for 
debt redemption. 

The devaluation of the Zambian 
kwacha also demonstrates how lucrative 
it has become to keep money abroad. In 
1984, the official exchange rate was 1 ,8 
kwacha to the US dollar; by 1987 one 
dollar would fetch more than 20 kwacha 
at the official rate. Residents of Zam
bia who had managed to hold back 
foreign exchange over these three years 
were therefore able to make a local profit 
of more than 1 000 per cent. With huge 
devaluations being a standard prescrip
tion in the IMF's adjustment programmes, 
the Zambian example is by no means an 
isolated one. 

The combination of high debt repay
ments, capital flight, lower aid and com
mercial inflows and poor export perfor
mance has sharply curtailed the net inflow 
of funds to Africa. Although most sources 
still estimate a small net capital inflow, it 
seems probable that this is more than 
offset by the illegal export of capital. Ac
cording to one report, Africa became a net 
capital exporter to the tune of nearly US 
$2 000 million in 1985. Even the IMF, 
which has become the chief provider of 
funds to tide African states over their fo
reign exchange crises, received almost 
twice the amount from Africa in the form of 
interest and repayments in 1986 than it 
loaned the continent. The figures for 1987 
are expected to reveal the same trend. 

A number of efforts are now being 
made to increase concessionary finance 
to the poorest and most indebted African 
countries. Proposals have centred on 
greater commitment of concessionary 
finance through multilateral development 
agencies such as the World Bank, the IMF 
and the African Development Bank. 

Fundamental to these is the decision to 
increase from US $3 000 million to US 
$8200 million the IMF's structural adjust
ment facility (SAF), which offers money at 
a half per cent interest with a period of 
grace of five years. Perhaps as important, 
in particular cases, is the granting of easier 
terms on debt rescheduling agreements 
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TABLE 3 
VALUE OF AFRICAN EXPORTS (thousand million U S dollars) 
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Africa'seconomies----------------------------------------

by the Paris Club of official creditors. 
This involves longer repayment periods, 
lower interest payments and a greater 
grant element in development finance. 
France, Britain and Canada have already 
announced substantial conversions of 
loans into grants for low-income African 
states. 

These efforts received a major stimulus 
in June this year, when the French 
govemment announced its intention of 
writing-off a third of the official loans it had 
made to some twenty deeply-indebted 
African states, each of which had an an
nual per capita income of less than US 
$280. later, at the Toronto summit of the 
leaders of the seven leading industrialized 
nations, the United States withdrew its 
earlier objections to the reduction of in
terest rates on outstanding debt. A new 
consensus also emerged on the priority to 
be given to the provision of debt-relief to 
the poorest states of Africa. It remains a 
precondition for their eligibility for such 
concessions, however, that such states 
comply with the requirements of the IMF. 

These measures add up to a consider
able effort. If they all come to fruition - a 
big "if" given the recent record and the 
international climate - they could bring 
about a considerable reduction in the fi
nancial pressures on African govern
ments. However, in the current inter
national economic climate there must be 
some question as to whether larger finan
cial inflows will be able to overcome the 
structural problems faced by African 
states. While larger financial inflows and 
reduced debt repayments are necessary 
preconditions if a further deterioration of 
Africa's economic situation is to be pre
vented, these measures in themselves 
will certainly not be sufficient and might 
even result in an even greater debt burden 
and dependence on outside aid. 

It must be kept in mind that insufficient 
capital funds were not primarily respon
sible for the present state of these eco
nomies. How the available capital is 
used - an aspect which immediately 
points to the managerial deficiencies in 
Africa - is the crucial factor. However, at 
the moment a huge increase in capital in
flows will be critical - if only to underpin 
the structural reforms undertaken over 
the last three years. Without this, most 
African states face the almost inevitable 
prospect of sinking into an economic and 
political morass. In the words of South 
magazine, "Africa's economic recovery, 
precariously balanced between econo
mic necessity and political reality, will col
lapse in 1988 if the continent does not re
ceive the financial assistance it was pro
mised." 

Although it is difficult to predict what 
will really happen to the aid promised for 
this year, the chances are that it will be 
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Africa's economic plight impacts particularly upon the young and vulnerable 

enough to enable most African states -
mainly those prepared to reach an ac
commodation with the IMF - to muddle 
through, while it could also provide a 
glimmer of hope to some of the most des
perate low-income countries. A real 
breakthrough seems unlikely, however, 
except in a few special cases. 

The long-term agricultural 
decline 
While Africa's financial difficulties might 
be described as a symptom rather than 
the cause of the continent's economic 
malaise, its agricultural problems lie right 
at the heart of the crisis. The agricultural 
sector in sub-Saharan Africa accounts for 
70 per cent of the labour force, a third of 
the GDP and a major proportion of total 
exports in many states. This dominance, 
together with the poor agricultural per
formance since independence, provides 
a major explanation for the region's eco
nomic plight. 

Because of better harvests due to 
better rainfall over most of Africa during 
1985 and 1986, the attention of the out
side world has tended to shift away from 
the continent's agricultural problems, 
although these remain fundamentally as 
severe as ever. In reality the improvement, 
which was particularly noteworthy in the 
drought-prone Sahel region, was so ten
tative that it only served to illustrate the 
vulnerability of the continent. 

Although Africa's agricultural produc
tion grew by 7,2 per cent in 1985, this was 

only a 10,7 per cent improvement on the 
average for 1979 to 1981, while popula
tion increased by 15,7 per cent between 
1979 and 1985. The growth in the 1985 
production figures must also be seen in 
the context of the devastating drought 
that affected the majority of African states 
in 1983/84, killing an estimated one mil
lion people in Ethiopia alone. In 1986 -
another favourable year for agriculture -
production grew by 3 per cent, just 
matching population growth, only to fall 
behind again in 1987 with a 1 per cent in
crease, according to the UN Economic 
Commission for Africa. One cannot help 
concluding that the improvement in 1985 
and 1986 was of a temporary nature, and 
that the long-term decline started to 
reassert itself once more in 1987. 

The lack of progress in agricultural pro
duction in general, and in food production 
in particular, is of special concem in view 
of the consensus, as early as 1980, that 
Africa's economic reforms must focus 
primarily on agriculture. In the lagos Plan 
of Action adopted by the Organization for 
African Unity (OAU) in 1980, it was agreed 
that 25 per cent of govemment resources 
should be allocated to the agricultural 
sector. The World Bank also called for 
agriculture to be given priority. By 1987 it 
had become evident that although pro
gress had been made in some countries 
the overall position had not changed 
materially. 

In June 1987 Professor Adebayo 
Adedeji, executive secretary of the United 
Nations Economic Commission for Africa, 
predicted that Africa would experience 
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Given favourable conditions, economic initiative can create widespread prosperity 

a disaster similar to that which struck 
the continent in 1983/84, because 
nothing had really been done to change 
the underlying causes of the previous 
famine. 

An important aspect though, which has 
been addressed by at least 28 countries, 
is price incentives given to agricultural 
producers. This has been done in two 
ways, namely by raising domestic pro
ducer prices and by devaluing sharply the 
exchange rate of national currencies - in 
several countries by more than 70 per 
cent. The latter measure greatly improved 
the international competitiveness of agri
cultural exports and increased the 
amount of domestic currency received by 
producers. However, the benefits of these 
steps have been offset to some extent by 
falling intemational commodity prices 
(non-oil commodity prices have declined 
by 30 per cent since 1980), the higher 
costs of agricultural inputs and the fact 
that about 75 per cent of food production 
in sub-Saharan Africa is for own con
sumption, never reaches the market and 
therefore does not benefit from higher 
prices. 

The lack of foreign exchange owing to 
the balance of payments crisis in Africa, 
has become a major constraint on the 
availability of imported inputs, such as 
raw materials, fuel and spares. It has also 
resulted in a shortage of transport equip
ment to move crops to the markets. The 
lack of inputs and transport has led to a 
situation in which agricultural productivity 
is declining, while at the same time any 
good harvests overwhelm existing trans-

port capacity. In Tanzania this resulted in 
a substantial part of the record cotton 
crop going to waste last year, while har
vesting in Zambia became so hampered 
by lack of transport that the operation was 
described as "chaotic". 

The efforts of African govemments to 
reduce their expenditure in order to meet 
the demands of the IMF that they close 
their budget deficits may also be cited as 
an important factor in the deterioration of 
Africa's agricultural performance. For ex
ample, Rene Dumont has calculated that 
the effectiveness of Zambia's agricultural 
extension services declined by between 
60 and 80 per cent as a result of a 20 per 
cent cut in the funds allocated to them. 
Lower government expenditure also cur
tailed investment in necessary replace
ments and maintenance work on the 
economic infrastructure which serves the 
agricultural sector. This has resulted in 
even larger investments becoming 
necessary to rehabilitate infrastructure -
a vicious circle that will require drastic ac
tion and a massive inflow of capital funds 
if a recovery is to be achieved. 

The political risks associated with 
higher food prices and the allocation of a 
higher proportion of scarce government 
funds to agriculture constitute a major 
constraint on agricultural promotion in 
Africa. In Zambia higher food and other 
prices heightened tensions in the politic
ally important urban areas, leading to the 
disruption of the IMF programme in that 
country. In Sudan riots over food prices 
led to the overthrow of President Nimeiry. 
In Ghana, Nigeria and Tanzania promising 
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structural adjustment programmes are 
threatened by popular discontent. All of 
these instances illustrate the risks in
volved when govemments try to redress 
the urban bias prevalent in the policies of 
almost all African states. 

Long-term constraints 
A number of long-term structural con
straints have also continued to hamper 
agricultural progress. The lack of admini
strative capacity - especially in the noto
riously inefficient parastatals responsible 
for agricultural marketing - is a severe 
handicap in many countries, because late 
payments, inefficient collection of har
vests and a lack of storage facilities are 
severe disincentives for producers. 
Although institutional reforms have been 
initiated, they have proved to be parti
cularly difficult to implement. 

Increased population pressures in 
countries like Kenya, Malawi, Rwanda 
and Burundi, as well as in certain areas in 
Ethiopia and Nigeria, signify that the easy 
options of increased production through 
the mere extension of cultivation to pre
viously unutilized areas have virtually 
come to an end. In almost all African 
states the high population growth rate 
spells ruin if agricultural, particularly food, 
production does not increase at the con
siderable pace of about 3 per cent per 
year. 

Environmental degradation caused by 
shortened fallow periods, overburdened 
grazing areas and the resultant encroach
ment of the desert in many semi-arid 
areas of Africa has reduced the agri
cultural potential of the continent. It is es
timated that each year 1,5 million hec
tares of usable land are lost through de
sertification on the fringes of the Sahara 
alone, and that 1 per cent of the natural 
forest and shrub cover of the Sahel 
vanishes. Africa as a whole loses 1,3 mil
lion hectares of forest and 2,3 million hec
tares of bushveld cover annually, while 
only 93 000 hectares are planted. 

Rapid urbanization is another factor 
contributing to the greater vulnerability to 
poor food harvests. Most African farmers 
still produce only for their own subsis
tence needs, at the same time the food 
preferences of the urban populations 
have changed to crops such as wheat 
and rice which generally cannot be pro
duced locally. This has increased depen
dence on food imports and food aid. 
Africa's total cereal imports rose by 10,7 
per cent annually between 1973 and 
1984, a development which exacerbated 
the foreign exchange position. 

The ready availability of food aid from 
the EEC and the USA has become a pro
blem in itself, because it has encouraged 
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Africa's fragile rural economies are only too vulnerable to drought and irreversible ecological damage 

the shift in consumer tastes towards im
ported crops. Cheap or free imports of 
food tend to depress local food prices, 
and thus discourage local producers. 
They also enable African governments to 
continue promoting economic policies 
that would have been politically untenable 
if food aid had not been available. The 
question remains whether govemments 
like those of Ethiopia, Mozambique, 
Zambia and Tanzania would have been 
able to pursue their destructive agri
cultural policies had food aid not been so 
readily forthcoming when shortages 
arose. 

Continual political disturbances and 
civil wars in several African countries have 
also been a major cause of agricultural 
problems. The four countries expected to 
have the biggest food aid requirements 
this year - Ethiopia, Mozambique, An
gola and Sudan - are all in the throes of 
major political and military conflicts. It is 
ironic that these countries have the agri
cultural potential to support their popula
tions quite comfortably, as well as to ex
port a substantial surplus, if only they 
could solve their political problems and 
follow only relatively sound economic 
policies. 

The political unrest in these countries, 
the return of drought conditions in certain 
areas during 1987, as well as the prevail
ing inadequate management structures 
and economic policies, have resulted in 
about 4,6 million tonnes of food aid being 
needed this year, according to the UN 
World Food Programme. This equals 
more than 1 0 per cent of the total African 
cereal production in 1987. 

Africa's economic problems can be 
ascribed, to a significant extent, to its 
failure to develop appropriate political 
structures. These structures need to be 
more responsive to the needs of both the 
rural and urban populations, to contain 
corruption, to exercise reasonable re
straint on demands for public resources 
and to allow economic development to 
take place in line with the management 

and other capabilities of Africa's young 
and developing nations. 

Some of Africa's difficulties can be di
rectly linked to the over-optimism which 
prevailed at independence about the con
tinent's economic prospects. This result
ed in the planning of grandiose develop
ment projects patently inappropriate in 
view of the managerial and technical 
capabilities available to run them. A good 
example is provided by Tanzania, where 
the development objective was identified 
as a standard of living equal to that of the 
United States or Britain, though attained 
within a much shorter time span. More re
cently Mozambique stated its objective 
as the eradication of underdevelopment 
within one decade and the achievement 
of a projected annual economic growth 
rate of 17 per cent. In the case of both 
countries, this led to a disastrous over
extension of the economic resource base 
and an overwhelming dependence on 
outside aid just to prevent total collapse. 

Conclusion 
The increasing long-term proneness of 
the African continent to agricultural disas
ter, in combination with severe extemal 
and internal financial constraints and an 
increasingly unfavourable intemational 
economic environment, indicate the likeli
hood of more famines, the impoverish
ment of the populations of most countries 
and a higher incidence of political insta
bility. 

As early as 1983, the UN Economic 
Commission for Africa declared: 

The Mure which emerges from (the) histori
cal trends scenario . . . is horrendous ... 
riots, crimes and misery would be the order 
of the year 2008 if present trends continue 
without change. With their weak and fragile 
socio-political system, the sovereignty of 
African states will then be at stake. 

It must be remembered that this state
ment was made before the recent 
slump in commodity prices and the 
slow-down in the economic growth of 

the industrialized countries. 
At present there are three develop

ments, albeit unpredictable, which could 
drastically alter the economic fun
damentals presented above. The first is 
the effective and efficient realization of the 
promised aid flows in combination with 
appropriate and determinedly implemen
ted adjustment programmes. Pointers in 
this direction are the experience of Ghana 
and, more recently, Tanzania where well
sponsored adjustment efforts are begin
ning to bear fruit in terms of higher growth 
rates. The Nigerian experience, where a 
determined military govemment is start
ing slowly to reap the fruits of a very 
severe and widely-ranging adjustment 
programme, is of particular importance. 
These three countries have been seen to 
tum the tide towards greater economic vi
ability after years of deepening economic 
calamity. However, their recovery efforts 
are still fragile and could quickly begin to 
disintegrate in the event of a sudden dete
rioration in the intemal political situation or 
in the extemal economic climate. 

The second is the possible onset of a 
sharp recession in the industrial countries 
of the world. This would ensure that the 
worst-case scenario would be realized 
within a very short space of time. 
"Economic catastrophe" would be a not 
overly-dramatic description of what 
would then ensue in Africa. 

The third is if Aids should fulfil its pre
sent threat to become the worst epidemic 
to strike the world this century. Although 
many of the available statistics on the di
sease in Africa should be treated with 
caution, enough is probably known to en
visage an extremely grim scenario. The 
general consensus is that more than one, 
and perhaps several, million people in 
Africa are already infected, and indica
tions are that this figure is doubling every 
six months. Dr Sher of the University of 
the Witwatersrand's Aids Research Unit 
foresees no real cure being found for Aids 
in the near future in spite of some pro
gress being made. A worst-case forecast 
stated that 70 per cent of the population 
of tropical Africa could be infected by the 
tum of the century. It is especially signifi
cant that the disease seems more preva
lent among the better educated urban 
elites, which constitute one of the scarce 
resources in the development of the con
tinent. 

In short, the prognosis for the econo
mies of Africa is not good. One can only 
hope that, as in the case of India thirty 
years ago, the· prophets of doom will be 
confounded by unexpected develop
ments and that we will see Pliny's 
aphorism happily vindicated "Out of 
Africa there is always something 
new". Good economic news would be 
refreshing indeed. 
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Ghana's economic decline 
Douglas Rimmer, former director of the Centre for West African Studies at 
the University of Birmingham was a visiting senior research fellow at the 
Africa Institute earlier this year. In this article he analyses the reasons for 
Ghana's precipitous economic decline since independence. 

Among my colleagues when I worked in 
the Department of Economics at the Uni
versity of Ghana in the late 1950s was 
Emil Rado. In March 1986, Rado visited 
Ghana for the first time since 1960. Look
ing at Ghana in 1986 from the standpoint 
of 1960, he wrote as follows: 

I saw an economy and society in a state of 
near collapse. Water ran in the taps for five to 
six hours a day, and there were two days 
during the month with no water at all. Elec
tricity was liable to break down any day, and 
did so five or six times a week. Perhaps five 
per cent of telephones worked in Accra 
(none in Kumasi as far as I could see). A letter 
posted in Kumasi took three to four weeks to 
reach Accra. Public transport within the 
main cities was non-existent .... Inter-city 
'state transport' coaches were the only 
public transport I saw. There was no refuse 
collection; I saw smouldering piles of 
rubbish everywhere. 

He went on to write of the loss of man
power: between one-half and two-thirds 
of top-level professional manpower had 
left the country; during the oil boom in 
Nigeria perhaps one-and-a-half million 
Ghanaians had migrated to that country. 
For those who stayed behind, a monthly 
wage covered barely more than a week's 
living costs. Industry operated at less than 
one-quarter of its capacity. The shops 
were bare, and even "respectable" 
Ghanaians were wearing the cast-off 
clothing and footwear of Europeans and 
Americans.' 

Bad as conditions were in 1986, it must 
be added that they had been much 
worse. The nadir was 1983, when corpses 
lay in the streets of the cities. University 
vice-chancellors and registrars from 
Ghana who came to the Commonwealth 
Universities Conference held in Bir
mingham in August of that year were 
visibly malnourished; their collar-bones 

protruded, forming what were known as 
"Rawlings' necklaces". 

From the standpoint of 1960, this des
cent into penury was almost incredible. 
Ghana had been the first of the black 
African countries to become politically in
dependent, because it had long been 
among the most commercialized parts of 
tropical Africa, its physical infrastructure 
had been built up rapidly in the recent 
past, it was relatively well endowed both 
financially and in terms of exploitable re
sources, and it had a competent admini
stration and, by African standards, a sub
stantial stock of well-educated and pro
fessionally experienced people. Gha
naian independence in 1957 had attrac
ted worldwide interest, and it had not then 
seemed ridiculous that the government of 
the new state should be regarded as set
ting standards and providing leadership 
for the rest of Africa. I, for one, shared fully 
in the euphoria. 

Disenchantment soon appeared. The 
reasons were partly political. The govern
ment showed itself increasingly intolerant 
of opposition, or even criticism. Accord
ing to rumour, I was nearly deported 
myself, for having told the party what it did 
not want to hear in a public lecture on 
Marx's theory of economic development. 

But economic conditions also deterio
rated. The 1950s had been economically 
buoyant. In the 1960s, GNP averaged 
over population was roughly constant, 
according to the official estimates, and 
shortages appeared of both imported and 
home-produced varieties of such essen
tials as food, medicines, spare parts and 
agricultural implements. These mis
fortunes were only a foretaste of what was 
to come. The shortages of goods became 
more pronounced and GNP per head 
trended down from 1970. Inflation had 
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caused much distress in the early 1960s, 
but the rates then were modest compared 
with those experienced after 1974 - in 
two years (1977 and 1981) the index of 
consumer prices was recorded as riSing 
by over 100 per cent. People whose 
money-incomes were inflexible suffered 
accordingly; it became impossible for 
anyone to survive on wage or salary eam
ings alone. In spite of exchange rate de
valuations of 30 per cent in 1967,20 per 
cent in 1972 and 58 per cent in 1978, the 
black market value of Ghanaian currency 
in 1982 was only one-tenth of the official 
value. 

Not surprisingly, this economic per
formance produced political strife. Twice, 
in 1966 and 1972, the Army intervened to 
depose civilian governments. By 1979 the 
Army as a government was even more 
discredited than its civilian predecessors; 
Jerry Rawlings has described how sol
diers walking through the market-places 
had urine thrown over them. Under 
Rawlings' leadership, junior officers and 
other ranks rebelled and there occurred 
the brief interlude of the Armed Forces 
Revolutionary Council, whose reforms in
cluded the execution of three former 
Heads of State and the bulldozing of 
market-places in a bid to discourage 
market forces. At the end of 1981, a third 
elected government was forcibly re
moved in what became known as Raw
lings' "second coming", inaugurating the 
regime of the People's National Defence 
Committee (PNDC). 

Finally, nothing is more revealing of the 
decline in Ghana's fortunes than the state 
of migration. In the 1950s, it was believed 
that 300-400 000 workers entered Ghana 
annually from the surrounding French 
territories. By the 1970s, huge numbers 
of Ghanaians were emigrating. A 
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President Nkrumah, in the halcyon days of Ghana's independence 

Ghanaian's most precious possession, it 
was said, was now his passport. There are 
now Ghanaian communities to be found 
allover the world; I was told recently of 
one in Port Moresby, New Guinea. When 
the Nigerians decided early in 1983 to 
expel illegally resident aliens, about one 
million of them tumed out to be 
Ghanaians (in 1985 the population was 
estimated at 12,7 million). 

Nkrumah's aspirations of Ghanaian 
leadership in Africa now seem absurd. 
The country that was once an inspiration 
has become a symbol of what has gone 
wrong in Africa. 

Why did things go wrong? 
Broadly speaking, there are two opposing 
explanations of what has gone wrong in 
Africa. One of these assigns responsibility 

to changes in the external economic en
vironment, the other to internal mis
conceptions and mismanagement. An 
obvious, and perhaps unexceptionable, 
compromise is to say that both sets of 
causes are to blame. Such debates have 
gone on with respect to Ghana since 
1966.2 In the case of Ghana, however, the 
case for attributing even a share of the re
sponsibility to external causes is not very 
strong. 

In 1961 the Nkrumah government took 
a series of measures intended to release 
the Ghanaian economy from the colonial 
mould in which it had hitherto been held. 
Imports were discouraged by high tariffs, 
and their total, composition and prove
nance were regulated by administrative 
licensing. The banks were obliged to re
patriate their assets held abroad and to 
invest locally, mostly in government se
curities. Controls on prices were intro-

duced. Many new manufacturing indus
tries were established as state corpora
tions, and large-scale mechanized farm
ing was also initiated as a public enter
prise. As the official financial reserves 
were drawn down, the govemment in
creasingly met its local obligations by 
printing money and its external obli
gations by borrowing from foreign con
tractors and suppliers. A seven-year 
national plan, inaugurated in 1963, en
visaged the speedy emergence of Ghana 
as a socialist industrial power. 

These brave new departures did not 
produce the expected results. Ghana 
may have become more "modernized", 
but it ceased to grow economically. De
fenders of the govemment's economic 
measures - which, as Killick has observ
ed,3 were entirely congruent with the pre
scriptions of development economists at 
that time - naturally looked for extra
neous explanations of this failure. 

One candidate for the role of extemal 
causation is the movement of the com
modity terms of trade. A favourable trend 
in these terms underlay Ghanaian pros
perity between 1945 and 1958. Was it be
cause of the increasing difficulty in earn
ing imports, rather than because of a 
failure in the design of execution of poli
cies for development, that economic pro
gress in Ghana was checked? 

The answer must be "no". There are 
two reasons. First, the fall in the terms of 
trade in the early 1960s mainly reflected a 
fall in the export price of cocoa, which in 
turn was chiefly the result of increased 
volumes of exports of cocoa from Ghana, 
then the principal world supplier of the 
crop. The consequence was that the pur
chasing power over imports of Ghana's 
exports fell much less than did the com
modity terms of trade in the period 
1959-66, the decline in the commodity 
terms being substantially offset by the in
crease in export volume. Ghana's capa
city to import did not fall in the early 
1960s; in fact it was increased, since ex
port proceeds that declined only slightly 
in real value were augmented by the run
ning down of reserves and the accept
ance of foreign credits. 

Second, the decline in the commodity 
terms lasted only until 1966. Subsequent
ly, there was an improving trend - albeit 
one interrupted in 1971-72 - until Ghana 
was hit by the second oil-price shock in 
1979. According to the World Bank, the 
index of Ghana's commodity terms rose 
from 111 in 1960 (1975 = 100) to 144 in 
1979. Altematively, using Unctad esti
mates, Ghana's comrnodity terms rose 
from 99 on annual average in 196D--62 
(1975 = 100) to 145 on annual average in 
1978-80. Over the whole 20-year period, 
the trend in relative prices was such that 
the same physical quantity of Ghana's 
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exports would have bought increasing, not 
decreasing, values of imports - if the 
same physical quantities had been main
tained. It is true that Ghana's commodity 
terms did deteriorate sharply after 1979 
(the figure for 1983 is about 97 on the 1975 
base), but this fails to explain earlier dif
ficulties. What is most remarkable, as 
Robert Price has pointed out, is the 
association in the years 1973-79 of his
torically unprecedented world prices for 
cocoa and gold, Ghana's principal ex
ports, with an acute shortage of foreign 
exchange in Ghana and the near collapse 
of the economy. "The international reces
sion of the early 1980s ... 'put the boot' to 
an already prostrate economy, making re
covery more difficult but not causing the 
situation.' ,4 

International business is an altemative 
candidate for the role of author of Ghana's 
downfall. Nkrumah himself was ready to 
adopt the view that foreign direct invest
ment had dire consequences for the host 
country (see his book on Neo-Colonialism 
(1965)), and the PI\IDC government in its 
early days (1982), and Jerry Rawlings per
sonally, were much inclined towards it. 
But this view cannot be sustained in face 
of the evidence that foreign ownership of 
assets in Ghana diminished over time -
in other words that, as the possibilities of 
Ghana being exploited by the multi
nationals shrank, the country became 
worse, not better, off. These firms faced 
increasing obstacles through legal re
strictions on the scale of their participa
tion, discrimination against them in import 
licensing, and controls on their remittance 
abroad of profits and recovered capital. 
Their reaction was what might have been 
expected. Until 1988, Ghana had re
ceived no major direct investments by 
foreign firms since the 1960s. "Even when 
the Limann government (of 1979-81) 
went out of its way to attract new foreign 
investors with a set of very lucrative in
centives, there were no significant 
takers. ,,5 Much has been written in sup
port of the argument that developing 
countries would serve their interests by 
"de-linking" themselves from inter
national capitalism. Ghana is a case 
where, in practice, the de-linking has 
been done by the international capi
talists.6 

There was one important foreign busi
ness investment in the 1960s. Inconsis
tently with his hostility towards multi
national enterprise, Nkrumah went to 
great lengths to secure the creation of the 
Valco alumina smelter by the American 
Kaiser and Reynolds corporations. The 
object was to guarantee a basic market 
for the hydroelectricity to be generated by 
the damming of the Volta River at Ako
sombo. Valco received fiscal conces
sions and was charged a relatively low 

price for electricity guaranteed for 30 
years. The return to Ghana was envisaged 
mainly in terms of spin-offs - encourage
ment of other power-using industries, 
household electrification, irrigation of 
agriculture through control of the waters 
of the Volta, cheapening of transport 
through creation of the Volta Lake. In fact, 
these indirect benefits greatly disappoin
ted expectations, and, by an appropriate 
weighting of the external diseconomies 
inflicted by the Dam, it is possible to arrive 
at the conclusion that the overall effect of 
the Volta Project has been negative.? 

Even, however, if this conclusion is ac
cepted, it is not clear that the failure can 
properly be attributed to extraneous 
causes. The Volta Project was a central 
feature of the government's own second 
development plan launched in 1959, and 
its realization was strenuously pursued by 
Nkrumah and his ministers. 

A similar point may be made about the 
official medium-term debts to foreign 
contractors and suppliers that were 
amassed mainly in the years 1960-65. 
The civilian governm~nt of Dr Busia in 
1969--71 was to represent these debts 
as the central problem of economic 
management in Ghana, and to suggest 
that many of them had been incurred in 
return for little of value and only as a result 
of the corruption of Ghanaian office
holders. Yet these debts had all been 
contracted by persons supposedly act
ing on behalf of Ghana's government 
in the execution of its programme for 
the restructuring of the economy through 
the setting up of new industries and 
the further development of the infra
structure. 

In any event, these medium-term debts 
were not a crushing burden in Ghana's 
external accounts in the 1960s and 
1970s. When they threatened to become 
so - in 1966, 1968 and 1970 - they were 
rescheduled. Finally, in 1974, they were 
"refinanced", in other words, converted 
into long-term, low-interest, intergovern
mental loans with a 1 O-year grace period. 
Annual debt service actually paid, ex
pressed as a ratio of exports of goods and 
non-factor services, was in the range 
5-7,5 per cent between 1966 and 1982. 
Thus it was possible for the World Bank 
mission that visited the country in 1984 to 
observe that "Ghana has had a light debt 
burden in the past".8 

In summary, Ghana in the first two de
cades of its independence was not se
riously damaged by movements in its 
commodity terms of trade; it succeeded 
in attracting the one foreign business in
vestment its government wanted and in 
repelling the others; and it was not in 
practice greatly burdened by external 
debt. Evidently the causes of its eco
nomic decline must be looked for inter-
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nally, rather than in changing external cir
cumstances. 

Impoverishment by 
development 
Ghana was impoverished by develop
ment policies. There is no novelty now in 
this statement. Killick was reluctant to 
reach it in his study of Ghanaian eco
nomic policies in the 1960s, but he pro
vided all the facts needed to substantiate 
a belief that the country's economic afflic
tions began in about 1961 with the 
Nkrumah government's assertion of 
economic autonomy. The principal policy 
blunders revealed by Killick's analysis 
were as follows. There was failure to re
cognize that increased export earnings 
mattered more than greater domestic 
savings. Short-run efficiency in the use of 
resources was unduly neglected in favour 
of creating problematic dynamic 
nexuses. The flexibility of the economic 
structure was overestimated, as was the 
effectiveness of official direction. The 
appeal of modemity led to a choice of 
techniques in manufacturing and agri
culture that were inappropriate to 
Ghanaian conditions. State enterprises 
foundered under the weight of the con
flicting objectives enjOined upon them. 
Attempts at economic regulation - for 
example, in licensing imports and con
trolling prices - made impossible de
mands on administrative capacity and 
political probity. 

They also produced a redistribution of 
income in favour of persons possessing 
political power or enjoying political patro
nage. Whether or not this had been the 
purpose of "development policies", as 
cynical Ghanaians had come to believe 
by 1966, it was certainly among the re
sults of those policies. Sectional interests 
were therefore entrenched in the "policy 
blunders", and are the explanation, ac
cording to Killick, of why the pOlicies of 
the administrations of the later 1960s 
show more continuity with, than change 
from, the policies of the Nkrumah period. 
Even so, what appears to have been a 
fairly determined attempt at economic lib
eralization was made by the Busia 
govemment in 1970-71. It was wrecked 
by a temporary fall in the cocoa market, 
which impelled the second devaluation of 
the cedi, which in turn gave a military fac
tion led by Acheampong the excuse to 
seize power in January 1972. 

Economic collapse and 
military rule 
Ghana's decline accelerated in the 1970s. 
According to the World Bank mission of 
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1984, between 1970 and 1982 income per 
head fell by 30 per cent and real wages by 
80 per cent; import volume fell by two
thirds; real export eamings fell by one
half, and the ratio of exports to GOP 
dropped from 21 to 4 per cent; the do
mestic savings rate fell from 12 to 3 per 
cent, and the investment rate from 14 to 2 
per cent of GOP; finally the govemment 
deficit rose from 0,4 to 14,6 per cent of 
GOP and now represented 65 per cent of 
total government spending.9 

The political economy of this period is 
under-researched compared with that of 
the 1960s. There is nothing that cor
responds to Killick's study of the 
economy in the 1960s, and the appallingly 
destructive course of military government 
from 1972 onward has not attracted the 
intense outside interest that was gene
rated by Nkrumah's downfall. The flow of 
statistical information has diminished 
both in quantity and reliability; the last of 
the regular annual Economic surveys by 
the Govemment Statistician, which had 
been maintained since 1955, related to 
1969. But the following may be identified 
as leading features of this period. 

First, from 1972 to 1982 economic life 
was again heavily administered. Imports 
and other uses of foreign exchange were 
strictly licensed. The exchange rate was 
officially fixed, and changed only once, in 
1978. 

Import, ex-factory and retail prices 
were controlled, as were interest rates in 
the organized credit market. Cocoa pro
duction remained subject to an export 
monopoly, as it had been ever since 1939. 
Since official prices were generally much 
below market-clearing prices, windfall 
profits were available to whoever secured 
price-controlled goods and was prepared 
to sell them for whatever they would fetch; 
there was consequently a strong shift of 
enterprise away from production and to
wards trade. 

The senior army officers who governed 
Ghana from 1972 to 1979 were seemingly 
unable to comprehend the contradictions 
that developed between market forces 
and official stipulations. They coined the 
dreadfully apposite slogan "Make war on 
the economy". Acheampong himself is 
reported to have complained that "des
pite the needs of the economy, many 
Ghanaians are only interested in making 
money". But it should be added that 
these officers were themselves among 
the leading beneficiaries of the distorted 
price structure. 

Second, from 1974 government 
spending far outstripped the totals of 
revenues, aid and non-inflationary bor
rowing. Deficit financing grew to become 
the major source of government funding. 
One cause was rising expenditure to sup
port a public sector growing to meet the 
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needs of patronage. Another was falling 
revenues through erosion of the tax 
base. 10 

The tax base contracted for several 
reasons. Export volumes and exporting 
profitability fell as the currency became 
increasingly overvalued. This overvalua
tion also held down revenue from import 
duties, since it made the cedi prices of im
ports artificially low. Controls on prices 
similarly held down the revenues from ex
cises and sales taxation. Import licensing, 
price controls and the monopolization of 
cocoa purchases all increased the attrac
tiveness of illegal transactions at uncon
trolled prices, from which the government 
derived no revenue; up to 50 000 tonnes 
of cocoa per year are believed to have 
been smuggled out. Finally, Ghanaians 
faced by continuously rising prices and 
market shortages could, as a last resort, 
contract out of the market economy to a 
greater or lesser extent and revert to sub
sistence livelihoods. The sectoral com
position of the GOP estimates shows an 
increasing share of agricultural output 
and a decrease in services; in other words 
the economy was experiencing de-com
mercialization. 

Third, the public administration 
buckled under the strain. To some obser
vers, Ghana had already become an ad
ministrative jungle by 1966,11 but it has 
been argued that some degree of 
"agency ideology" or organizational 
ethos survived in the public services for 
the first ten to fifteen years of indepen
dence.12 Certainly a commitment to the 
public realm could still be sensed among 
senior civil servants whom I met in Ghana 
in the aftermath of the first coup in 1966. 
Corruption and speculation were of 
course endemic, and more than forty offi
cial commissions of enquiry between 
1966 and 1969 were to produce evidence 
of massive graft during the Nkrumah re
gime, affecting the state corporations in 
particular. 13 But the public administration 
in the 1960s was still a "going concern", 
recognizing institutionalized values of its 
own and able adequately to discharge 
routinized responsibilities. 

By the late 1970s the structure had col
lapsed. No one could afford any longer to 
be a dedicated public servant. The in
creasing lag of salaries behind escalating 
prices drove public employees to find 
multiple employments -- in trading and 
farming as well as in their offices -- and to 
exploit for their own advantage, and as far 
as they could, the powers oftheir appoint
ments. The increasing shortages of mat
erial inputs crippled the capacity to de
liver public services. These factors, 
together with an antagonism between the 
military govemment and the professional 
classes that had become violent by 1978, 
led to the emigration of a large fraction of 

better-educated and trained manpower. 
By the early 1980s Ghana as a territorial 
unit was disintegrating. It had become 
one of those African states whose identity 
owes more to international recognition 
than to empirical fact. 14 

The committee of junior officers, NCOs 
and students that formed the government 
of Ghana in 1982 appeared initially even 
less capable than preceding administra
tions of understanding the problems it 
had inherited and of finding ways of re
solving them. It was infected b¥ neo
Marxism and dependency theory, 1 rather 
as, twenty years earlier, Nkrumah and his 
associates had suffered the contagion of 
primitive development economics. 

But in April 1983 there occurred a re
markable turn-round in policy. Although 
the lava-flow of revolutionary rhetoric 
continued for some time, the PNOC was 
somehow persuaded to undertake an 
economic recovery programme under the 
tutelage of the IMF and World Bank and 
with the support of bilateral aid donors. A 
series of devaluations reduced the official 
value of the cedi by 97 per cent by Sep
tember 1986. Foreign exchange then be
came available at auction through a so
called "second window", allowing the 
cedi to depreciate further; and since 
February 1987 all foreign exchange trans
actions, including those of the govern
ment, have been channelled through 
these auctions. 

The approach to a realistic exchange 
rate, along with the removal of domestic 
price controls and liberalization of the im
port regime, have recreated producer in
centives, while aid has helped rehabilitate 
the transport system. Appreciable ad
vances have been made since 1983, but 
they have been advances from a remark
ably low base and have been fortuitously 
helped by good growing weather for food 
crops. Ghana is still far from the relative 
economic standing in Africa that it en
joyed in 1960, and is unlikely ever to re
cover the political prominence it enjoyed 
at that time. 

Economic lessons 
Reflecting on this sorry record, I draw four 
principal conclusions. The first concerns 
exports, and in particular cocoa, the com
modity in which Ghana's export concen
tration increased as its exports declined 
(the proportion rises from around 60 to 75 
per cent). Cocoa was made subject to a 
statutory marketrng monopoly from 1939, 
the effect of which was to hold down pro
ducer prices. The purposes were to pro
tect the British balance of payments 
(since the monopoly lent its surpluses 
to the UK government) and to protect 
the profit margins of the expatriate 
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companies in the cocoa trade, which be
came licensed agents of the monopoly. By 
an extraordinary feat of reasoning, the 
system was later declared to serve the in
terests of the cocoa farmers. 

From the early 1950s, the difference 
between what was paid for Ghanaian 
cocoa and its realized export value was 
mostly appropriated as export duties, in
stead of being allowed to accrue as Mar
keting Board surpluses. The Marketing 
Board was then justified as a means of 
mobilizing resources for government. For 
this purpose it was unnecessary; export 
taxes can be collected without an export 
monopoly. But the Marketing Board sur
vived, and, since it became a byword for 
inefficiency, corruption and patronage, it 
operated as a detraction from farmers' in
comes additional to the export duties; by 
1982 the Board had a payroll of 100 000, 
in spite of which students had to be re
cruited to help evacuate the harvest. 

From 1959 the producer price was 
pushed down further, in the interest of 
generating more revenue for the govern
ment's development programme, and 
kept down in spite of rising living costs. By 
the late 1970s, farmers were receiving 
only about two-fifths of the free on board 
value of cocoa, net of the inflated market
ing costs. The overvaluation of the cedi, 
which first developed in the early 1960s 
and continued, so far as cocoa farmers 
were concerned, until 1987, constituted a 
further, implicit, tax on the farmers' in
comes, since the cedi equivalents' of their 
earnings were less than they would have 
been at equilibrium rates of exchange. 
Allowing for this factor, farmers by the late 
1970s were receiving at best one-fifth of 
the export value of their crops, and pro
bably less. 

It is an indication of the strength of the 
cornparative advantage in growing cocoa 
in Ghana that output long held up in face 
of this heavy and discriminatory taxation. 
(It was helped, of course, by the lag be
tween planting and production.) In the 
early 1960s Marketing Board purchases 
were actually trending up. But the trend 
was broken in 1966, and by 1974 decline 
had become precipitate. Annual pur
chases averaged abut 450 000 tonnes in 
the early 1960s; by 1983-85 they were 
down to 155 000 tonnes. 

This trend in export volume (which was 
experienced also, for somewhat different 
reasons, in minerals and timber) explains 
Ghana's chronic lack of foreign ex
change. It also explains the little benefit 
that Ghana obtained from improving 
commodity terms of trade between 1966 
and 1979. Between the early 1960s and 
the late 1970s, the purchasing power of 
Ghanaian exports over irnports rose by 
only about 25 per cent; in contrast, 
the purchasing power of Cote d'ivoire's 

exports over imports quadrupled in the 
same period. The Cote d'ivoire taxed its 
export-crop farmers heavily, but left a suf
ficient margin of private comparative 
advantage for output still to be increased. 
In Ghana, the goose that laid the golden 
eggs was garrotted. 

My second conclusion relates to the 
financing of government. Until 1945 the 
colonial administration was required to be 
self-financing; and until 1957 the mone
tary system, under which currency used 
in Ghana was fully backed by, and freely 
convertible into, sterling, effectively pre
vented local borrowing for this purpose. In 
1957 a Central Bank and a Ghanaian cur
rency were created, and in 1961 the com
mercial banks were domesticated byex
change control. Government was freed 
from the constraint on its activities im
posed by revenues. It borrowed heavily 
from the banking system, and resorted in
creasingly to deficit financing. The results, 
of course, were inflation and - given in
flexible official pricing of foreign exchange 
- detachment of the internal from the ex
terna� value of the currency. 

Overvaluation at the official rate of ex
change became the chief of the price dis
tortions that characterized the Ghanaian 
economy until 1987. It reduced or des
troyed the profitability of exporting and 
made importing, or more generally com
mand of foreign exchange, highly lucra
tive. It helped drive economic activity out 
of lawful and into illicit channels. It also led 
to the accumulation of short-term ex
ternal debt. Governments in Ghana were 
fiscally irresponsible from 1961 , and more 
so from 1974. Perhaps nothing in the 
economic sphere so clearly distinguishes 
independent governments from colonial 
administrations, not only in Ghana but 
also in many other countries of tropical 
Africa. 16 

Third, the growth of the public sector in 
Ghana, the creation of numerous state 
enterprises to fill an alleged "entre
preneurial gap" and the proliferation of 
controls in an attempt to restrain market 
forces, spawned numerous opportunities 
for private enrichment based on the ability 
to give permissions and patronage. 
"Seek ye first the political kingdom", 
Nkrumah had said, and there was no lack 
of people willing to follow this advice, in 
the knowledge that power meant wealth. 
There may be societies capable of follow
ing the socialist path without abusing its 
objectives, but Ghana was not one of 
them. 

My fourth and final conclusion is a rueful 
one. In my youth I was taught, and be
lieved, that government was the fulcrum 
on which the material conditions of life are 
raised for everyone. I still would not 
deny this possibility. But what Ghana 
has shown in the last thirty years is the 
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tremendous power that governments 
possess to destroy prosperity and push 
back the progress of society. 
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Southern Africa: Economic 
policies and intraregional 
business relations amid 
political turmoil 
J M Robertson, chief economist with RAL Merchant Bank in Harare, provides a 
personal analysis of the way that the economic policies pursued by the Frontline 
States in general, and Zimbabwe in particular, influence their prospects for 
economic growth and development and impact upon their relations with South 
Africa. 

Colonialism and capitalism: 
"rhe implications for policy 
Post-independence Africa can be char
acterized in many ways. Some people 
would still maintain that colonialism was 
the best thing ever to have happened to 
Africa - and would add that the indepen
dent African states are now beginning to 
realize this. Others have even gone so far 
as to argue that the only states with a legi
timate complaint about exploitation are 
those that were not exploited enough -
backing this contention with the observa
tion that the least developed areas in the 
world today are those that were not ex
ploited at all. 

Beliefs, attitudes and perhaps pre
judices of this kind are a useful point of 
departure for a discussion of business re
lations between Southern African states, 
because a significant factor goveming 
political attitudes in nearly all the coun
tries concemed is the way in which 
Africans see themselves as having been 
affected by colonialism. That perception, 
in tum, has affected the policies their 
govemments have adopted, which have 
usually been designed to redress the per
ceived problems of the past and to pro
tect their peoples from a possible recur
rence of the experience. 
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In arriving at and expressing their own 
characterizations of events since inde
pendence, African politicians have been 
inclined to adopt the language of the hard 
left. The foremost external champions of 
their causes have always been leftist 
thinkers and countries, from whom they 
received most of their moral, physical and 
military support while trying to shrug off 
the fetters of colonialism or what they per
ceived to be foreign domination of other 
kinds. 

An almost automatic consequence of 
this has been that they have also adopted 
the political philosophies of the left, in the 
belief that these can best solve the prob
lems and redress the wrongs of the past. 
From this perspective, asking for help 
from the exploitative capitalist neo
colonialist West would be like putting a 
cat in charge of a fish shop. 

In their view, colonialism has become 
associated with capitalism, and the op
posite of capitalism is automatically 
assumed to be the route by which to get 
rid of colonialism. Capitalism and free en
terprise are identified with exploitation 
and oppression; in fact, exploitation is 
seen to have been the purpose of colo
nialism. It is a neat and plausible argu
ment with its own internal logic, and 
one attractive to those who find it more 

comfortable to ascribe the bulk of their 
present-day problems to wrongs inflicted 
upon them in the past. 

Given these premises, some of the poli
cies that have resulted from this approach 
are equally logical. Colonialism brought 
with it foreign domination, foreign owner
ship of resources and foreign control. This 
control was wielded by foreigners and ex
pressed through foreign political systems 
and foreign-owned companies. The foreign 
companies invested for their own pur
poses and generally with little regard for 
the interests of the colonized population. 
They sent profits to foreign shareholders 
and products to foreign buyers. The 
management and staff of the companies 
took their instructions from foreigners and 
worked for foreigners. Foreigners be
came rich while local populations re
mained poor. 

It was with these assumptions that the 
rulers of newly-independent countries 
embarked upon the drafting of economic 
policies. Such ideas were adopted even 
in countries where they might have been 
reasonably dismissed as totally in
appropriate. One of the more commonly 
observed results was that multinationals 
were regarded as dishonest and exploi
tative, whatever the evidence to the 
contrary. 
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Against a background of history inter
preted in these terms, opposition to 
foreign control inevitably became a rally
ing point and, as self-consciousness in
creased, virtually a battle-cry for the libe
ration movements. Since no one made 
any serious attempt to defend the free en
terprise systems on which the business 
communities of these countries depend
ed, it was almost inevitable that their op
posites would find expression in the ob
jectives and policies chosen. 

Foreign control and foreign 
capital investment 
With the advent of independence, foreign 
control was an inevitable first target for 
eradication. This was reinforced by a 
rapid realization that economic indepen
dence had not arrived with political inde
pendence. In most of the states it was 
thought that new economic policies could 
not be enforced before full control had 
been gained over all foreign-owned com
panies. Nationalization became the order 
of the day and within the first few years of 
independence control of vitally important 
companies moved into the hands of poli
ticians and bureaucrats. 

Most of these governments did not 
realize until much later that their actions 
had arrested the development of the 
companies they had acquired, and usu
ally that of their countries as well. New in
vestors did not readily commit them
selves to countries in which existing in
vestors were visibly struggling to survive, 
but even that did not lead these govern
ments to reconsider their policies - the 
last thing they wanted was for their newly 
independent countries to be re-colonized 
by multinationals. 

However, with investment dying away, 
new, efficient and productive jobs could 
not be created, and therefore govern
ments themselves had to generate artifi
cial jobs to reduce the embarrassment of 
rising unemployment. In order to com
pensate for deficiencies in their nations' 
resource bases and socio-economic 
development, many of them became de
pendent on foreign aid. 

Having moved from a state of subjuga
tion by foreign capitalists to dependence 
on foreign aid, it may seem that these 
countries have not succeeded in achiev
ing anything useful. One could even argue 
that the use of aid funds for development 
has hardly ever been nearly as successful 
as the use of venture capital for the same 
purpose, and that aid has been much 
more of a curse than a blessing, even 
where some effort was made to see that 
the money was invested wisely. 

African governments counter that argu
ment with a number of others, most of 
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Fig 2 Zimbabwe: Central Govemment Expenditure (by Functional Classification) 
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Fig 3 Zimbabwe: Central Govemment Expenditure (by Economic Classification) 

which relate to the satisfaction they derive 
from running their own affairs, even if the 
tangible results are far from satisfactory. 
This should come as no surprise. Nobody 
enjoys paternalistic attitudes from others, 
even if these are accompanied by ob
vious material benefits. Far less would 
anyone of us appreciate material benefits 
if they were packaged along with intole
rance, arrogance and ridicule as standard 
fixtures. 

I once had a brief and very telling con
versation with Dr Chidzero, Zimbabwe's 
Finance Minister. It was in 1980 at a 
seminar and I had just listened to a 
lengthy official diatribe directed against 
the country's whites for the years of op
pression, exploitation and deprivation 
suffered by the black population since 
1890. During the tea-break I told Dr 
Chidzero that as the black population of 
Zimbabwe had grown from about half a 
million to eight million under colonial rule 
- a sixteen-fold increase in 90 years 
and a record probably never achieved in 
any other country - I felt that words like 

oppression, exploitation and deprivation 
were most inappropriate. I asked him how 
he could claim that Zimbabwe's people 
had suffered at all under colonialism. His 
answer was very much to the point: "You 
destroyed our dignity". 

And there it is, an African perspective 
on a major issue. I have since given the 
matter a lot of thought and have come to 
realize that there are many examples of 
the same phenomenon to be found in 
various events and personal relationships 
- proving this to be a deeply felt human 
emotion. It is unfortunate that it is usually 
disruptive and often damaging and de
structive. 

Whether it is the teenager who willingly 
moves into a tiny bedsitter, abandoning 
the comforts of home simply to escape 
parental control, or the Palestinian re
fugee who willingly forfeits his life in a bid 
to punish Israel, dignity is the issue. If we 
ask what dignity there is in living in squalor 
in a Hillbrow flat or being shot by an Israeli 
guard, we shall have missed the point. 
The indignity lies not in how we live or die, 

but in having to take orders all the time 
from somebody else. 

We want to be the masters of our own 
destiny. This is part of human nature, and 
if we are not sensitive enough to re
cognize it in other people, then perhaps 
we do not deserve any better than we get. 

It might be argued that those who fight 
against controls do not deserve what they 
do get, especially when they regard their 
cause as noble and the fight leaves them 
battered and impoverished. There can be 
little argument, however, that the pursuit 
of liberation from colonial rule has left 
practically all the former colonial ter
ritories battered and impoverished and 
also very resentful of the need to continue 
what they consider to be a struggle 
against hopelessly unfair odds. 

What they are admitting in showing 
their resentment is that the indignity of the 
way they live and die does become an 
issue before very long. Eventually it be
comes the only issue. This is particularly 
true after a new generation has grown up 
without personal experience of colonia
lism, but with ample experience of life 
under a new set of rulers who have im
posed their own form of domination. The 
new political dispensation which appear
ed to enshrine the principles of self
determination is soon seen to be based in 
reality upon raw, inept totalitarianism. The 
people are still having to take orders, 
often from an even more uncompromising 
ruling minority, and they feel cheated. The 
rulers also feel cheated, but for a different 
reason: economies that used to work for 
the white man, will not work for them. 
What is it that lies behind all their 
problems? 

In the case of Africa's leaders, their re
sponse to political events and to the 
rather more permanent political environ
ments within which they operate is to try 
to dictate the business climate within 
which their people must try to earn their 
living. And, as I mentioned earlier, a very 
large proportion of the policy objectives of 
African governments consist of ridding 
their countries of foreign control. 

This obsession with taking control 
away from foreigners has become a pre
occupation with securing control for 
themselves. Control means power, and 
the real basis of political objectives in 
young, independent countries is gaining, 
exercising and holding on to power. 

This has very serious implications for 
the business sectors in all these coun
tries. Not only do foreign-controlled com
panies find themselves unacceptable to 
those in power, the whole free enterprise 
system comes to be regarded as a legiti
mate political target. In their quest for 
power, the governments of these coun
tries are no longer prepared to share it 
with the business community. As a result, 
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govemments almost throughout Central 
and Southem Africa have set about gain
ing control over business in general. 

For some countries, such as Zambia, 
this meant outright nationalization, while 
in Mozambique, for example, private, 
fixed property was simply confiscated. In 
Malawi a large proportion of businesses 
are controlled by Press Holdings. 

The Zimbabwean case 
In Zimbabwe, a more subtle policy has 
been pursued. A few companies have 
been nationalized, mainly by being 
bought out by parastatals, and both the 
govemment and the party have also 
bought into a few. Control, however, is far 
more penetrating than the short list of 
govemment or party acquisitions would 
suggest. A host of new regulations and 
laws have been passed and the emer
gency powers legislation has been ex
tended to give the govemment far
reaching leverage over the activities of 
businesses and their owners. 

These controls extend into prices and 
wages, hiring and firing legislation, local 
borrowing limits, dividend limitations and 
regulations determining where new busi
nesses may be established. Before pro
ceeding with a project, approval must be 
obtained from foreign exchange authori
ties, a foreign investment committee, a 
new projects committee and sometimes 
from three or four separate ministries. In 
particular, the Ministry of Labour will re
quire considerable details about job 
creation, skills requirements and tech
nology transfer possibilities, and is likely 
to block applications for imported skills 
until it can be proved that these are not to 
be found in Zimbabwe. 

In short, the owners and directors of a 
company can do little more than decide 
what they are going to ask permission to 
do. Without even acquiring shares, let 
alone nationalizing the companies, there
fore, the govemment has gained all the 
control it needs. 

That is the policy on existing investors. 
With regard to new investment from 
abroad, the controls and attitudes in 
general are considerably tighter. The net 
result is to limit the amount of investment 
allowed into Zimbabwe. 

The theory behind this policy goes back 
to the attitudes to foreign control - the 
idea that most of the foreign domination 
of the past was expressed through 
foreign investment. As there was too 
much foreign control - and in Zimbabwe 
the government believes that there is still 
too much foreign control - there must 
have been too much foreign investment, 
which leads to the conclusion that no 
additional investment is desirable. 
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Fig 4 Zimbabwe: Central Government Debt Service 

Coupled with this attitude, an assess
ment that about 70 per cent of the pro
ductive capacity in Zimbabwe belongs to 
or is controlled by foreign-owned com
panies has given rise to the belief that the 
country's economy is controlled by 
foreigners. This conclusion is certainly 
open to question if one considers the 
other components that form part of the 
total - the infrastructure, the marketing 
and transport parastatals, and even the 
labour force itself. 

On the basis of this debatable assess
ment, the Zimbabwean government be
lieves that new foreign investment should 
be permitted only on a highly selective 
basis, and to prevent the 70 per cent 
foreign ownership from increasing, it 
should be stipulated that all new investors 
find a local partner who must be offered at 
least 51 per cent of the equity of any new 
company. Through the foreign invest
ment committee, the government can de
termine who a new investor may choose 
as his local jont venture partner and can 
claim for itself the right of first refusal. 

Combined with either of the other poli-

cies and attitudes mentioned above, this 
helps to explain why foreign investors are 
reluctant to come to Zimbabwe. 

Part of the political turmoil referred to in 
the title of this article is self-inflicted. It 
may not be dramatic or obvious, but it is 
expensive. If it could be demonstrated 
that Zimbabwe had underperformed on 
gross domestic product growth to the ex
tent of only one per cent a year since 1980 
because of these policies - and I would 
claim that to be a ridiculously low es
timate - they would already have cost 
approximately a billion dollars. 

Investors, whether potential or already 
active within the economy, see them
selves as having to enter or as having en
tered a situation in which political rather 
than business considerations have the 
more important bearing on their chances 
of success. 

Very few investors who are not already 
involved in Zimbabwe's economy, re
spond favourably to this investment 
climate. Investors will readily invest funds 
in circumstances where their business 
skills have a substantial bearing on their 
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Fig 5 Zimbabwe: Central Government Revenue and Expenditure 
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Fig 6 Zimbabwe: Debt Service (interesVamortisatlon) 

chances of success. Ifthis is not the case, 
they are most likely to choose a different 
country, unless at least a minimum level of 
success can be guaranteed. 

Joint ventures involving local partners 
from the private sector are, theoretically, 

1985 1986 1987 

more acceptable. In practice, however, 
the local contribution tends to appear too 
limited to the foreign partner for the ar
rangement to have a chance of function
ing well. Despite a few exceptions that 
have worked, foreign investors see them-

selves as having to provide all the techno
logy, all the imported capital equipment 
and all the commitment towards making 
the investment a success. At the same 
time, they face the prospect of having a 49 
per cent say in management, a 49 per 
cent share of the heavily taxed profits and 
dividends and perhaps no say at all in 
matters of wages, prices, staff appoint
ments and company policy. 

Zimbabwe's development needs are 
conSiderable, but in the present invest
ment climate its financial resources are 
severely limited to the amount of foreign 
currency the country can earn, borrow or 
obtain as gifts. This sum is not sufficient to 
maintain its existing capital base; even 
the current consumption needs are not 
being met. In consequence, Zimbabwe 
now faces the same daunting problems 
with which the other countries in the re
gion have been struggling for years. 

In these conditions, productive sector 
growth will not be possible unless there is 
a dramatic improvement in the country's 
terms of trade or an even more dramatic 
improvement in the generosity of lenders 
and donors. Zimbabwe would be unwise 
to rely on changes of this sort. Its only real 
option is to make the necessary changes 
to existing conditions so that it can earn 
more. 

In basic terms, the development costs 
that will have to be incurred to effect this 
growth in its productive capacity and 
eaming power are beyond its means. 
Zimbabwe has to accept that this es
sential growth will have to be funded with 
foreign money. The country's debt situa
tion clearly indicates that it cannot afford 
to borrow sufficient funds. These, there
fore, have to be attracted in the form of 
venture capital, and to achieve this, 
Zimbabwe will have to change its policies 
dramatically in order to improve the in
vestment climate. 

If the Zimbabwean authorities choose 
not to improve the investment climate 
enough to succeed, in effect they will 
be choosing not to strive for economic 
growth, but will be opting for increasing 
poverty, deepening deprivation and 
worsening social unrest. 

Perhaps a first priority in Zimbabwe's 
endeavours to promote growth should be 
to correct a number of fallacies currently 
standing in the way of success. 

It should be recognized, for instance, 
that the question of who owns a produc
tive and successful company is of far less 
importance than the facts that it is there 
and that it is successful. Speaking for all 
Southern Africa's developing countries, 
the preoccupation with ownership and 
control of foreign-owned companies has 
done nothing to increase the success of 
such companies and has tended to ob
scure these countries' urgent need for 
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more such companies. 
A second fact is that the foreign inves

tor is needed just as much, if not more 
than his money. It is a fallacy to believe 
that the money alone will suffice. It is not 
money that creates productive capacity, 
but people. A person with knowledge, ex
perience and a commitment to success 
will make his money do things that it could 
never do in the hands of somebody who 
does not have the necessary attributes. 

As a result of the developing countries' 
fear of foreign enterprise, able people are 
kept out of the region by making it impos
sible for investors to staff a new business 
with capable, skilled employees. Allowing 
such people into Zimbabwe and the rest 
of the region's developing countries, pre
ferably as settlers, would, contrary to 
popular belief, stimulate the generation of 
job opportunities at all levels. Present 
attitudes are costing production, jobs and 
economic growth. 

In other parts of Southern Africa the 
process of localizing former foreign
owned companies started two or three 
decades ago. Zimbabwe is only now 
catching up, unfortunately paying scant 
regard to the effect that this process has 
had on countries like Tanzania, Zambia 
and Zaire. Zimbabwe is following the 
same path as they took, and all because 
of yet another fallacy - that if the govern
ment purchases shares, this amounts to 
redistributing the wealth of foreign
owned companies to the people of Zim-

Year Employment Earnings 
to 

June 
30 

OOO's $'m 

1976 10418 1 101 7 
1977 10228 12007 
1978 9992 12903 
1979 9854 1 4173 

1980 9973 16913 
1981 10238 21378 
1982 10418 26559 
1983 10396 30432 
1984 10348 32500 
1985 10400 35000 
1986 1 050 O· 3900 O· 
1987 1 060 O· 4370 O· 
1988 1 065 O· 4500 O· 

. Estimate . 
•• Budget Estimates. 
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Fig 7 Zimbabwe: Central Govemment Current Revenue and Current Expenditure 

babwe. Wealth, in this context, is represent
ed only by assets, and real wealth is the abi
lity to create assets. Real wealth is therefore 
ability, and the belief that real wealth can 

Personal Personal Indirect 
Income Tax Tax 

Tax as % of 
Earnings 

$'m $'m 

108816 9,9 108338 
113867 9,5 165074 
128403 9,9 198754 
138983 9,8 207854 

172084 10,2 237971 
238503 11,2 327978 
331 970 12,5 556083 
393408 12,9 769951 
460011 14,2 923184 
546765 15,6 965683 
664500 17,0 1 137800 
817397 18,7 1 236987 
921 000·· 20,5 1 342500 

be equally redistributed has to be one of 
the greatest fallacies of our time. 

Redistribution of wealth, therefore, is 
not effected merely through a change in 

Indirect Personal Personal 
Tax and and 

as % of Indirect Indirect 
Earnings Tax Tax 

as % of 
Earnings 

$'m 

9,8 217 154 19,7 
13,75 278941 23,2 
15,4 327157 25,3 
14,7 346837· 24,5 

14,1 410055 24,3 
15,3 566481 26,5 
20,9 888053 33,4 
25,3 1 163359 38,3 
28,4 1 383 195 42,7 
27,6 1 512448 43,2 
29,2 1 802300 46,2 
28,3 2054384 47,0 
29,8 2263350 50,3 

The above table compares average earnings with average direct and indirect tax payments by individuals. By expressing the comparison in 
percentage terms the inflationary distortions are eliminated. Average taxes paid upon earning and spending each dollar are seen to have risen from 
24,3% in 1979/80 to 50,3% in 1987/88. The average for higher income earners possibly comes to 70% or more of each dollar earned and spent. 

Fig 8 Zimbabwe: Relationship between average tax burden on individuals and total eamings 1976-1988 
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the ownership of assets. Redistributing 
real wealth involves redistributing ability. 
This can be done up to a point, but not all 
people can acquire such ability, any more 
than all people can become concert 
pianists of Olympic athletes. 

By its actions, the Zimbabwean 
government has encouraged many of the 
country's talented people to leave and 
has discouraged many others from com
ing. Wherever they are now, they are still 
using their abilities to generate goods and 
services that are of benefit to people other 
than Zimbabweans. At a considerable 
cost, Zimbabwe has exported valuable 
human capital - people who could have 
contributed to its economic growth. 

Zimbabwe's investment policies do not 
recognize that the country has isolated 
itself from essential sources of know
ledge, nor do they recognize that the 
country cannot isolate itself from the 
penalties of not knowing enough to keep 
up. 

Its investment policies also take no ac
count of either the extremely rapid growth 
in population, or of the fact that the 
youngsters old enough to enter the job 
market (now numbering some 200 000 
per year) are better educated and have 
higher expectations with each passing 
year. The politics do nothing to help pro
vide for them. 

Intraregional relations among 
the Frontline States 
The things the Frontline States do to each 
other make up another list of usually un
helpful and sometimes even alienating 

1985 1986 1987 

actions taken to ensure that none of their 
neighbours get an edge on them in any 
field of intraregional relations. 

The Preferential Trade Area (PTA) was 
formed to stimulate trade between 
member states so as to cut down imports 
from outside the region and especially to 
reduce dependence on South Africa. 
However, since the Frontline States are all 
short of foreign exchange, they want hard 
currency for their major exports, and so 
they omit many of these exports from the 
common list of exports that can be traded 
for Uaptas through the PTA clearing 
house. 

To a large extent all the Frontline States 
are commodity exporters, and produce 
many of the same commodities. Despite 
the extensive overlap there are openings 
for trade in some commodities, though 
these are sometimes shunned because of 
ideological considerations and pre
ferences. Rice from Malawi used to be a 
very important import for Zimbabwe, but 
the special trading relationship with 
Malawi was recently scrapped and Zim
babwe now purchases rice from socialist 
countries with whom it wants to show 
solidarity. 

Transporting goods to or through PTA 
countries presents transport companies 
with nightmares of constantly changing 
border controls and requirements, which 
are often altered without any warning. 
This results in delays of several days while 
the problems are sorted out - all of which 
does nothing to promote the smooth flow 
of trade between PTA countries. 

Thus, Zaire suddenly demanded that 
drivers of heavy vehicles entering the 
country from Zambia obtain a work permit 

before they could proceed. To do this offi
cially, they had to go back to the Zairean 
embassy in Lusaka. Unofficially, and with 
no chance of a receipt, they could pay im
migration officials for one at the border . 
Zimbabwe unexpectedly imposed new 
fumigation requirements on agricultural 
produce movements, and transporters of 
Malawian tea spent days arguing that 
fumigating tea would not be a good idea. 
The Zambians recently increased the sum 
payable for driving heavy vehicles on their 
terrible roads by 300 per cent, payable in 
US dollars, and road tolls in Tanzania 
have also gone up. In Mozambique for a 
while one had to go to a separate customs 
official to clear the goods being transpor
ted for each separate customer, even if 
the goods were all in one container. 

The situation is not much better in the 
Southern African Development Co-ordi
nation Conference (SADCC), which was 
formed in an attempt to overcome depen
dence on South Africa's transport routes 
and technical superiority. The way the 
members of SADCC take one another to 
the limits of their respective patience on 
issues such as rail tariffs, oil pipeline 
tariffs, port charges, electricity prices and 
services in general, creates the impres
sion that each country is doing its utmost 
to prevent its neighbours from doing any
thing. 

South Africa provides the Frontline 
States with the perfect excuse for their 
failures. Quite simply, everything that 
goes wrong there is blamed on South 
Africa. This is a great relief to many of the 
politicians in the Frontline States since the 
problems their countries face are largely 
beyond them, given the policies they have 
chosen. The inadequacy of these policies 
would be more obvious to their elec
torates if South Africa did less to present 
itself as their ideal common enemy. 

Without South Africa to blame, all the 
Frontline States would have to adopt 
much more exacting policies to handle 
the real problems of Africa - the scarcity 
of capital, shortages of skills, unemploy
ment, erratic weather patterns, poor infra
structure and communications, outdated 
technology, dependence on weakening 
commodity prices, lack of discipline and, 
in some cases, open corruption. 

By blaming just about all these issues 
on South Africa, the Frontline States try to 
let themselves off the hook. The entire 
world seems ready to believe almost any
thing they say about South Africa and re
sponds to these accusations - no matter 
how far-fetChed - by sending aid to the 
"victims". 

These states constantly claim to be 
attacking apartheid; the liberation of 
Africa is the great quest of their leaders 
and no sacrifice is too great to achieve 
this objective. A large part of the turmoil in 
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Southern Africa is the result of their efforts 
to maintain an explosive situation so that 
they can keep world sentiment alive and 
against South Africa. 

This, too, is having its own, separate re
percussions against the real interests of 
the Frontline States. Zimbabwe might be 
trying to keep out foreign investment, but 
many of the other countries in the region 
have rewritten their investment codes re
cently, in the earnest hope that they will 
now begin to enjoy investment-led 
growth. 

Unfortunately, the perceived explo
siveness of the whole region makes it 
most unattractive to risk-shy investors, 
and the improved incentives offered by 

some countries now hardly attract a 
second look. 

The irony is that the best way the Front
line States could help overcome apart
heid would be to succeed in running their 
own affairs properly. Their every failure 
strengthens the resolve of South Africa's 
right wing and reinforces its determination 
to maintain that which black leaders claim 
they want to see eliminated from South 
African politics. 

I wish I could argue that, against the 
background I have painted, there appear
ed to be a distinct hope of progress within 
the individual Frontline countries or in the 
business relations between them. In the 
short to medium term, the prospects for 
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progress seem extremely poor. For busi
ness relationships this will mean very slow 
growth in trade and possibly a decrease in 
trade specifically with South Africa. It will 
mean continuing verbal attacks and con
tinuing efforts to break free of depen
dence on South Africa's transport routes. 

I don't imagine that their collective ef
forts will have much success, either in 
making their countries themselves more 
independent or in inflicting pain on South 
Africa. They cannot change much in the 
scheme of things from their positions of 
weakness and they are likely to suffer 
damage themselves if they try too hard. 
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Politics -------------------------------------------

"On the beaches ... ": 
South Africa's local government 
elections 
Richard Humphries, research officer at the Centre for Policy Studies, University 
of the Witwatersrand, analyses the broader issues at stake in South Africa's 
forthcoming local elections. 

South Africa stands on the verge of poten
tially momentous municipal elections. 
The results, particularly of the elections 
for white and black local authorities, could 
have a profound impact on the immediate 
course of South African politics in general 
and on aspects of the government's re
form programme in particular. 

When, in 1984, the Council for the 
Coordination of Local Government Affairs 
recommended a uniform term of office for 
councillors in South Africa's racially
segregated system of local government, 
few of its members could have predicted 
the remarkable politicization of local 
govemment issues which provides the 
context within which the elections will 
now take place. This politicization of local 
govemment structures and local level 
politics has been one of the major char
acteristics defining South African politics 
during the 1980s. In many respects, the 
elections will constitute an unofficial 
general election for all parties involved in 
the tricameral parliament and, to a lesser 
extent, a test of opinion for black coun
cillors and of the government's reform 
programme aimed at the ultimate incor
poration of blacks into central govern
ment. 

Overall, some 7 536 councillors will be 
elected to serve in local government 

* The report on which this article is based has 
been published by the Centre for Policy Studies, 
UniversIty of the Witwatersrand, in its series 
PoliCY Issues and Actors. ' 
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structures. There are an estimated 1 126 
local government bodies in the country. 

Local government has figured particu
larly prominently in the government's 
constitutional reform programme during 
the 1980s. New structures have been 
created, such as the regional services 
councils and the Coordinating Council, 
while others have been amended or abo
lished, such as the development boards 
and the provincial authorities. These 
changes have been carried out in accord
ance with the constitutional distinction 
between "own" and "general" affairs, 
and have fundamentally altered the gene
ral milieu in which local government 
functions. 

This article is divided into four parts. 
The first deals with some of the factors 
facilitating the politicization of local 
government structures during the 1980s; 
the second section examines the party 
platforms and manifestoes of the major 
parties participating in the elections for 
white local government structures, while 
the third analyses aspects of government 
strategy towards the elections for the 
black local authorities. The conclusion 
examines some of the policy implications 
of the elections process and results. 

The election context: 
Increasing politicization of 
local government 

,Zv!3r ,the past decade or so, South 
rica s local government system has 

become thoroughly politicized. Of course, 
elements of it have always been politi
cized to some degree - the white muni
cipal elections in Johannesburg, for ex
ample, have been fought on a party politi
cal basis for some fifty years, while the 
system of local government in black 
townships has always been a contested 
issue, both in white and, more impor
tantly, in black politics. The removal in the 
early 1970s of the municipal franchise for 
coloureds within integrated structures in 
the Cape, and the establishment of 
essentially advisory structures under the 
white municipalities were highly con
tentious, and still influence the attitude of 
the Labour Party to local government. The 
present political conflict around local 
government and the October municipal 
elections occurs at a time when urban 
issues have arguably never featured as 
prominently in govemment policy as they 
now do. 

Government policy on urban issues is 
also now generally framed with the recog
nition that policy options have to be root
ed in the urban areas themselves; in the 
past, successive South African govern
ments generally viewed urban areas 
policy in the broader context of the strong 
relationship between urban and rural 
South Africa. 

For all these reasons the context in 
which the October elections will take 
place assumes a fundamental impor
tance. 
~t a formal constitutional level the 

major general influence on I 
ment issues was the I oeal govern-

resu t of the adoption 
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Number of Councillors 

White Coloured Indian Black Total 

TVL 1 079 75 180 596 1 930 
OFS 550 65 419 1 034 
CAPE 1440 1 080 50 110 2680 
NATAL 582 101 140 638 1 461 

TOTAL 3651 1 321 370 1 763 7105 

Source: From a speech delivered by Minister Chris Heunis at the Opening of the 56th Annual General 
Meeting of the United Municipal Executive, Cape Town, 12 March 1987. 
The 431 representatives serving on rural coloured Boards are not included in this Table. 

Number of Councils 

White Coloured Indian Black Total 

TVL 151 30 41 80 302 
OFS 85 9 70 164 
CAPE 213 219 7 92 531 
NATAL 67 18 26 18 129 

TOTAL 516 276 74 260 1 126 

Source: Information supplied by Department of Constitutional Development and Planning. 

of the new constitution in 1983. Based on 
a division between own and general 
affairs, the new constitution incorporated 
whites, coloureds and Indians into a tri
cameral parliamentary structure, but ex
cluded blacks. Although the major 
changes to local government structures in 
terms of these new constitutional princi
ples were only to be felt with the introduc
tion of regional services councils, from 
1987 onwards, it was already evident by 
the early 1980s that the government in
tended to introduce changes based on 
these principles. 

From the mid to late 1970s even, 
govemment had been concerned about 
the functioning of Indian and coloured 
local government structures, particularly 
in view of the refusal of these com
munities to accept the principle of auto
nomous, segregated local government 
structures. 

Regional services councils 

The changes embodied in the regional 
services councils concept also have a 
history. They were initiated in response to 
the financial predicament of white local 
authorities in the 1970s, but these finan
cial considerations were soon trans
formed by wider political issues as the de
bate around the proposed constitutional 
changes gathered momentum. The 1982 
report of the President's Council into local 
and regional management systems, 
chaired by Denis Worrall, provides evi
dence of this. The committee argued that 

local govemment had to involve "full civil 
and political rights", and in order to meet 
this "essential requirement" local 
govemment in the country had to be 
transformed.2 

The regional services council concept 
became the major vehicle for this trans
formation of local government. The coun
cils were designed to achieve a number of 
goals: creating additional sources of 
revenue for financially-strapped local 
authorities, effecting economies of scale 
in the provision of municipal services 
such as water and electricity on a metro
politan basis, and of allowing political re
presentation for all three (and later all four) 
systems of local government in the deci
sion-making process on the councils. 

In the period between the Browne 
Committee report in 1980 and the 
promulgation of the Regional Services 
Council Act in 1985, the form and powers 
of the proposed metropolitan bodies 
changed dramatically in response to 
wider political issues. The financial prob
lems of the black local authorities were 
seen by government as being at the heart 
of their legitimacy problems, and in the 
wake of the violence which flared in the 
Vaal Triangle in late 1984, government ac
cepted the need to include the black local 
authorities on the proposed regional ser
vices councils. 

The provisions of the Regional Services 
Council Act evoked considerable political 
debate across a wide spectrum. Within 
white political circles, the Progressive 
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Federal Party opposed the Act because it 
perceived it to be entrenching, and resting 
on the basis of, segregated local authori
ties. The right-wing Conservative Party 
opposed the Act chiefly because of the 
multiracial decision-making process of 
the councils. Participants in black, colour
ed and Indian local government generally 
welcomed the measure for the additional 
finance which it would raise for infra
structural upgrading in their areas, 
although they had reservations about the 
basis upon which representation on the 
councils was to be determined. The white 
local authorities, from differing political 
positions and for different reasons, were 
generally critical, at least in the early 
stages of the deliberations on the pro
posed councils. 

Provincial government 

If the establishment of regional services 
councils succeeded in stirring consider
able controversy, the abolition of the 
elected nature of the provincial councils in 
1986 virtually invited widespread party 
political involvement in local government. 
It had been clear from the Worrall report 
that provincial councils would have to be 
remoulded in accordance with the spirit of 
the new constitution. In 1986 they were 
transformed from directly-elected, 
whites-only bodies, into state-appointed, 
multiracial structures responsible for 
general affairs on the second tier of 
government. 

One of the consequences of the aboli
tion of their elected character was to 
focus the attention and energies of white 
political parties upon the municipal level 
as a substitute for the mobilization of sup
port for party policies at a national level. 

In addition, gaining political control of a 
municipality allowed the dominant politi
cal party to nominate the municipal repre
sentatives for the regional services 
council. 

Given that the National Party had an 
obvious vested interest, as the governing 
party, in ensuring the success of regional 
services councils, this made it all the more 
important for it to maintain its almost 
traditional control of the majority of local 
authorities. On the other hand, the Con
servative Party's implacable opposition 
to the councils simply spurred it on in its 
bid for local level political power as a pos
sible means of disrupting the functioning 
of these institutions. 

Devolution 

Government policies towards local 
govemment and the restructured provin
cial governments were intended to pro
mote the devolution of power, the decen
tralization of administration to lower levels 
of government and a minimum of admini-
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strative control over local government. 
There is considerable debate as to 
whether government policies during the 
1980s lived up to this stated intention; 
whether they did or not is less important 
than the way the rhetoric of devolution re
inforced the determination of political par
ties to capture control of local govern
ment. The Conservative Party's municipal 
manifesto, for example, is explicit on this 
point: 

The government has decided that more 
matters of a political nature will be delegated 
to municipal councils. The significance of 
this is that in future municipal councils will be 
able to a far greater extent to make decisions 
of political significance. For example, muni
cipal councils will be able to decide about 
the opening of public facilities to all races; 
they will be able to make recommendations 
about the opening up of white residential 
areas to other race groups; ... the opening 
up of central business districts to black and 
other traders .... Add to this the fact that 
municipal councils will playa crucial role in 
the regional services councils .... Then one 
can see that the municipal councils now 
have a political significance which pre
viously they did not have to the same degree 
(own translation).3 

Within white politics, the founding of 
the Conservative Party served to further 
politicize local government. The schism in 
the National Party in 1982 not only saw a 
number of parliamentarians leaving the 
party, but manifested itself on city coun
cils where Conservative Party supporters 
left the formal or informal National Party
dominated councils to form Conservative 
Party caucuses. 

The Conservative Party, with its com
mitment to total politics, has contested 
municipal by-elections since its inception 
and has achieved some widespread suc
cesses. With its power-base in the Trans
vaal and the Orange Free State and its 
claim to represent the traditional interests 
of Afrikanerdom, the rise of the Conser
vative Party constitutes the first serious 
challenge in decades to National Party 
control of local government structures in 
these two provinces. The National Party 
has been compelled to find ways of re
sponding to the Conservative Party's 
mobilization at the municipal level. This 
has contributed further to the politiciza
tion of local government. 

Participation - or not? 

Within black, coloured and Indian politics, 
local government conflict has centred 
around the issue of participation within 
govemment-created structures. For the 
last twenty years official policy towards 
coloured and Indian local government has 
held out the ideal of autonomous, racially
segregated structures. However, partici
pants within these structures have always 
refused to consider autonomy; instead 
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they continue to press their claims for 
direct representation on white muni
cipalities. 

In the black community, the political 
conflict surrounding local government 
has flowed less from its segregated 
nature, than from a variety of factors, not 
all of which have been directly related to 
local government. The rapidly developing 
and powerful extra-parliamentary move
ment, based mainly in the black town
ships, opposed the local government 
structures, partly on the grounds that 
national political issues had to be re
solved before an acceptable system of 
local government could emerge, and 
partly because it denied the claims of the 
councillors that their participation was 
simply a difference of tactics with the 
extra-parliamentary movement and not 
one of goals. Participation was equated 
with collaboration. 

However, the extra-parliamentary 
movement and its civic associations, did 
utilize local government issues such as 
housing, rent and service charge in
creases and the corruption which often 
accompanied the allocation of sites for 
housing and business purposes, as a 
means to mobilize residents against the 
black local authorities and the State. 
These campaigns reached their height 
between 1984 and 1986 and led directly 
to the declaration of the states of emer
gency to forcibly restrict political activity 
and violence in the townships. The pro
tection and maintenance of the black 
local authorities was a major aim of the 
states of emergency, one of which is still 
in force. These issues will be considered 
in greater detail in the section on the elec
tion of black local authorities. 

Though these various factors col
lectively served to politicize local govern
ment institutions, they impacted dif
ferentially on structures serving whites, 
coloureds, Indians and blacks. These dif
ferences will be important in assessing 
trends within and the likely outcomes of 
the October election campaigns in each 
community. 

The white municipal elections 
General election trends 
The immediate political context of the 
white municipal elections is informed by 
the results of the May 1987 general elec
tion and by the possibility that another 
general election will be held within the 
next eighteen months, unless amend
ments to the constitution can be agreed 
upon. 

The 1987 general election revealed a 
number of very important electoral trends 
in white politics, especially in the Trans
vaal. The governing National Party, 

although losing substantial support to the 
Conservative Party, gained a number of 
constituencies from the opposition Pro
gressive Federal Party, chiefly by attract
ing support from the English-speaking 
and Jewish communities. 

The Conservative Party emerged as the 
major right-wing political party, totally 
eclipsing the older Herstigte Nasionale 
Party. The election results showed that 
the Conservative Party combined strong 
support in the rural areas of the two north
ern provinces with an impressive foothold 
in urban and peri-urban constituencies on 
the Witwatersrand and in Pretoria. 

This trend was maintained in the by
elections of early 1988, especially in the 
blue-collar peri-urban seat of Randfon
tein, where the Conservative Party trebled 
its majority over the National Party. The 
party presently holds the urban con
stituencies of Roodepoort, Brakpan, 
Nigel and Randfontein, while in three 
other urban constituencies only the split in 
the right-wing vote denied the party these 
seats. The emergence and growth of the 
Conservative Party testifies to an impor
tant shift in Afrikaner political opinion. 
Claiming to represent the traditional 
nationalist ideals of Afrikanerdom, the 
Conservative Party is poised to attract 
more support than the National Party from 
Afrikaners. 

Similar shifts of opinion manifested 
themselves in the English-speaking com
munity, which has traditionally supported 
parties to the left of the National Party. In 
the general election, large numbers of 
English-speakers voted for the National 
Party, which allowed it to win a number of 
seats from the Progressive Federal Party 
seats, victories that more than com
pensated for losses to the right. Despite 
this new-found large-scale English
speaking support the National Party re
mains, for mainly generational and senio
rity reasons, an Afrikaner-led party, 
whose main opponent is now also Afri
kaner-dominated. 

The municipal elections will provide a 
partial indication of the extent to which 
these trends have continued during the 
eighteen months since the general elec
tion. Their importance is reinforced in this 
respect because the municipal elections 
are being fought almost exclusively on 
national political issues. Certainly, the 
Conservative Party is approaching the 
elections in the knowledge that they are 
vital to its ambition of defeating the 
goveming National Party in a general 
election. Party spokesmen refer to the 
elections as being a "practice run" for 
gaining power and, given their expected 
success, as a way of forcing the National 
Party to hold an early general election 
to counter the "swing to the right". The 
party also sees the municipal elections as 
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providing the means of paralysing the 
National Party's reform programme at 
municipal level, particularly in the regional 
services councils. 

The Conservative Party 
The Conservative Party began planning 
for the municipal elections virtually in the 
wake of the general election. These pre
parations were also an integral part of the 
party's attempts to capitalize on and, 
more importantly, to consolidate the sup
port which it gained in the general elec
tion. It appears to have been enormously 
successful in doing so. Conservative 
Party branches in the Transvaal have in
creased by 55 per cent since the general 
election; in Klerksdorp 14 new branches 
were established in June 1988 alone, 
while in Witbank 28 branches were es
tablished in March. This institutionaliza
tion of the party is most marked in those 
constituencies which the party won in the 
general election; party organization is only 
deemed inadequate in certain consti
tuencies within Johannesburg and in its 
northern suburbs.4 

The chief secretary of the Conservative 
Party argues that the recent growth of the 
party and its electoral success have also 
served to increase the desirability of, and 
thus competition for, office within the 
party. Potential municipal candidates 
who expected to compete for the party's 
nomination had to sign up new party 
members in order to bolster their chances 
of victory in nomination proceedings. A 
similar process has occurred in elections 
for branch office bearers. In both cases, 
competition for party positions served to 
further institutionalize the party.5 

This expansion of party grassroots 
structures and of membership on the eve 
of the municipal elections, whilst clearly a 
partial response to the need to organize 
for the elections, will no doubt also serve 
to mobilize a broader range of supporters 
for the party's policies. Party membership 
grew during May, June and July 1988 by a 
figure equal to the total membership en
rolled during the first six years of its exis
tence.6 The party hopes to build on this 
growth to secure 1 million votes in the 
municipal elections, compared with the 
combined right-wing vote of some 
610 000 in the general election.7 These 
ambitious projections should be seen 
against the 1 million votes which the 
National Party received in the general 
election, and the fact that voter turnout at 
general elections is substantially higher 
than at municipal elections. This increase 
in votes is expected not only on account 
of projected growth in support in areas 
where the Conservative Party has a 
strong presence, but also because of the 
wider geographic area which the party will 
be contesting in the municipal elections. 

This is particularly so in Natal and the 
Cape. For example, the party did not con
test any seats in Pietermaritzburg in the 
general election, but will be doing so in the 
forthcoming municipal elections. 

English-speaking support 

Although the party regards itself as the 
authentic voice of contemporary Afri
kaner nationalist ideals, it boasts a grow
ing support base amongst the English
speaking community. 

The Conservative Party, despite com
parisons of its mobilizing tactics with 
those of the National Party during its as
cent to power, makes a determined effort 
to transcend the narrow ethnic exclusi
vism which characterized the National 
Party in earlier periods.8 Evidence of this 
attempt to build support within the Eng
lish-speaking community is plentiful. The 
Conservative Party's municipal manifesto 
expresses a commitment to the rights of 
whites, whilst a recent editorial in the 
party's journal Die Patriot, explaining the 
growth of the party, was framed almost 
solely in terms of the experience of 
whites, in general, with the process and 
consequences of reform. The editorial 
contained only one specific reference to 
Afrikaners or Afrikanerdom. In the same 
edition, a columnist referred approvingly 
to the introduction of the party leader at 
the Free State Congress as "the leader of 
whites".9 Its weekly journal contains two 
pages in English, while its special edition 
on party policy for the municipal elections 
is a bilingual publication. 

Nevertheless, the Conservative Party 
also takes seriously its claims to repre
sent the ideals of Afrikaner nationalism. 
Meetings, at least in the Transvaal, are 
preceded by the singing of traditional 
songs recalling, in essence, the past glo
ries and concerns of Afrikaner nationa
lism. The party also maintains close links 
with a variety of recently established 
Afrikaner cultural and political organi
zations which give expression to a con
temporary conservative interpretation of 
Afrikaner history and desirable future 
policies. 

Party organizers go so far as to argue 
that they will eventually be supported by 
those English-speaking voters who 
presently support the National Party. 
These people will "hitch their reins to 
Afrikaner nationalism when they see that it 
is ultimatelYc this which will look after their 
interests". a In line with these ex
pectations the party predicts that it will 
gain control of a number of Natal South 
Coast municipalities. 

It is understandable that the Conserva
tive Party has realized the electoral limi
tations of an emphasis on Afrikaner ethnic 
exclusivity. The National Party retains 
substantial Afrikaner support, especially 
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from the elderly and middle-aged who, in 
effect, h9ve had a lifetime's attachment to 
the party. Of equal importance, the gene
ral embourgeoisment of most Afrikaners 
means that they are no longer sufficiently 
economically and politically disadvantag
ed vis-a-vis the English community to 
allow such a strategy to succeed at the 
ballot box. Given these vehicles, the Con
servative Party, despite its image, is 
developing appeals to broader white in
terests, in the face of what is perceived to 
be an uncertain future for whites in a uni
tary state with a black majority. 

This strategy appears to be paying off. 
A recently released opinion poll shows 
that English-speaking support for the 
party doubled, admittedly from a small 
base, between May and August of this 
year.11 The results of the municipal elec
tions in certain areas of Natal and the 
Cape in particular will provide a true 
measure of English-speaking support for 
the Conservative Party. 

The party also has the potential to 
attract support from younger voters -
which it classifies as the "young working 
class" - for essentially economic 
reasons. Faced with the reality of a dete
riorating financial position and the inability 
to reproduce the standard of living en
joyed by their parents, at a time when 
many of them are on the threshold of im
portant career and family commitments, 
these voters might find economic factors 
sufficient reason to support the Conser
vative Party. If links between economic 
decline and political reform are made, the 
movement to the party might be even 
greater. It remains to be seen in what 
quantities this group will vote in the muni
cipal elections. 

National issues 
Given the Conservative Party's use of the 
municipal elections as a means to in
crease and mobilize support for itself in 
the next general election, it is not surpris
ing that its municipal manifesto contains a 
mix of local and national issues. Many of 
the matters are of little direct relevance to 
municipal issues, but the party commits 
itself to acting on these policies if and 
when it gains power in the general elec
tion. Thus it raises issues such as: influx 
control - pledging to reintroduce it; the 
use of black labour in white areas; law and 
order; white unemployment and the pro
tection of white school children from pos
sible terror attacks. 

The party also promises to liaise with 
central government to find ways of allevi
ating the housing shortage amongst 
whites, especially young couples, the 
elderly and the needy. The relevance of 
these issues to the municipal campaign is 
also justified by the Conservative Party on 
the grounds that municipalities which it 
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controls after 26 October will be able to 
raise these issues as an interested party 
with central government and thereby 
pressure it to act on them. 

Municipal issues 

In the more conventional municipal field 
the party concentrates its focus on Group 
Areas-related issues, promising to main
tain and extend exclusive facilities for 
each race group. These issues do indeed 
provide the core platform of the party's 
campaign for municipal power, which 
takes its cue from the party's general 
policy guideline to "at all time actively 
promote White majority occupation in the 
RSA" .12 Municipalities have been granted 
the power to make independent deci
sions on an important range of such 
issues - including the opening up of 
public facilities to all races - or are con
sulted by higher tiers of government for 
their views - as is the case with the 
declaration of central business districts 
as open trading areas. 

Regional services councils 

Another key focus of the Conservative 
Party's campaign is an attack on the 
newly introduced regional services coun
cils. These are condemned on various 
grounds, but principally because they are 
multiracial decision-making bodies and 
because (it is alleged) white taxpayers, 
through the levies payable to these coun
cils, are being called upon to meet the 
costs of improving facilities in black, 
coloured and Indian residential areas. The 
party argues that the allocation of levy in
come should match the apparent racial 
derivation of the funds, thereby ensuring 
that white areas receive the major share of 
funds available for distribution. This atti
tude of the Conservative Party is con
sistent with its commitment to financial 
apartheid in matters of taxation, illustra
ted by its slogan "rands have colour". 

It should also be noted that the Con
servative Party disagrees fundamentally 
with the philosophy underlying the regio
nal services councils, namely that the pro
vision of infrastructure in black, coloured 
and Indian areas will remove a major 
source of the "revolutionary" anger 
directed at the South African government. 
Some R300 million will be spent on infra
structural upgrading in the Transvaal 
alone this financial year. 

Given the constitution of the regional 
services councils, the Conservative Party 
needs only to control some 35 per cent of 
the votes on an individual regional ser
vices council in order to be able to veto 
the body's decision-making process. If, 
for example, the party decides to veto the 
budgets (as it has already said it will do) 
the hitherto smooth functioning of the re
gional services councils in the Transvaal 
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will be severely disrupted. This action will 
then force the Administrator to take 
budgetary decisions on behalf of the 
councils. 

The party anticipates that it can take 
control of 6 of the 12 regional services 
councils in the Transvaal, but if it does 
particularly well on the East and West 
Rand and in Pretoria it could control as 
many as 10 councils. 13 

Considerable uncertainty exists, how
ever, about the Conservative Party's pre
cise intentions towards the regional ser
vices councils after the municipal elec
tions. Its manifesto commits the party to 
participation in order to negotiate the best 
possible deal for its supporters and coun
cils within the framework of the racial allo
cation of levy income. Such a course of 
action is clearly contrary to the provisions 
of the Regional Services Councils Act. 
This position is also broad enough to con
tradict the declared intention of paralys
ing the regional services councils by re
fusing to agree to their budgets. In fact, 
known supporters presently participate 
on regional services councils in the Nor
thern Transvaal and the Free State 
without any apparent attempt to disrupt 
their workings. 

Dissension 

One Conservative Party-controlled muni
cipality in the Free State formally reaffirm
ed its participation in the Bloemarea 
Regional Services Council in the wake of 
particularly critical remarks by the deputy 
leader of the Conservative Party earlier 
this year.14 This raises the possibility of 
dissension between national and munici
pal leadership within the party on tactics 
towards the regional services councils in 
1989. Conservative Party municipal 
leaders may argue that disrupting the 
councils will harm the chances of the 
party gaining power in national elections, 
since "disruption tactics" would allow the 
National Party to accuse it of irrespon
sibility. On this basis the party might live 
with its hatred of the councils until its ex
pected accession to power, whereupon it 
would simply abolish the regional ser
vices councils. 

Conservative Party policy towards the 
regional services councils has previously 
caused a minor split in the party; the pre
sent chairman of the Bosveld Regional 
Services Council, a former provincial 
councillor, was a member of the Conser
vative Party, but left the party after a dif
ference of opinion towards regional ser
vices councils. The policy implications of 
this dissension will be discussed in the 
conclusion to this article. 

Election prospects 

The Conservative Party enters the final 
stages of the municipal election campaign 

in a supremely confident mood, bolster
ed by widespread successes in muni
cipal by-elections across the country 
during the last year. In the Transvaal 
it has won by-elections in Benoni, 
Vereeniging, Klerksdorp and Westonaria, 
amongst other municipalities; in Natal it 
won in Ladysmith, while its provincial 
secretary was retumed unopposed in 
Scottburgh; in the Cape it has won 
Bredasdorp, Kraaifontein and Malmes
bury, while in the Free State it has taken 
control of Parys and won by-elections in 
Senekal, Heilbron and Hertzogville, 
amongst others.15 

Besides being widely expected to 
make a clean sweep of the Transvaal plat
teland, which the party already dominates 
at the parliamentary level, the Conserva
tive Party is looking to the East Rand for a 
breakthrough in support and expects to 
dominate the West Rand. It is optimistic 
that it will win control of a number of towns 
to complement its parliamentary repre
sentation in these areas. In the light of the 
Randfontein by-election result, the party 
has identified 35 urban constituencies, 
most of which would be in the East and 
West Rand, for special attention in the 
municipal elections. 

The obvious symbolic prize for the 
party, given the essentially Afrikaner char
acter of the city and its status as the 
administrative capital, would be Pretoria. 
The party failed to win any seats in Pre
toria in the general electioQ, because of a 
split right-wing vote, but came very close 
in its own right in a number of con
stituencies. However, party spokesmen 
are surprisingly cautious in their pre
dictions of success in this city. 

Success, or a good showing in regions 
outside of areas where the party per
formed well in the general election of 
1987, is crucial to its ambitions to defeat 
the National Party in the next general elec
tion. The party has to extend its support 
base in urban areas in the PWV region and 
in other provinces if it is to have any 
chance of winning an election. The party 
seems to understand this imperative. 

It might well be on the verge of a signifi
cant breakthrough in urban areas on the 
Witwatersrand. Party spokesmen argue 
that canvassing figures for the municipal 
elections show that the swing to the party 
is now greater in urban areas than in rural 
areas. This apparent surge of support is 
attributed to perceived uncertainty over 
the principle of residential segregation, 
the abolition of influx control and a subse
quent perceived increase in crime.16 

Party propaganda also feeds off, and 
greatly encourayt.':', a perception that the 
National Party is not true to its word, and 
that it alters its policies despite promises 
that it would not do so. 
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The National Party in retreat? 
Faced with this aggressive strategy by the 
Conservative Party of turning the muni
cipal elections into a de facto national 
election, the National Party has been 
placed on the defensive. Unable or unwil
ling to contest large parts of the Transvaal 
and the Free State on an open ticket, the 
National Party has had to rely on thinly
disguised independent candidates to 
fight its cause in these areas. 

This strategy reflects, in part, the 
changes in the nature and support base of 
the National Party and in its policies which 
has occurred during the last decade. Of 
particular importance is the decline in 
Afrikaner support for the party; a parallel 
increase in English-speaking and Jewish 
support, following the demise of the 
United Party and the failure of the New 
Republic Party and Progressive Federal 
Party to win over significant numbers of 
former United Party supporters; and the 
consequences of the reform programme 
(manifested most clearly by the introduc
tion of the tricameral parliament) for in
ternal party organization and behaviour. 

Throughout its history, and until re
latively recently, the National Party has 
articulated Afrikaner nationalist concems 
about language, culture and the econo
mic and political subordination of Afrika
ners in general to English-speakers. 
Although the National Party portrayed 
itself as the champion of Afrikaner natio
nalist concerns, which it was, consider
able numbers of Afrikaners continued to 
vote for the United Party. Symbolic per
haps of the strong identification of the 
National Party with Afrikaner nationalist 
concerns and its limited English-speaking 
support, is that the constitution of the 
party was only translated into English in 
1979, by which time the drift of English
speaking voters to the party was already 
under way.'? 

The 1983 referendum on the proposed 
tricameral parliament was probably deci
sive in facilitating English support for the 
National Party, even though a vote affirm
ing the desirability of the proposed 
changes was not a direct indication of 
party political preference. Wynand 
Malan's assessment of the conse
quences of the referendum results for the 
National Party (he was still then a member 
of the party) can be quoted by way of illu
stration: 

Although the referendum did not require 
people to choose between political parties 
... one by-product is . . . that people are 
going to feel that they owe it to P W Botha to 
help him implement the new dispensation, 
and in an election campaign they will be able 
to do this only via a party and therefore they 
will vote for the NP. In this sense, the party's 
image as the exponent of purely Afrikaner 
interests has ... faded still further. The ideal 

would be that the NP, indeed that all political 
parties, would project themselves in terms 
of their political convictions rather than as 
ethnic groups. But this is a long process, a 
slow tempering of nationalism (own transla
tion).'8 

In the context of continuing internal 
Afrikaner political divisions over the terms 
of the reform policy, many English-speak
ing and Jewish voters clearly felt that they 
had to support the National Party in the 
1987 general election in order to counter 
the dangers of the growth of the right
wing. As it has argued, the result of the 
1987 general election meant that the 
National Party could no longer be 
regarded as an ethnic body within white 
politics. '9 

English-speaking support 
Earlier this year public debate arose about 
the extent to which this new found Eng
lish-speaking support was reflected in 
leadership positions within the National 
Party, when the Sunday Times asked 
whether the party was not rerhaps taking 
this support for granted.2 Similarly, the 
resignation or dismissal of the Mayor of 
Durban from the National Party on the 
issue of open beaches also raised this 
point. Whether deliberate or not, edi
torials on consecutive days in the National 
Party-supporting English-medium news
paper The Citizen defended both English
speaking and Jewish support for the 
party.21 In the latter case, the editorial re
sponded to points made by the leader of 
the Progressive Federal Party in the 
Johannesburg City Council on the 
morality of Jewish support for the Natio
nal Party. The National Party had earlier 
announced that it would be fielding a 
number of Jewish candidates in Johan
nesburg. In this respect the results of the 
municipal elections in English-dominated 
areas of Natal and the Cape will be of 
major significance to the National Party. 
Johannesburg and its northern suburbs 
will also be vital to the National Party's 
attempts to consolidate and retain its 
English-speaking support. 

Finally, important changes to decision
making processes within the party have 
occurred during the last decade as an 
adjunct to the reform process. Firstly, the 
centrality of party congresses in the for
mulation of party policies has gradually 
diminished since the accession to power 
of Mr P W Botha. In a move to facilitate the 
acceptance of reform policies within the 
party, he has drawn a distinction between 
"policy" and "principle"; the role of the 
congresses was to be limited to "prin
ciple", while the leadership of the party 
and government should have a freer hand 
with "policy" issues. Secondly, the func
tioning of the tricameral parliament 
and associated institutions such as the 
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President's Council seems also to have 
diminished the former, almost grassroots, 
populist nature of the party, reducing links 
between the leadership and party sup
porters. 

Municipal election campaign 
The National Party's municipal election 
strategy has been shaped by these vari
ous developments, as well as by the 
vigorous challenge of the Conservative 
Party's campaign. For tactical and, prob
ably, practical reasons much of the Natio
nal Party's involvement in the northern 
provinces will be restricted to supporting 
independent candidates who are obvi
ously party supporters. Explanations for 
this unprecedented decision by a ruling 
party to abstain from an opportunity to 
mobilize party supporters directly in de
fence of party policies seems to be the re
sult of a number· of considerations. 

Firstly, it is a tactical response to the 
Conservative Party's introduction of 
national political issues into the local 
government arena. By abstaining from 
direct involvement, the National Party 
hopes to claim credit for not bringing 
party politics into municipal affairs, thus 
hopefully obtaining support from persons 
uncomfortable with this politicization of 
municipal elections. 

Secondly, the National Party seems to 
have had some difficulty in getting sup
porters to stand on an open ticket in op
position to the Conservative Party and its 
high profile campaign. Businessmen, for 
example, fear loss of patronage if their 
political preferences are openly revealed 
in this way.21 In virtual confirmation of this 
pressure a columnist in the Conservative 
Party's newspaper talks of the "social 
suicide" which it is claimed is now the lot 
of National Party supporters, presumably 
in the rural Transvaal.23 

This strategy of campaigning behind in
dependents on an ostensibly non-party 
political platform does have the obvious 
advantage of allowing the National Party 
to claim victory over the Conservative 
Party should its independent candidates 
triumph, while denying defeat should they 
lose. The T ransvaalleader of the party has 
also justified the limiting of direct National 
Party involvement to the major urban 
areas by arguing that there is a greater 
need to control the urban municipalities 
than those in the rural areas.24 This is a 
clear reference to the consequences of 
the election for the regional services 
councils and to the party's desire to re
strict pressures in the urban areas for a re
laxation of residential segregation. 

Prospects 

Nevertheless, the National Party looks 
certain to lose its hitherto unchallenged 
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dominance of local government in the 
Transvaal and the Free State, particularly 
in the rural areas. In Natal and in the Cape, 
the party will be looking for a good show
ing in the metropolitan areas, while also 
wishing to restrict any advances by the 
Conservative Party into these provinces. 
A potentially serious consequence of the 
party's strategy of supporting inde
pendents might be the difficulty of mobi
lizing its supporters behind these can
didates. Voting percentages might well 
be decreased by a feeling among voters 
that municipal elections are not important 
for national politics or for the National 
Party. Recent evidence from opinion polls 
suggests that Conservative Party sup
porters are more intent on voting in the 
municipal elections than are National 
Party supporters.25 

A further potentially damaging con
sequence for the party may be that its dif
fering tactics in metropolitan and rural 
areas will exacerbate differences be
tween urban and rural interests within the 
party. This could easily translate into dif
fering interpretations of party policies be
tween the urban and rural wings within the 
party, especially on the sensitive issues 
relating to group areas. 

The National Party's municipal mani
festo is a virtual point-by-point response 
to the major issues raised by the Conser
vative Party. It restates the provisions of 
the controversial Group Areas Bills pre
sently before Parliament, arguing that the 
proposed amendments would in fact re
inforce the principle of residential segre
gation. It also reaffirms the principle of 
own affairs as the basis of local govern
ment structures, in direct response to 
claims by the Conservative Party that the 
multiracial regional services councils 
signify the beginning of multiracial local 
govemment. It defends the councils on 
the grounds that economies of scale are 
ensured through the bulk supply of basic 
services; that they do not influence the in
ternal workings of (white) municipalities 
and that no group domination takes place 
on the councils. Urbanization and squat
ting are prominently dealt with; squatting 
is deemed to be unacceptable, while in
formal townships are to be permitted and 
upgraded into conventional towns. 

The various aspects of group areas and 
the sharing of facilities are central to the 
municipal campaign. This also demon
strates the extent to which national politi
cal issues have become local and vice 
versa. The Conservative Party likes to 
argue that its electoral success in the 
Transvaal has been due in no small 
measure to its exploitation of the scrap
ping of beach apartheid in Natal. As one 
National Party organizer in Pretoria put it: 
''The beaches have never been closer to 
Pretoria".26 
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The National Party is enormously sen
sitive to the impact on its support base of 
Conservative Party charges that it is, at 
best, unable and, worse still, unwilling to 
uphold the principle of residential segre
gation, with its particular consequences 
for local government. The National Party 
fears that this issue could "destroy the 
National Party's grassroots organiza
tional ability in even more areas than is 
now the case" ,27 while a Natal Member of 
Parliament has argued: 

If the National Party were to abolish the 
Group Areas Act or to fail to enforce it strictly 
in Ladysmith. I would have no hope of hold
ing the Klip River seat for the National Party 
(own translation).28 

This sensitivity explains the haste and 
determination with which the government 
attempted to steamroller the trilogy of 
Group Area-related legislation through 
Parliament in August and September. 

The Progressive Federal Party 
Direct and open Progressive Federal 
Party participation in the elections is re
stricted to Johannesburg, Randburg and 
Sandton. Under a young, revitalized 
leadership the party is fighting a high
profile, aggressive campaign to gain con
trol of ~Iohannesburg. It has been helped 
in this by the support of the Five Free
doms Forum, which should ensure that 
those people who deserted the party in 
the general election, because it was seen 
as too conservative, will once again vote 
for it. 

The party's municipal manifesto argues 
for the opening of all residential areas, in 
contrast with the attempts by the National 
Party to limit the process of desegrega
tion to specified areas. The process of de
segregation of the cities, the Progressive 
Federal Party argues, should be achieved 
through the market mechanism, but must 
be accompanied by the maintenance of 
minimum community standards. The 
party's philosophy and approach to the 
municipal elections is to stress the cen
trality of the city to a post-apartheid South 
Africa. 

The Progressive Federal Party is still 
suffering from the effects of its somewhat 
dismal performance in the general elec
tion. Senior party supporters in Pretoria, 
where the party has had an official pre
sence on the city council, refused to fight 
the elections on a party ticket. Instead 
they have combined with supporters of 
the National Democratic Movement, 
which is not contesting the municipal 
elections, to create a "Pretoria 2000" 
ticket, which stresses a creative non
party-political, local option approach to 
the city. In Sandton, too, the Progressive 
Federal Party appears to have split, since 
many prominent supporters are behind 
the establishment of the "Sandtonians", 

an independent grouping of candidates, 
while a rump of the party fights to retain 
Progressive Federal Party control of the 
council. In the Western Cape, a major 
Progressive Federal Party stronghold, the 
party has decided against direct involve
ment. Like the National Party, it will be in
formally supporting sympathetic inde
pendents. 

The Progressive Federal Party will be 
hoping that its recent change of national 
leadership and a revised security policy 
will serve to attract former supporters. 
Party strategy also attempts to undercut 
and limit defections to the National Party 
by supporters who are concerned about 
the growth of a right-wing challenge to the 
National Party. 

Other parties 
Of the other opposition parties, the newly
established Independent Party led. by 
Denis Worrall is formally competing in a 
limited number of municipalities and is 
contesting a handful of wards in various 
Reef towns. The Herstigte Nasiona/e 
Party appears to be contesting only a very 
limited number of wards in the Transvaal, 
so completely has it been undermined by 
the Conservative Party. 

Reform on the left? 
The municipal elections might well prove 
to be important in laying the basis for a re
formed opposition grouping to the left of 
the National Party. The Progressive Fede
ral Party and the Independent Party have 
come to a close understanding of each 
other's strategy in the municipal elections 
and there appear to be close links be
tween the Progressive Federal Party's 
~Iohannesburg leadership and the Inde
pendent Party. Similarly in Pretoria, the 
co-operation between the Progressive 
Federal Party and the National Demo
cratic Movement might provide a basis for 
a future coalition. 

Whatever the results of the municipal 
elections, they, and the party political in
volvement which has characterized them, 
will decisively change the face of white 
local govemment. Some of the possible 
national policy consequences of these 
local realignments will be discussed later. 

The black municipal elections 
General context 
The elections for the black local autho
rities will take place within a very different 
context to that in which the first round of 
elections for these bodies occurred in 
1983 and 1984. The difference is partly 
the result of fundamental changes in 
govemment policy towards the incorpo
ration of blacks into central government 
and other structures outside of the home-
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lands. It is also a consequence of the 
bitter and often violent struggle between 
the government and the exiled woupings 
and the multitude of extra-parhamentary 
organizations active in township politics. 
This conflict has been elevated to the level 
of a "revolutionary" and "counter
revolutionary" struggle by the respective 
parties. The outcome of the election pr<:>
cess is crucial to both sides - at least In 

the short term. 
The 1983 and 1984 elections took place 

when the National Party government was 
still firmly committed to the orthodoxies of 
Verwoerdian apartheid as it affected the 
political rights of blacks outside the 
homelands. Blacks were excluded from 
representation in the tricameral parlia
ment and from the regional services 
councils as initially conceptualized, and 
govemment argued that. the municipal 
franchise was a substitute for par
liamentary representation.29 One of the 
consequences of this approach was to 
prompt Inkatha to abstain from official 
participation in the elections, even though 
its participation might well have increased 
the percentage polls and made for easier 
relations between Pretoria and Ulundi. 

Over the past four years the govern
ment has steadily abandoned major 
tenets of its separate development poli
cies, although it still adheres to aspects of 
geographic and racial partition. It has 
conceded and granted black representa
tion on general affairs structures (t.he 
regional services councils a.nd the pro.vln
cial govemments). The major stumbh~g
block has been the difficulty of securing 
agreement with possible black partici
pants who can deliver a significant con
stituency, on the terms and methods of 
representation in central government. The 
municipal elections are partly designed to 
secure such representation. In terms of 
the Promotion of Constitutional Develop
ment Act, passed earlier this year, a major 
portion of black representation in the pro
posed national negotiating forum will be 
drawn from regional electoral colleges, 
consisting in turn of representatives of t~e 
black local authorities. Earlier drafts of this 
legislation did not include any linkages 
between the black local authorities and 
the proposed forum. The importance of 
the elections must have increased to the 
govemment since it decided on this 
linkage. 

Government spokesmen stress that 
the local authorities are a crucial cog in the 
constitutional reform programme. They 
also argue that the black community must 
identify its leaders at the local community 
level. If this cannot be done successfully 
at the municipal level, the government 
stands little chance of incorporating 
blacks into the central government (pre
sumably on an elected rather than a 

co-opted basis). Thus a Member of the 
Executive Committee in the Transvaal has 
argued: 

If we cannot succeed at the local govern
ment level, which is going to become in
creasingly important in the future, in secur
ing the positive involvement of people and 
communities, particularly in respect of the 
election and development of their leaders, 
then we have no hope of developing higher 
structures, with responsible leaders at their 
head (own translation).30 

The elections also form an integral part 
of the government's attempts t~ st~bilize 
local government in the townships In the 
wake of a sustai ned period of violence be
tween 1984 and 1986. This violence was 
directed largely against the black local 
authorities, in a bid to render the town
ships "ungovernable". Alternative struc
tures were often created to replace official 
structures, a process in which "street 
committees" played a major role. 

In the wake of the violence, the govern
ment has implemented a sophisticated 
"counter-revolutionary" strategy, which 
combines strong security action with a 
concerted attempt to improve the mate
rial living conditions of township resi
dents. The restoration of a sound local 
authority system in the townships is re
garded as a key variable in evaluations of 
the success of the counter-revolutionary 
strategy and of the state of emergency. 

Development and politics 
The often poor state of infrastructure in 
the townships has generally been regard
ed by government spokesmen .a.s the 
principal reason for the lack of legltlnY:lcy 
of, and support for, black local authorities. 
Improve living conditions, it has conse
quently been argued, and political sup
port and the legitimacy.of the local autho
rities will grow. The major channel for this 
improvement of living ~onditions h.as 
been the regional services councils, 
although funds have also been provid~d 
from a variety of other sources. The natio
nal security management system acts in a 
co-ordinating capacity for many of these 
programmes. 

A former Administrator of the Transvaal 
argued the point strongly in 1987, linking 
the urgency of the upgra~i~g process to 
the imminence of the mUnicipal elections: 

The mere fact that somebody understands 
the purpose, objects and functions of an 
organization does not necessarily mean that 
he accepts and supports it. No, he has to 
have trust in it and believe it is necessary for 
his well-being. The only way in which this 
can be achieved is by visibly illustrating to 
the voter the accomplishments of the institu
tion concerned. He has to see with his own 
eyes that the local authority is doing some
thing from which he will personally benefit, 
and that this something cannot be provided 
by someone else at a lower cost to the voter. 
In a nutshell, this in my opinion, is the only 
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way in which we can secure the support of 
the electorate at the next elections. We must 
ensure that visible improvements are effect
ed in our towns and, what is more, the elec
torate must be made aware that these im
provements were brought about by the local 
authority.31 

The other key elements in the govern
ment's approach to the election are secu
rity action and restrictions on political ac
tivity by the extra-parliamentary move
ment. The terms of the state of emer
gency are one such element, but more 
important short-term actions were the 
restrictions placed on certain persons 
and organizations in February 1 ~88. 
These latter restrictions have effectively 
prevented a wide range of organiza~ions 
from campaigning against the elections. 
The affected organizations include the 
United Democratic Front, Cosatu, and the 
Soweto Civic Association.32 

These restrictions came after obvious 
concern in a number of government 
departments - both civilian and security 
- about the ability of the black local 
authorities to withstand concerted mobili
zation against them in the run-up to .the 
elections. This concern can be traced In a 
variety of speeches by Transvaal provin
cial spokesmen during 1987, more than a 
year before the elections. 

During 1986 and 1987 the Transvaal 
Provincial Administration consistently 
urged white local authorities t.~ a~sist 
neighbouring black local authorities In a 
variety of ways. The establishment of co
ordinating committees - loosely struc
tured and regulated - was proposed, 
partially as a means to render technical 
and administrative assistance to the 
generally poorly-equipped black local 
authorities. The general goals of the co
ordinating committees were to foster and 
improve the standing of black local 
govemment in those communiti~s. How
ever, the imminence of the elections and 
the need to maintain a functioning system 
of local government were also presented 
as reasons for the establishment of co
ordinating committees, as the following 
lengthy quotation illustrates: 

The municipal elections of 1988 are of cru
cial importance because it is essential that 
the blacks make a success of them. The 
elections are just around the corner, and if by 
the time they are held, we have not nor
malized black local govemment in a demo
cratic fashion, I do not know when we will 
again secure a grip on the situation, and you 
can try to imagine for yourselves what con
sequences continuing and protracted insta
bility will have for every aspect of our lives. 
We must join forces to secure a retum to 
peace and normality, for it is only in such a 
climate that something permanent can be 
built. 

A bitter struggle is being waged to destroy 
local govemment and to destabilize this vital 
foundation-stone. It is precisely because 
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orderly forms of local govemment constitute 
the basis and the vital organs of peaceful 
living conditions that unrest is directed at 
them. The agitator and the activist will try to 
frustrate our efforts precisely at this level of 
govemment because they know that this is 
where they can achieve their greatest suc
cess. 

The attempts of the radical and extra
parliamentary organizations to force the 
government back to the drawing-board, and 
even to include the street-committees in the 
negotiation of alternative local structures, 
must be foiled. This can only be done if black 
local government functions properly (own 
translation).32 

The major themes to emerge from this 
statement are the absolute imperative of 
normalizing local government in the wake 
of the assault on it between 1984 and 
1985; the relative ease with which struc
tures of local government, as opposed to 
those of central government, can be 
undermined; and the necessity for the 
govemment not to lose the initiative in 
constitutional planning as a result of the 
actions aimed at the local authorities. 

These themes are effectively security 
and politically-conscious ones. They 
were, however, complemented by a 
recognition amongst govemment officials 
that the black local authorities were rather 
fragile institutions in the technical and 
administrative senses. They lacked a 
sound financial base, were manned large
ly by relatively inexperienced staff and run 
by councillors who were often perceived 
to be corrupt. These factors combined to 
make them vulnerable institutions. 

Yet until shortly before the announce
ment of the February curbs, and other 
later interventionist moves by the govern
ment around the elections, it appears that 
civilian administrators placed an in
ordinately high degree of responsibility on 
the shoulders of sitting councillors to se
cure a reasonable voter turn-out in the 
elections. 

No doubt, the forces of revolution will do 
their utmost to stop the people from voting. 
It will be primarily up to you, as councillors 
who believe in law and order, to effectively 
neutralize the attempts of these forces, for, 
to a large extent, your position as leaders of 
your community will be judged in terms of 
the success you achieve in persuading the 
voters to express their desires by means of 
the ballot box.34 

Two events within the country early in 
the year seem to have been decisive in 
prompting the government to announce 
the February restrictions. The UDF 
declared it would not participate in the 
elections,35 while Cosatu, the largest 
black trade union grouping, announced 
that it would oppose the elections.36 A 
week after Cosatu's declaration the curbs 
were promulgated. A statement by the 
chief of the security police, justifying the 
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curbs, linked the UDF and Cosatu to ANC 
activities and programmes, implying con
trol of these organizations by ANC leader
ship. The spectre of opposition orche
strated by the UDF and Cosatu, as natio
nal umbrella organizations, clearly tilted 
government into taking these measures 
(over and above the provisions of the 
state of emergency) to restrict opposition 
to the municipal elections. 

The curbs were followed by the intro
duction of prior voting procedures for the 
elections, designed to restrict the inci
dence of "intimidation" and thereby in
crease the numbers of persons voting. In
timidation of voters was advanced by the 
government as a reason for the generally 
low polls in the 1983 and 1984 elections. 
Furthermore the extensive publicity cam
paign of the Bureau for Information to pro
mote the elections seems to have been 
hurriedly decided upon. 

The most systematic presentation of 
the government's expectations about the 
elections is the analysis presented by the 
head of the Bureau for Information, Mr 
Dave Steward, to the September con
gress of the Transvaal Municipal Associa
tion. He re-affirmed the argument that the 
linkages between the black local autho
rities and the proposed national negotiat
ing forum have given these elections an 
extra significance for both local and natio
nal constitutional development.3? 

This is clearly so, yet it must be noted 
that the use of municipal councillors as a 
basis on which to secure some black re
presentation on the proposed forum has 
distinct political limitations. These follow 
from the nature of existing municipal 
leadership. In the absence of national 
political parties contesting the elections, 
municipal leadership is localized to the 
specific township and is highly fractious 
and individualistic in nature. It is not 
based upon the mobilization of distinct 
political issues. Its major rationale is 
rather to effect improvements in township 
living conditions. With few exceptions this 
results in almost continual leadership dis
putes around rival personalities rather 
than about issues of substance or ideo
logy. 

Attempts to form national organizations 
around this municipal leadership, which 
would partly compensate for these limi
tations, have not met with much success. 
The rival groupings of the Urban Councils 
Association and the United Municipalities 
of South Africa are not well organized. 
Again they differ mainly on the question of 
participation in the proposed forum and 
on the conditions of participation; there 
do not seem to be any serious ideological 
divisions between the two groupings. 

This conservative and moderate 
leadership could therefore not deliver 
any defined national, or even regional 

constituency, into the proposed forum. 
Given time and assuming a lengthy state 
of emergency which will continue to 
hamper political activity by committed 
opponents of the South African govern
ment, this might well start to change. 

Prospects 
It is somewhat difficult to predict the out
come of the elections for the black IOC8i 
authorities, since they depend on a multi
tude of variables. The most important of 
these is whether the security forces are 
able to contain the programme of disrup
tion which the government anticipates in 
the period immediately before the elec
tions. Should this be contained, and given 
the opportunity to vote prior to election 
day itself, then the number of votes cast 
might show an increase over that of the 
last elections. This does not mean that the 
percentage poll will increase, however. 
The involuntary registration of voters from 
a variety of registers, chiefly from housing 
lists, will have ensured a bigger voters roll, 
but might well have simply ensured a 
lower percentage poll. Local and regional 
factors must also be taken into account. 
The continuing rent boycotts in parts of 
the Transvaal, and the impact of the la
bour stay-away earlier this year, illustrate 
a capacity for the extra-parliamentary 
organizations to mobilize despite the re
strictions of the state of emergency. 

The opposition to the elections recently 
voiced by prominent church leaders, in
cluding Archbishop Desmond Tutu, will 
also have an adverse effect on the polls. 

Within the townships, two segments of 
the community might well vote in large 
numbers. The granting of the municipal 
franchise to the squatters and other new 
entrants to the urban areas (after a three
month stay) could be exploited by can
didates with promises of housing and ser
vices to squatter areas. Should this 
happen, and the promises not be fulfilled, 
the consequences could be far-reaching 
as frustration sets in with time. Elderly 
residents might also be easily mobilized. 

In Soweto, the Sofasonke Party is 
attempting to regain the dominance in the 
council that it once enjoyed. It registered 
22 000 voters for the elections and is con
fident of a 50 per cent poll. It argues that 
its favourable record in Soweto's local 
govemment and the poor image of the 
present councillors will prompt this exten
sive participation. The party combines 
elements of the style and issues of the 
extra-parliamentary movement with par
ticipation in the council. It is also making a 
determined effort to mobilize support 
from Soweto's burgeoning squatter 
camps. 

Another example of a successful 
strategy of participation is that of Tom 
Boya in Daveyton. A charismatic leader, 
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he has been mayor of the township for 
nine years. There appears to be little orga
nization against the elections in the town
ship; indeed Daveyton is something of an 
enigma amongst Witwatersrand town
ships, with the extra-parliamentary move
ment having made few inroads there. 

Policy consequences of the 
elections 
This final section examines briefly some of 
the possible consequences of the anti
cipated election results, particularly for 
the government. The point needs to be 
made at the outset that hypotheses about 
policy consequences depend not only on 
expectations of the results, but of the 
strategies which the victorious parties will 
follow after the elections. Nevertheless, it 
is possible to isolate certain policy 
themes which might be affected by the re
sults and by probable post-election stra
tegies. 

The first theme is that of centre-local 
relations. As noted in the first section of 
this article, one of the characteristics of 
local government restructuring during the 
1980s has been the commitment of 
govemment to the devolution of functions 
and political power to local governments. 
This programme has only recently begun 
to effect local authorities, with further 
steps expected in 1989.38 To the extent 
that decision-making opportunities are 
increased at the local government level, 
local governments possess greater auto
nomy and independence from higher 
levels of government. 

Not many governments comfortably 
tolerate competing centres of power 
when these are controlled by an opposi
tion political party which uses them for 
political purposes at variance with the 
goals of the governing party. Questions 
about the sovereignty of parliament and 
about national political goals quickly sur
face. South Africa has not escaped such 
experiences at the local government 
level. The best-known examples of this 
occurred in the 1950s and 1960s when, in 
the face of ever-tightening apartheid poli
cies, United Party-controlled municipali
ties were often accused of obstructing the 
direction of racial policies. Until 1971 the 
municipalities were charged with the im
plementation of influx control and other 
aspects of the administration of the town
ships. A major rationale for the removal of 
municipal control and the establishment 
of administration boards was the central 
govemment's wish to limit possible 
deviations from central policy. Dr Ver
woerd's speech to the 1956 conference 
of the Institute of Administrators of Non
European Affairs is the best exposition of 
the National Party government's views on 

centre-local relationships in this regard. 
South Africa may well be standing on 

the threshold of a return to such argu
ments. Should the Conservative Party 
manage to gain control of large numbers 
of municipalities, especially in the PWV 
region, and decide to follow obstruc
tionist policies either through the local 
authorities themselves or via its repre
sentation on the regional services coun
cils, the government might well reconsi
der its policies of devolution. 

It takes a strong and secure govern
ment to ignore challenges to its policies. 
The growth of the right wing, and its 
aggressive campaign for power, might 
also lead the National Party to reconsider 
its present approach to devolution. This 
does not necessarily mean that all 
aspects of devolution will be reconsi
dered, since government-appointed 
bodies could be instituted. Such appoint
ed bodies are not totally consistent with 
the principles of devolution. Government
nominated bodies would also meet the 
demands from coloured, black and Indian 
participants for means to restrict 
attempts to disrupt the working of various 
institutions. 

Government spokesmen, in particular 
the Minister of Constitutional Develop
ment and Planning, have already referred 
to the need to uphold the "sovereignty of 
parliament" in any process of devolution. 
As early as 1983, for example, when the 
broad guidelines for local authority re
structuring were being discussed, Mr 
Heunis twice referred to the need to en
sure that the "actions of local authorities 
are not at cross purposes with those of 
the central government". 39 

He also made the same point with 
specific reference to the role of council 
officials in advising councillors on courses 
of action: 

I foresee that elections for municipal coun
cils being fought on partisan lines. This will 
have definite implications for the chief 
administrative officer. A local authority's 
policies are made by councillors working 
closely with officials who can to some de
gree influence policy making ... this en
vironment within which the chief officer ope
rates will change. requiring of him the same 
sensitivity required of senior officials in 
government departments. Furthermore they 
will have to adhere to national goals in their 
policy advice to the elected repre
sentatives.40 

It does seem that an unstated assump
tion in the government's devolution pro
gramme was that of continuing National 
Party hegemony over local authorities. 
Such dominance would allow it to control 
and regulate local affairs in tandem with 
national policies. The rise of the Conser
vative Party in particular has threatened 
that assumption. 
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The election results will have both short 
and long-term consequences for the 
regional services councils and govern
ment policy towards them. Govemment 
pursues a number of political objectives 
through the councils, whose operations 
are really still only in their infancy. They 
can be expected to undergo a substantial 
change in function, and maybe even 
structure, over the next five years. 

It is not only the Conservative Party 
which will be raising fundamental chal
lenges to the regional services councils in 
the years ahead. The black, coloured and 
Indian local authorities will also attempt to 
restructure the regional services councils 
in ways which will make these bodies 
more advantageous to them. The follow
ing are among the issues that will have to 
be addressed. 
- The transfer of additional functions to 

the councils. 
- The relationship of the local authorities 

to the councils in terms of the distinc
tion between "own" and "general" 
affairs. 

- The need to adjust the basis of repre
sentation on the councils. This follows 
from the growth in the consumption of 
basic services that can be expected, 
particularly in the black local autho
rities, which will in turn lead to calls for a 
review and adjustment of voting 
strengths on the councils. What one 
group of councils gains, others will 
have to forego. It is difficult to know 
whether this will drastically effect the 
voting strengths of the black local 
authorities, especially in the PWV area, 
during this period. 

- The role of the councils in financing new 
areas of expenditure. Questions that 
will arise here include the meeting of 
budget deficits of local authorities 
(especially blaCk), the maintenance of 
infrastructure, and providing subsidies 
for a range of services which are pre
sently met by higher tiers of govern
ment. 
A related aspect is the possible effects 

of the election results on the composition 
of the provincial (white) municipal asso
ciations and, less likely at this stage, the 
United Municipal Executive. These asso
ciations work closely with the central and 
provincial governments, reacting to 
policy directions and proposed legisla
tion. Should the Conservative Party do 
well in the northem provinces it could well 
influence the nature of this contact and 
the generally good co-operation which 
presently exists. 

Finally, should the percentage poll for 
the black municipal election prove to be 
lower than in 1983, this would have con
sequences for both local and central 
govemment, especially as to perceptions 
of the legitimacy of these structures. 
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Politics-------------------------------------------

However, this depends to a large extent 
on conflicting explanations of a lower poll 
- whether it is due to "intimidation" or 
"apathy" on the part of voters. 

Significantly, some govemment 
spokesmen now argue that an accept
able system of black local govemment 
will only emerge once agreement is 
reached on the terms of black participa
tion in central government. This implies 
that govemment is prepared to live with 
some of the problems around the black 
local authorities until agreement on the 
national question is reached. 

Should the poll be considerably higher 
than in 1983 then the govemment will be 
bolstered in its determination not to talk or 
negotiate with the African National Con
gress. A high poll is already regarded by 
govemment as indicating the rejection of 
revolutionary change. 

It is for indications of the strength of the 
white right-wing and the percentage poll 
in the black townships that the results of 
the municipal elections will be most 
keenly awaited. Whatever the results, 
they have already profoundly altered 
aspects of South Africa's local govern
ment system. 
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Porlsandharbou~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The ports of Dar es Salaam 
and Mombasa: Recent 
developments 
Denis Fair, senior research fellow at the Africa Institute, continues his series 
about the ports of Africa. 

For more than ten years Dar es Salaam 
has suffered the image of a port unable to 
cope with the demands made upon it. Its 
management has been weak, its handling 
equipment inadequate and cargo and 
ships have experienced high transit and 
turn-around times. Failure to match the 
capacity of the port to the traffic gene
rated by the 1 860 km line of the Tanzania 
Zambia Railway Authority (fazara), open
ed in 1974, created chronic problems of 
congestion for exporters and shipping 
companies alike. It discouraged Zambia 
from making greater use of the port and 
caused that country to divert much of its 
copper exports to South African har
bours. But now, of East Africa's two major 
ports, Dar es Salaam is facing a more ex
citing period of development than its 
counterpart Mombasa. Both ports are en
joying expansion and modernization but 
Dar es Salaam's are related to growing re
gional connections which are having a 
marked impact on the port's growth and 
significance. 

Mombasa is the larger port. It handled 
6,9 million tonnes in 1986, of which 71 per 
cent were imports. Dar es Salaam 
handled 3,6 million tonnes of which 75 per 
cent were imports. At both ports oil and oil 
products accounted for 57-59 per cent of 
the total volume of commodities import
ed. However, while Mombasa is uncertain 
about future traffic volumes, Dar es 
Salaam's 1987 traffic increased substan
tially over that of previous years. After its 
current rehabilitation and modernization 
its present capacity will more than 
double. 

These developments have come none 
too soon. Apart from the pressures placed 
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upon it by its links with Zambia and by 
its own national demands, traffic has 
been building up with that part of its 
hinterland which it shares with Mombasa, 
namely eastern Zaire (Kivu), Uganda, 
Rwanda and Burundi. Uganda, for ex
ample, has been dissatisfied with per
sistent problems over its transit trade with 
Kenya and is attempting to reduce its de
pendence on Mombasa. But, more 
urgently, sanctions imposed by western 
countries on South Africa and fears, as yet 
unfounded, that it might retaliate by 
blocking the use of its harbours, have in
tensified the efforts of the Southern 
African Development Co-ordination Con
ference (SADCC), established in 1978, to 
improve other outlets. 

By mid-1987 Zimbabwe, Zambia and 
Malawi were dependent on South African 
routes for 62 per cent of their international 
trade. With substantial financial assis
tance from the World Bank and donor 
countries, most attention has been paid 
to rehabilitating the port of Beira and the 
rail and road corridor from Harare. How
ever, the expansion and modernization of 
Dar es Salaam is also a critical element in 
the total plan. In 1986 nearly a millon 
tonnes of transit cargo passed through 
Dar es Salaam from and to its hinterland 
countries. Of this total, 75 per cent was 
attributable to Zambia mainly in the form 
of copper exports and petroleum imports. 

Dar es Salaam 
Plans to improve the port of Dar es 
Salaam have been on the cards for some 
time. In early 1985 finance was finally 

forthcoming from international donors for 
a US$150 million modernization pro
gramme. The major donors are Denmark, 
Norway, Sweden, Holland, Italy and the 
United Kingdom. The World Bank co
ordinates this external funding. Also being 
implemented is the rehabilitation of the 
ports of Zanzibar, Pemba and Tanga in 
order to help take the load off Dar es 
Salaam where the following develop
ments are taking place. 

First, three berths are being converted 
to a container terminal. This is now under 
construction by a Japanese firm and will 
be completed by mid-1988. Handling 
capacity will then increase to 120000 
containers per year from a throughput of 
30 000 in 1986. Turn-around times for 
large container ships, such as those of the 
British-East Africa Conference (Beacon), 
will be reduced from 3-5 days to 24 hours. 
In addition, the Tanzania Harbours Autho
rity (fHA) has built a container clearance 
depot 15 km from the city, a function for
merly performed at the dockside where it 
compounded the congestion. 

Secondly, eight general cargo berths 
will be upgraded to handle an additional 
1,5 million tonnes. The work will be com
pleted in 1991. Thirdly, is the rehabilitation 
of the Kurasini oil terminal now under way 
and the construction of grain storage faci
lities to replace the existing practice of 
manual bagging. Fourthly, better 
management, maintenance and training 
facilities are being instituted as this area 
has long been regarded as one of the 
port's "weak spots". Finally, the entrance 
channel is to be widened, deepened and 
straightened to allow the passage of lar
ger ships and the use of the harbour for 24 
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hours a day. When the total programme is 
complete, possibly in 1992, the capacity 
of the port will increase to 4 million tonnes 
per year from its present 2,5 million 
tonnes. 

Complementing plans for the port has 
been the financing of a ten-year rehabili
tation programme, commenced in 1985, 
for both the Tazara railway and the Tan
zania Railway Corporation (TRC) system. 
Work on the Tazara line costing over US 
$225 million is being supported by the 
World Bank, a number of European coun
tries, the United States Agency for Inter
national Development (Usaid) and the 
Chinese. By mid-1988 three-quarters of 
the funding for the project had been ob
tained. 

Rehabilitation includes track improve
ment and maintenance, the purchase of 
new locomotives and goods wagons, a 
heavy duty workshop at Mbeya and the 
strengthening of maintenance and 
management capabilities. These mea
sures will increase the line's capacity to 
1,6 million tonnes per year by 1991-92. 
The original design capacity was never 
reached and the amount of goods carried 
was only 0,65 million tonnes in 1981-82 
when Zambia was exporting most of its 
copper through South African harbours. 
The line made its first profit only in 1985. 
However, improvement in operating ef
ficiency is now being experienced with 
transit times from Zambia to the port 
down from some 20 days to a more reli
able 15 days. Cargo carried reached a re
cord 1,2 million tonnes in 1987. Most of 
Zambia's copper is now being exported 
via this route on which tariffs are less than 
half of those by rail to the port of Beira in 
Mozambique. EASA reports that a branch 
line from Tazara to the Zambian port of 
Mpulungu on Lake Tanganyika is being 
contemplated in order to tap traffic to and 
from Rwanda and Burundi. 

A comparatively small tonnage of 
goods between Zambia and Dar es 
Salaam is carried by road, but to streng
then the link the road is being repaired and 
upgraded. In addition, the Tazama oil 
pipeline from Dar es Salaam to Ndola, 
which carries some 600 000 tonnes per 
year, is being refurbished with assistance 
from the European Investment Bank and 
other donors. Further additions to cargo 
through the port will come when Malawi's 
northern route is fully operational in 1991. 
This will add some 400000 tonnes per 
year, or 25-30 per cent of Malawi's total 
external trade. The US$110 million pro
ject, financed by the World Bank, the 
European Economic Community, the 
United States, Britain and West Germany, 
involves a lake and road route to Mbeya 
where it joins the Tazara line. As part of 
the project are the provision of extra 
cargo handling and fuel storage and 
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transhipment facilities at Dar es Salaam, 
and the improvement of shipping facilities 
at ports on Lake Malawi. 

Meanwhile, work on the TRC's central 
railway corridor joining Dar es Salaam 
with Rwanda, Burundi, Uganda and 
eastern Zaire has commenced. Estimated 
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to cost US$35 million and financed main
ly by the European Economic Commu
nity the programme will upgrade the 
track and roadbed, overhaul and pur
chase locomotives and goods wagons 
and provide technical assistance and 
training facilities. In 1986 nearly 220 000 
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Ponsandhar.bouffl---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dar es Salaam harbour. The Chinese have been building extensions at the far end 

tonnes of goods to and from these coun
tries passed through the port of Dar es 
Salaam. Nevertheless, some 60 per cent 
of all Tanzania's transport is by road but, 
as a complement to rail transport, the 
system is badly in need of rehabilitation. 
US$250 million is now being sought to 
raise the country's proportion of good 
roads to 70 per cent by 1993. 

Promotion of the development and 
greater use of Dar es Salaam has not only 
been the work of the SADCC, the Zam
bian and Tanzanian governments and the 
THA. The private sector has also played a 
significant role. Zamcargo is the transport 
subsidiary of Zambia Consolidated 
Copper Mines (ZCCM) and is responsible 
for the export of the latter's copper and 
the import of equipment and supplies. 
Along with its subsidiary, the United King
dom based Sea Cargo Intemational 
(SCIC), it accounts for 25 per cent of the 
trade passing through Dar es Salaam. In 
order to reduce congestion in the port 
itself, Zamcargo operates the large 
Kurasini container depot adjacent to the 
harbour. The firm is diversifying its hand
ling business to include commodities and 
countries other than Zambia. It is now 
directly promoting Dar es Salaam as a 
transit port for Zimbabwe and Malawi as 
complementary to Beira and has extend
ed its freight forwarding services to these 
two countries. However, with Beira only 
700 km from Harare compared with 3 000 
km from Dar es Salaam, the volume of 
traffic from Zimbabwe is not likely to be 
significant, particularly as it will also be 

routed via Maputo when the direct rail link 
to that harbour is restored in 1989. 

Mombasa 
Since its establishment in 1978, the 
Kenya Ports Authority (KPA) has steadily 
improved Mombasa's Kilindini harbour. 
Three new deep water berths have been 
built, the main channel has been dredged 
and a container terminal was completed 
in 1983. In 1984 a complementary inland 
container depot was established at 
Nairobi. In 1986 the port handled 120 000 
containers. Further modernization is 
under way, with financial assistance from 
the European Investment Bank to im
prove storage facilities for bulk liquids, 
general cargo and containers, and to re
pair and rehabilitate four berths and two 
oil terminals. The work should be com
pleted by mid-1989 and will reduce the 
tum-around time of ships. 

Despite these ongoing improvements, 
cargo passing through the port has re
cently fluctuated from a peak in 1981 of 8 
million tonnes to a low of 6,3 million in 
1985, followed by a slight rise to 6,9 mil
lion in 1986. The number of cargo ships 
calling has declined from 1 360 in 1982 to 
1 203 in 1986. Significantly, there has 
been a decrease in the volume of transit 
cargo passing through the port to and 
from Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, east
ern Zaire and southern Sudan. It fell 
from 500 000 tonnes in 1983 to less 
than 300 000 tonnes in 1986. Part of the 

problem arises from political troubles in 
Uganda and difficult Kenya/Uganda re
lations. African Business reports that in 
March 1987 Uganda accused Kenya of 
withholding its oil supplies; in April 
Uganda announced that it had made 
arrangements to export its coffee through 
Dar es Salaam and to use that port, 
together with Tanga, as import points. In 
May it was reported that 70 000 tonnes of 
Ugandan import and export cargo was 
stranded in Kenya. The reasons seem 
complex, in part due to strained relations 
between the two countries over the expul
sion of aliens from Kenya, and in part to 
the inability of the Kenyan railway system 
to meet both its and Uganda's transport 
needs. Accusations and counter-accusa
tions flowing from these events have fol
lowed reaching occurrences of open hos
tility along the Kenya/Uganda border in 
December until the issue was defused by 
a meeting of the two leaders. 

The outcome is that Uganda has turned 
to Dar es Salaam rather than Mombasa to 
handle its import and export traffic. This is 
being done via Lake Victoria to Mwanza 
by ferry and thence by rail or road to Dar 
es Salaam. Fuel imports and sugar ex
ports have increased notably via this 
route since the end of 1987. Uganda, it is 
reported, plans to have 60 per cent of its 
intemational traffic directed through Tan
zania in due course. However, as the 
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) points 
out, this should not be seen as "a defini
tive change of policy". Tanzania's rail and 
road system is also hard-pressed to cope 
with the rise in Ugandan traffic without the 
increased tonnage of Zambian goods 
now using the port of Dar es Salaam. De
lays, particularly of sugar imports and 
coffee exports, are being experienced 
both at the port and at the Lake Victoria 
trans-shipment points. Moreover, by mid-
1988 relations between Uganda and 
Kenya had so improved that goods were 
again being routed via Mombasa. How
ever, there is little doubt that Uganda has 
now found an altemative outlet for its in
temational traffic and the route via Dar es 
Salaam, particularly when that port 's 
modernization is complete, may well 
prove a valuable altemative to Uganda's 
sole dependence on Mombasa should 
any untoward event, political or other
wise, intervene. 

The overall decline in the level of traffic 
through Mombasa in recent years has 
meant that KPA revenue has stagnated 
while expenditure has risen, leading to a 
deficit of K £1 million in 1985. The situ
ation has been worsened by a general de
cline in maritime trade and competition 
from other East African ports. There have 
been charges that mismanagement and 
inefficiency have increased tum-around 
times for container vessels from 48 to 72 
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hours, resulting in the transference of 
business to Dar es Salaam by some ship
ping agents and conference lines. 

Moreover, a work-force now increased 
to 13 000 as a result of the merger be
tween KPA and Kenya Cargo Handling 
Services (KCHS) has not shown a mea
surable improvement in port operations. 
A strike in October 1987 hardly helped 
matters. An added financial burden, ac
cording to EIU, arises out of the settle
ment of the assets of the former East 
African Railways and Harbours Corpora
tion following the collapse of the East 
African Community in 1977. The KPA has 
to remit K£7,5 million annually to Uganda 
with K£29,7 million still outstanding. 

ment plan it was stated that the govern
ment recognized the desirability of es
tablishing a second port. In its 1984-88 
plan this ideal has been kept under review 
but the government admits that one of the 
problems it faces is the uncertainty about 
future traffic volume. More to the point, 
therefore, are plans to strengthen Mom
basa's road and rail links with its hinter
land. A $45,5 million programme aims to 
raise Kenya Railways haulage capacity 
and will be supported by the International 
Development Association (IDA) and the 
British Overseas Development Associa
tion (ODA). The EEC is assisting initially 
with US $41 million to rehabilitate nume
rous sections of the road between Nairobi 
and Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi. These 

developments should revitalize this 
"northern corridor" and help Mombasa to 
recover some of the pull over its hinter
land recently lost to Dar es Salaam. Good 
relations between Uganda and Kenya 
also remain a vital factor in securing 
Mombasa's hold over its hinterland. 

Sources: Africa Economic Digest, Africa 
Research Bulletin, African Business, EASA (Trade 
and Investment in Southern Africa), Economist In
telligence Unit - Country Profiles and Country 
Reports, Kenya national development plans, 
Modem Africa, New African, Ports of the World 
(Uoyds, London), South, Weekly Review 
(Nairobi). 

In Kenya's 1979-83 national develop-

AFRICA AT A GLANCE 1988 
(Africa Insight vol 17 no 4) 

Facts and figures for Africa - quite literally 

A complete, reliable, up-to-date compendium of useful, or just plain interesting, data about Africa, 
easy-to-use, attractively presented in 46 comparative tables, 25 figures and coloured maps. 
The most up-to-date infonnation on Africa, on its various countries and islands, their location, their size, their 
coastlines, the percentage of their territory that is arable land, where their railways are and how much freight they 
carry, where their ports are, how many passengerikilometres their airlines fly, how many passenger cars they have 
and how many kilometres of paved roads, their population size, density and growth rate, languages and religions, 
their capitals and other major cities and towns, their urban growth rates, the size of their economies and how they 
are made up, size of working age population and the percentages employed in each sector, their governments' 
expenditure and how much of this goes on defence, education and health, their balance of payments, exports, 
intemational reserves, foreign debt, development and food aid receipts, production of major agricultural com
modities, changes in food production since 1964, mineral production, electricity generating capacity, numbers of 
doctors, nurses and hospitals, life expectancy, infant mortality, literacy, newspaper circulation, number of TVs, 
radios and telephones, number of pupils and students at the various levels of their education systems, Africa's 
universities, Africa's major regional and economic groupings, including South Africa's development regions, inde
pendent and self-goveming national states. The politics of Africa's states, their pre-independence status, colonial 
rulers, dates of independence, changes of name, heads of state and govemment, their terms of office and the 
reasons for their rise and fall, their political systems, ideologies, party representation, dates of elections, OAU 
summit meetings, military strengths and alliances. 

Buy the Africa Institute's Africa at a glance 1988, 
only R8,96 per copy (R8,OO + 96c GSn 
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Booksheff-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The greening of Africa: Breaking through in the battle 
for land and food by Paul Harrison. London: Paladin (1987) 
380 pp. ISBN 0 586 08642 O. 

Africa appears to present the greatest of the world's develop
mental challenges in the immediate future. After surveying the 
scope and origins of the continent's problems - escalating 
debt, chronic food shortage, ecological damage and soaring 
population growth rates - the author surveys some of the in
novative efforts of Africa's peasants to combat the evils that 
threaten their existence. By concentrating on developmental 
successes, however small in scale, he hopes to offer affordable 
blueprints for emulation elsewhere. 

Foreign aid reconsidered by Roger C Riddell. London: 
James Currey (1987) 309 pp. ISBN 0 852551045. 
This major study on the theoretical, moral and practical 
aspects of foreign aid provides a thorough reconsideration of 
the arguments and evidence in the debate on this controversial 
subject. This book is addressed to professional aid administra
tors as well as academics and students. 

Africa and Europe: From partition to interdependence 
or dependence? edited by Amadu Sesay. Beckenham: 
Croom Helm (1986) 250 pp. ISBN 0709944063. 
This collection of essays, compiled to mark the centenary of 
the Berlin Conference and the subsequent partition of Africa by 
the European powers, includes essays on Africa's pre-colonial, 
colonial and post-colonial relationships with Europe. Political, 
economic and strategic aspects of international contact re
ceive attention and contributors include Dennis Austin, James 
Mayall and Timothy M Shaw. 

Agricultural commercialization and government policy 
in Africa by J Hinderink and J J Sterkenburg. London: KPI 
(1987) 328 pp. ISBN 07103 02398. 

This book deals with the process of agricultural commerciali
zation in sub-Saharan Africa. This is an important aspect of 
economic growth, particularly in less-developed countries. 
The authors analyse the changes in the nature of commerciali
zation across time and between regions. Half of the study is 
devoted to case studies which permit the detailed examination 
of commercialization in different contexts. The book concludes 
with a discussion of Africa's current plight and the prospects 
for improvement. 
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Angola to the 199Os: The potential for recovery by Tony 
Hodges. London: Economist Publications (1987) 145 pp. 
This publication is one of the Economist Intelligence Units' 
series of special reports and provides an assessment of An
gola's prospects into the next decade. Against a background 
of comprehensive economic data, the author analyses the 
strengths and weaknesses of what is potentially one of Africa's 
richest nations. 

Integrated rural development: The Ethiopian experi
ence and the debate by John M Cohen. Uppsala: Scan
dinavian Institute of African Studies (1987) 267 pp. 
ISBN 91 7106267 X. 
During the 1970s integrated rural development was one of the 
most popular development strategies employed by Third 
World governments and international aid agencies. Since then 
it has been subjected to increasing criticism, though, accord
ing to the author of this book, the critique has been formulated 
with too little attention to detailed case studies. Most of this 
book is devoted to just such a case study, of the Chilalo Agri
cultural Development Unit (CADU), one of the oldest and best
known projects supported by the Swedish International Deve
lopment Authority. 

The Club du Sahel: An experiment in international co
operation by Anne de Lattre and Arthur M Fell. Paris Or
ganisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(1984). 112 pp. 
This report describes the Club du Sahel, which was es
tablished in 1976 by the states of the Sahel to assist in the work 
of drought control. In addition to addressing drought damage, 
the Club has also promoted studies, planning and action by the 
Sahelian countries and aid donors conducive to the region's 
long-term development. 

Economic and social origins of Mau Mau, 1945-53 by 
David Thorp. London: James Currey (1987) 304 pp. 
ISBN 0 85255 024 3. 

Kenya's Mau Mau revolt played an important part in convincing 
Britain's Conservative govemment that the military repression 
of African resistance to imperial rule was unjustifiably expen
sive. Dr Thorp examines in detail the origins of Mau Mau as an 
alliance of various groups in Kenyan society, against the back
ground of imperial policy and the post-war economic crisis in 
the colony. 
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----------------------------------------Bookshe/f 

Politics, participation, and poverty: Development 
through seN-help in Kenya by Barbara P Thomas. Boul
der: Westview (1985) 228 pp. ISBN 0 81337068 X. 

This book analyses the roles of self-help organizations and 
community projects in the political economy of Kenya, and 
examines the competition through self-help for power and 
scarce resources. The author also looks at the effect that group 
activity has on household economic behaviour and at the con
tribution that self-help organizations can have on the building 
up of rural infrastructure. She also asks whether self-help in the 
Kenyan context can lead to structural change and a more equi
table distribution of resources, or if it simply perpetuates and 
reinforces current inequalities. 

Book Announcement 

Martin E H Buscher, Afrikanische Weltanschauung und 6kono
mische Rationalitat: Geistesgeschichtliche HintergrDnde des 
Spannungsverhaltnisses zwischen Kultur und wirtschaftlicher 
Entwicklung. (African world-view and economic rationality: 
The conflict between culture and economic dev~lopment 
viewed against the background of the history of the mind), 
Rudolf Haufe Verlag, Freiburg i B (Bd 29 der Schriftenreihe des 
Instituts fUr Allgemeine Wirtschaftsforschung der Albert
Ludwigs-Universitat), 1988, 100 pp. 

The dismal record of foreign aid in Africa has shown that vast 
funds and armies of aid personnel generally succeed better in 
furthering corruption and "white elephants" than in promoting 
economic progress. Scholars as well as practitioners of deve
lopment increasingly realize that the homo oeconomicus of 
economic theory is an abstraction from social, cultural and 
political reality - a fact, which is even more significant in re
spect of Africa than of other less developed regions of the 
world. 

The pursuit of economic development in Africa is unlikely to 
get far as long as traditional beliefs, values and practices clash 
head-on with the demands of modern production, marketing 
and financing. A growing awareness of these issues is stimu
lating studies analysing the salient aspects of the interaction of 
African society with present-day efforts to dynamize and gene
rally re-orientate it. 

Buscher's study is a slightly modified version of his doctoral 
dissertation in economics. Much of his insight and material was 
acquired during a year of study in Zimbabwe. 

Guided by Max Weber's Economic ethics of world religions, 
he compares the assumptions and cultural background which 
fashion the Western world-view, with the basic elements of the 
African world-view. The conflict between the two is analysed 
with particular reference to the concepts of time, group and 
community. Life force, and the congruence of religion and life. 
Subsequently, the implications for economic theory are dis
cussed with regard to progress and development, consump
tion patterns and economic Leitbilder, industrial mentality and 
development, and economic rationality and reciprocity. 

The insights thus gained are then applied in discussing the 
manifestations of the clash between traditional and Western 
world-views in public administration, production and employ
ment, markets and trade, as well as finance and banking. The 
concluding section gives an overview of the fundamentals of 
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Democratic liberation in South Africa: Its history and 
prospect edited by Jeffrey Butler, Richard E/phick, and 
David Welsh. Cape Town: David Philip (1987) 426 pp. 
ISBN 0 8195 61975. 
In 1986 a conference was held at Houw Hoek, near Cape Town, 
to discuss aspects of the liberal tradition in South Africa. The 
papers delivered at this conference are published here, and 
deal with the history and character of the liberal tradition in 
South Africa, liberal theory in South Africa and the op
portunities and dangers confronting liberals in contemporary 
South Africa. 

the African world-view as it relates to the scientific and tech
nological orientation of the development policies conceived by 
Westerners. 

Buscher ends on a note of scepticism regarding the pros
pects for rapid change by means of the structural transforma
tion of African economies as epitomized in the so-called Berg 
Report, issued by the World Bank in 1981, and the OAU's 
Lagos Plan of Action (1980). While writing that he "does not 
plead for the total abandonment of developmental endea
vours", he states that" ... the promotion of economic deve
lopment processes which 'make sense' in the African world
view, is a task extremely difficult to achieve from a Western 
perspective" (p 78). Underlying this is the question as to who is 
to be 'developed' and towards what? Buscher does not ven
ture to answer these issues, which he expects to persist for a 
long time, but indicates the area where a synthesis between 
African tradition and western concepts and structures has to 
be sought: 

For Black Africa this means that the broad issue of religion and world
view must be squarely faced as a matter of priority; social values must 
not be prematurely analysed and judged in terms of Westem criteria, 
and an effort must rather be made to develop a thorough understand
ing of the people concemed, taking into account the values and 
norms encompassed within the African world-view (ibid, free transl). 

Buscher concludes that true dialogue between those repre
senting the western, scientific and technical world-view with 
representatives of the African, spiritual world-view demands 
much more than scientific and intellectual abilities, and can 
only take place through actual participation. In his view, this 
can lead to a re-evaluation of African problems so as to bring 
about a new understanding and orientation concerning the 
complex social reality as well as the proposed solutions and 
practical measures. 

As a trained economist, Buscher has made a valuable contri
bution to an issue which, with some notable exceptions, 
economists tend to regard as the domain of 'imprecise' disci
plines like anthropology and sociology. The book, which 
provides an extensive bibliography, can be recommended to 
all involved in the Africa-related development and aid 
"business" . 

G M E LEISTNER 
19 September 1988 
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Africamonitor------------------------------------------

March - April 1988 

Jenny Macgregor 

NORTH AFRICA 

Algeria 
Continuing on a cautious reformist path, Pres 
Chadli Bendjedid reshuffled his cabinet on 15 
February, making changes which emphasized the 
need to improve economic management. In pre
paration for the sixth congress of the ruling FLN 
party, a commission has been appointed to eva
luate the second five-year plan (AC 4/3; ARB 
15/3). 

Chad 
The much publicized meeting of the OAU ad hoc 
comittee on Chad, to be held in Senegal from 
10-12 April, and at which Chadian Pres Habre 
and Ubyan leader Col Gaddafi were to meet, has 
again been postponed. It will be held in Addis 
Ababa (Ethiopia) on 24 May (DT 31/3, 6/4; WA 
21/3,4/4,25/4; AED 1/4, 15/4). 

Egypt 
The government has approved a three-year ex
tension of the seven-year old emergency laws 
because of a "need to combat Moslem funda
mentalist and terrorist .threats" (C 21/3; ARB 
15/4). 

The eldest son and a nephew of the late Pres 
Nasser are among a group of 20 people facing 
charges of anti-American and anti-Israeli ter
rorism. Known as "Egypt's Revolution", the 
group has been linked with four atta"ks on US 
and Israeli diplomats in Cairo between 1984 and 
1987 in which two people were killed and eight 
wounded. Should Khaled Abdel Nasser choose 
to end his self-imposed exile in Yugoslavia and 
face trial, his conviction could lead to a death sen
tence. Wide support for Nasser's actions is 
thought to come from even his fathers worst ene
mies, the fundamentalist Moslem Brotherhood 
(ARB 15/3; C 23/3). 

Libya 
Ubya has agreed to resume the supply of crude oil 
to Ghana on favourable terms. In addition, it has 
agreed to reschedule without interest Ghana's re
maining debt for oil supplied in 1983 (H 26/3; WA 
4/4; AED 6/5). 
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Morocco 
The Polisario Liberation Front has called on 
Morocco to enter direct talks to end 12 years of 
conflict. Some 70 countries now recognize the 
Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic (SADR) as an 
independent state, while none has formally ac
knowledged Moroccan sovereignty over the area. 
Both sides now support the idea of holding a self
determination referendum under UN auspices (H 
1/3; DT 2/3, 7/3). 

Sudan 
Prime Minister Sadiq el-Mahdi has formed a 
government of national reconciliation in a 
move designed to help him tackle the country's 
economic plight and to end five years of civil war 
in the south. The charter of national unity has been 
signed by Sadiq's Umma Party and its coalition 
partner, the Democratic Unionist Party (DUP), the 
southem parties, the Sudanese National Party 
and the National Islamic Front (NIF). In return for 
the co-operation of the NIF, whose wealth and 
militancy Sadiq needs to shore up his greatly re
duced national authority, he has pledged to intro
duce a revised form of Sharia (Islamic) law, which 
was abolished by ex-Pres Nimeiri in 1983. The NIF 
is to be given charge of the country's foreign 
affairs (AA 18/3, 1/4, 15/4,29/4; SWB 15/4,27/4, 
30/4; DT 22/3, 20/4; AED 22/4). 

Agreement with the World Bank on an econo
mic reform package was reached in mid-March, 
but the release of funds now depends on govern
ment approval of the reform package and the 
signing of a policy framework paper (AED 25/3, 
1/4). 

Tunisia 
Hopes that Ubya would join the North Africa 
Pact of Algeria, Tunisia and Mauritania on the fifth 
anniversary of this non-aggression treaty, were 
dashed as Libya insisted at the last minute on 
abolishing national frontiers. Tunisia, which 
wishes to see a widening of the regional power 
bloc, has expressed concem over Morocco's ex
clusion, and is making efforts to reconcile its dif
ferences with Algeria, which supports the Poli
sario Front (DT 23/3). 

Pres Ali has agreed to an easing of former Pres 
Bourguiba's tough anti-fundamentalist policies 
by allowing the revival of Islam on condition that it 
takes a tolerant and progressive form. Relaxation 

of his predecessor's authoritarian style has also 
resulted in the reform of the organization, struc
ture and methods of the Democratic Consti
tutional Assembly (RCD), the new name given 
to the ruling Socialist Destourian Party (PSD). 
Pres Ben Ali has stressed that the change in the 
party's name marked its "opening to all Tuni
sians" demonstrating the need to rehabilitate 
"the practice of democracy" (S 6/4; ARB 15/4). 

WEST AFRICA 

Benin 
An attempted military coup on 26 March resulted 
in the arrest of over 100 soldiers, including senior 
officers and the head of public security, U-Col 
Kouyami. New reform it poliCies, which have in
cluded tough austerity measures, are the source 
of the present opposition to Pres Kerekou, who 
has been in power for 16 years (SWB 16/4; TWR 
20/4; AED 22/4; JA 4/5). 

Burkina Faso 
Capt Compaore has initiated an institutional re
fonn and political action programme which 
appears to be aimed at centralizing political and 
economic decision-making and neutralizing 
potential sources of opposition. The Committees 
for the Defence of the Revolution (CDRs) have 
been abolished and are to be replaced by Re
volutionary Committees, which will be more 
administrative in function and more centralized in 
structure. The economy is to be run on the basis of 
state capitalism, with priority being accorded to 
the private sector. Plans for a "people's army" will 
involve the restructuring of the armed forces 
(SWB 12/3; AED 18/3, 25/3; WA 21/3; ARB 15/4; 
NA 5/88). 

Burkina Faso and Cote d'ivoire have agreed on 
a June deadline for the formal break-up of the 
jointly owned Regie des Chemins de Fer Abidjan
Niger (RAN) into separate nationally owned rail
ways. RAN operates the 1 170 km line from 
Ouagadougou to Abidjan, providing a vital trans
port outlet for landlocked Burkina Faso. Facilities 
are extremely run down, and RAN's debts now 
total around $279 mn (AED 1/4). 
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Cote d'ivoire 
The International Monetary Fund has announc
ed loans totalling $240 mn following agreement 
on the govemment's economic programme for 
1988 and the ratification of a one year standby 
agreement. The economy deteriorated in 1986-
87, mainly because of the fall in the world price of 
cocoa (by 20 per cent) and of coffee (by 40 per 
cent) CNA 14/3; ARB 31/3). In 1985 per capita 
income slumped to $650 from a high of $1 150-
approximately a 25 per cent drop in real terms. 
The fall was mainly due to falling commodity 
prices CNA 21/3). 

The government is abandoning its long-stand
ing programme of increasing cocoa output to 1 
million tonnes a year. The change in policy is the 
result of the government's new agricultural plan, 
designed to shift the emphasis away from reliance 
on cocoa, given the continued fall in world prices 
to their lowest level in five years. Coffee output will 
continue to be expanded, but only the best land 
will now be developed. Diversification involves in
creasing rice and maize production to enable the 
country to become a net exporter of both pro
ducts by 1990, while rubber and palm oil produc
tion are targeted for expansion (AED 15/4, 29/4; 
DT 20/4; AA 29/4). 

The Gambia 
Thomas Senghore, head of Gambia's central 
bank since 1982, has resigned in response to a 
dispute over the country's economic restructur
ing programme (ERP) which has led to sharp in
crease in the price of many consumer goods (DT 
8/3). Citing the 6,5 per cent increase in National 
Income during 1986/87, Finance Minister Sisay 
has reported that measures taken under the ERP 
and a substantial rise in donor assistance have 
stabilized the economy, allowing for attention to 
shift from stabilization to the measures needed to 
promote sustainable economic growth. However, 
the current account deficit (25,6 per cent of GOP) 
is expected to remain high during 1988/89, raising 
questions about the willingness of creditors to 
continue plugging the resource gap (AED 18/3; 
AA 29/4). 

Ghana 
Relations between Ghana and Nigeria, strained 
by Nigeria's expulsion of illegal immigrants in 
1983 and 1985, improved markedly during a 
three-day visit in April to Nigeria by Ghanaian lea
der Flt-U Rawlings. A joint commission is identify
ing fields of co-operation in the economic, cultural 
and military spheres CNA 25/4; SWB 19/4). 

Ghana is to import 200 000 tonnes of crude oil 
from Algeria this year. The two countries have 
also agreed on a number of products for ex
change and on cultural, scientific and technical 
co-operation (ARB 31/3). 

Ghana has drawn up a three-year plan (198&-
90) to increase eamings from non-traditional ex
ports. Earnings from non-traditional agricultural 
produce rose by 5 per cent in 1987, while those 
from manufactured products increased by 72 per 
cent (ARB 31/3). 

Five years after embarking on its Economic 
Recovery Programme, drawn up by the Inter
national Monetary Fund (IMF), Ghana's economy 
has improved to the point where the Wor1d Bank 
believes that the country is in a position to pursue 

a growth-oriented adjustment strategy. However, 
shortfalls in agricultural production, pressures on 
the labour market due to public sector retrench
ments and the falling price of cocoa have put the 
government under both political and social pres
sures. In an effort to offset the social and political 
costs of its ERP, the government, with World 
Bank initiative, has set up the novel Pamscad 
programme (Programme for Actions to Militate 
against the Social Costs of Adjustment). Pam
scad will playa role in helping 45 000 civil ser
vants who are to be retrenched over the nex1 two 
years, and includes a set of projects geared to 
generate at least 40 000 jobs. Basic needs pro
jects aim to provide drinking water to some 
600 000 rural peeple, supplementary feeding and 
aid for the primary health sector. The effective
ness of the programme, which has attracted loan 
pledges worth $85 mn, will depend on the speed 
of disbursement by the lending agencies and on 
the implementation of the projects (ARB 29/2, 
31/3; WA 14/3; AA 15/4). 

Liberia 
Pres Doe has announced a strict economic 
austerity programme aimed at reviving the dete
riorating economy (H 22/4). 

Another coup attempt, the eighth since Pres 
Doe took power in April 1980, was uncovered on 
22 March. Thirteen of the 19 people arrested were 
subsequently charged with treason. The alleged 
leader apparently committed suicide while under 
arrest. The suspects include three leading mem
bers of the banned opposition Liberia Unifica
tion Party (LUP) and six army personnel (H 1/4; 
AED 1/4; WA 11/4; ARB 15/4). 

Mali 
Pres Traore has called for sweeping changes in 
the party leadership to resolve Mali's acute eco
nomic crisis. In recent months the govemment 
has adopted several economic refonns to libe
ralize the economy by dismantling or privatizing 
loss-making state enterprises and reducing the 
size of the civil service. The public sector ac
counts for more than 60 per cent of the annual 
deficit. These painful reforms have aroused 
strong reservations among some party members 
and in the armed forces (DT 5/4; AED 22/4). 

Niger 
Niger's heavy debt servicing burden of $66,2 mn 
and low per capita income were the factors in
fluencing the exceptional move by France, Spain, 
Britain and the US of granting a 2O-year re
scheduling of guaranteed debt. Total ex1ernal 
debt at the end of 1985 amounted to $990 mn, or 
64 per cent of GNP (AED 29/4). 

Following Col Saibou's visit to Nigeria, the two 
countries have agreed on the equitable sharing of 
water from the Niger basins and Lake Chad in 
order to increase their supplies. Bilateral relations 
are also to be reinforced and activities of the joint 
co-operation committee to be expanded (SWB 
30/3; AED 15/4). 
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Nigeria 
The govemment has announced a population 
policy, the first of its kind in the country, which 
aims to lower the rate of population growth from 
3,3 per cent a year to 2,9 per cent by the year 
2000, by encouraging birth control and limiting 
the maximum number of children per woman to 
four. With an estimated 108 mn people, Nigeria is 
the most populous nation in Africa, and has one of 
the fastest growing populations in the world. 
Nigerian women have protested at the implicit 
bias in the policy which does not apply to men as 
well, since custom allows the latter to take more 
than one wife (DT 10/3, 30/3; ARB 15/4). 

Nigerian Airways, which has a debt of $166,5 
mn, has been forced to sell its only Boeing 747 to 
help pay its creditors. On the domestic front, the 
three main airlines have expressed fears that they 
may be forced out of business through increased 
fares and the 50 per cent increase in fuel costs. If 
the internal lines are grounded this will have 
severe effects on the efforts to restore the Nige
rian economy, since flying remains the only effec
tive way of travelling long distance in Nigeria 
(AConcord 4/3; AA 29/4). 

The first phase of Nigeria's petro-chemical de
velopment programme has come on stream 
with the opening of the N150 mn Ekpan and N1 bn 
Kaduna plants. The petro-chemical projects, 
which are the first in black Africa, will earn the 
country $150 mn a year through exports and im
port substitution (AConcord 5/4; DT 22/3). 

The dissolution on 29 February of the executive 
of the Nigerian Labour Congress (NLC) led to 
major skirmishes between the government and 
most sectors of the labour movement. Under the 
leadership of Ali Chiroma, the NLC had waged a 
nationwide campaign against plans to abolish the 
oil subsidy. Fuel price increases ranging from 6 to 
50 per cent came into effect on 10 April, following 
the announcement of the full commercialization of 
the Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation 
(NNPC). The increases, which aggravated griev
ances over more general economic issues such 
as the rising cost of food and increasing urban 
unemployment, resulted in riots and widespread 
industrial unrest in the transport, health and 
banking sectors and the construction industry. 
Six people died at Jos, Plateau State, in violent 
clashes between civilians, spearheaded by 
students, and the police. In response the govern
ment banned all forms of public demonstration, 
detained suspected ringleaders, and closed more 
than 20 universities. The riots are seen to have 
clearly demonstrated the political risks implicit in 
the Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP), 
which includes removing subsidies and privatiz
ing state companies. The government has ex
pressed concem that the clashes will undermine 
its efforts to reschedule the country's ex1ernal 
debt. The cost of fuel has been one of the major 
obstacles to the renewal of a vital agreement with 
the IMF (AED 18/3, 15/4,22/4,29/4; AC 18/3; WA 
14/3, 25/4; DT 26/4; C 26/4; WR 25/3). 

Senegal 

The 28 February general elections ended with 
the proclamation of a state of emergency and a 
curfew in the capital. Riots, the worst in 20 years, 
erupted when the preliminary results were an
nounced amid accusations from the opposition 
that the elections had been rigged. Leader of the 
main opposition PDS party, Abdoulaye Wade, 
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who received 26 per cent of the presidential vote, 
claimed to have won 56 per cent of the votes. Pres 
Diouf was re-elected with a reduced 73 per cent 
share of the vote. Wade and seven members of 
the PDS party were detained and are to face trial 
on the charge of incitement to violence. Diouf has 
pledged that the post-election violence will not 
lead to any change in the country's multi-party 
democratic system. There are 13 new appoint
ments in Pres Diouf's new cabinet, while the two 
most important posts of economy and finance, 
and planning and co-operation have new minis
ters. Diouf did not make the expected conciliatory 
move of appointing any opposition politicians as 
ministers (DT9/3; WA 14/3; AConcord 11/3; SWB 
10/3,19/3,Bl4;JA9/3;AED4/3, 11/3, 18/3, 15/4, 
29/4; AA 4/3; AC 18/3; DN 7/4). 

Togo 

The International Development Association 
(IDA) is providing a $40 mn loan to partially fi
nance the government's $130 mn transport sec
tor investment and maintenance programme for 
1988-90. The project's overall aim is to help to 
speed growth in agriculture, industry and tourism, 
and to maintain the country's role as a transit 
route for neighbouring countries (ARB 29/02). 

Togo has consolidated its position as the lead
ing financial centre of West Africa with the open
ing of the head office of another major banking 
group - ECO Bank. Backed by the African and 
West African Development Banks, its overall ob
jective is to contribute to the financial, economic 
and social development of the Economic Com
munity of West African States (Ecowas) \'IVA 4/4). 

The World Bank has approved a $45 mn third 
sbuctural adjustment loan in support of the 
government's three-year recovery programme for 
1988-90. The programme hopes to achieve an 
annual GDP growth of 5 per cent by the mid-
1990s. In the face of high debt service commit
ments, the Paris Club has granted "exceptional 
treatment" by agreeing to a rescheduling over 
16 years (AED 15/4). 

CENTRAL AFRICA 

Cameroon 
The World Bank has approved a $103 mn loan to 
support the country's cocoa revitalization pro
ject. It is estimated that Cameroon's current pro
duction of 100 000 tonnes of cocoa per year will 
be boosted by 38 OOO.tonnes by the end of the 
century (ARB 31/3). 

Domestic economic recession has more than 
halved the volume of trade with France, the 
country's main trading partner, over the past two 
years (AED 15/4). 

Paul Biya has been re-elected President with a 
98,75 per cent share of the vote. Biya, who ran 
unopposed for a second five-year term, has won a 
clear mandate for his programme of "cautious 
democratization and economic rigour". For the 
first time since independence in 1960, the four 
million Cameroonian voters had a choice in most 
constituencies between two lists of candidates, 
all vetted by the party, standing for the 180-seat 
national assembly. There was a 92,5 per cent 
turnout for the elections (DT 27/4; AED 25/3, 29/4, 
10/5; SWB 18/3, 2/5; WA 18/4; ARB 15/4). 
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Congo 
Creditor banks of the congo have rescheduled 
part of the country's external debt of around $1,7 
bn (ARB 31/3). 

Central African Republic 

Pres Kolingba has commuted the death sentence 
on former emperor Jean Bedel Bokassa to forc
ed labour for life. The main reason for the cle
mency decision is considered to have been 
Kolingba's concem to avert possible political un
rest and ethnic conflict (AED 4/3; ARB 15/3; DT 
2/3). 

Diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union 
have been restored because of the wish to deve
lop bilateral co-operation. Ties were broken in 
1980, during the brief rule of Kolingba's prede
cessor David Dacko, following the September 
1979 overthrow of Bokassa (AED 1/4). 

Equatorial Guinea 
Equatorial Guinea has signed a contract with 
South Africa for the construction of a satellite 
tracking station at Bioko linking Pretoria with 
Europe. SA will supply all the material and en
gineering support and the security contingent. 
The contract also provides for extending and 
modernizing Malabo airport \'IVA 21/3; SWB 16/3; 
BD 16/3; H 16/3). 

Gabon 

Representatives of Gabon's creditor govern
ments have agreed to allow the country to spread 
debt service payments falling due in 1988 over a 
10-year period. External debts total some $2 bn 
(H 24/3; WA 14/4). 

Sao Tome and Principe 

On 8 March the govemment crushed a coup 
attempt, the first since 1979, by a 46-strong 
armed group thought to be dissident members of 
the Frente Nacional de Sao Tome and Principe 
(FRNSTP). South Africa has categorically denied 
allegations of involvement in the attempt \'IVA 
14/3,21/3; SWB 10-14/3; C 10/3, 19/3; AED 18/3, 
25/3; AC 1/4). 

Zaire 

Donors have pledged around $220 mn for Zaire's 
first transport rehabilitation project. The 5-year 
programme, due to start in 1989, aims to com
pletely overhaul the ageing rail and river route 
along which copper and other mineral exports are 
transported from Lubumbashi to Matadi port, so 
reducing costs and travelling time from 45 to 22 
days (AED 1/4). 

Former deputy prime minister and central bank 
governor, Sambwa Pida N'bagui, has been 
appointed prime minister as part of an extensive 
government reshuffle. Nguza Kart-I-Bond, 
Zaire's ambassador to Washington and former 
exiled opponent of Mobuto, retums to the govem
ment as minister of foreign affairs and inter
national co-operation. The reshuffle is seen as 

being motivated primarily by economic con
siderations, with priority being given to the need 
for a further rescheduling of extemal public debt 
(SWB 9/3; AED 11/3; WA 14/3; AA 18/3; ARB 
15/4). 

EAST AFRICA 

Burundi 
The International Monetary Fund has fixed the 
conditions for disbursing the second tranche of 
the structural adjustment facility (SAF), first 
agreed to in August 1986. Disbursement has 
been delayed because of the September 1987 
coup and financial difficulties resulting from the 
sharp drop in prices for coffee. The Burundi franc 
has been devalued by 9 per cent and further 
smaller devaluations are likely (AED 4/3, 11/3; 
ARB 31/3). 

Pres Buyoya has called on ex-Pres Bagaza and 
all refugees to return home (DT 27/4; SWB 30/4). 

Comoros 
A new political party, the Union Regionafe pour 
fa Defense de fa Pofitique du President Ahmed 
Abdallah has been founded by the president's 
son, Nassuf Abdallah. Founded in Domoni, An
jouan, the president's island of origin, it claims to 
be purely regional in its policies. The secretary
general is Madjid Chakir, the president's son-in
law, who is also prefect of Domoni (ION 16/4). 

Exports showed a more than 50 per cent fall in 
1987 to $12 mn. The fall stems mainly from poor 
vanilla sales, exacerbated by the decline in the 
dollar. Clove exports increased by 150 per cent in 
terms of volume, but only 89 per cent in value. 
Imports increased by 19,5 per cent over those in 
1986 (ION 9/4). Madagascar, the worlds leading 
producer of vanilla, has agreed with France to re
duce its quota of vanilla on the international 
market to 967 tonnes, thus allowing the Comoros 
to increase its share of the market by 20 per cent 
to 180 tonnes (ION 23/4; AB 3/88). 

In support of the government's cut in public 
spending and reduction of foreign debts, France 
is to provide FFR 29,5 mn in budgetary aid (ION 
16/4). 

Ethiopia 

Heavy fighting in southern Sudan has resulted in 
an upsurge in the number of refugees into 
Ethiopia in recent months. The estimated 30 300 
increase since the beginning of the year has 
brought the number of refugees to 235 000. 
Sudanese refugees began entering Ethiopia in 
1962 (SWB 27/4). 

On 19 March the Ethiopian government lost 
control of Afabet, where a third of its forces in 
Eritrea were concentrated. There was wide
spread speculation that this could mark a tuming 
point in the course of the conflict. In the wake of 
this and other heavy defeats in recent months, the 
Eritrean People's Liberation Front (EPLF) and 
the Tigre People's Liberation Front (TPLF) 
have agreed to restore relations, after two years 
of strain, in order to facilitate bilateral co-opera
tion and destabilize further the regime of Col 
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Mengistu. Two senior members of the Oromo Libe
ration Front (OlF) have visited the EPLF's main 
base at Nacfa to discuss the co-ordination of jOint 
activities with the EPLF. They have called on 
members of the Oromo tribe not to join the Ethio
pian army. In what Western diplomats see as an 
all-out attempt to end the war, the govemment 
has moved in 70 000 men to reinforce more than 
60000 government troops and people's militia 
who are being driven out of strategic cities (ION 
26/3,2/4, 16/4, 30/4; TWR 23/3; SWB 12/4, 27/4; 
BD 19/4). 

The International Committee of the Red 
Cross (ICRC) has been banned by the Ethiopian 
govemment from operating in the northem pro
vinces of Eritrea and Tigray. The government has 
also withdrawn its own relief commission and for
bidden non-government food relief trucks to 
move beyond its lines. 

The Ethiopian government says the relief 
workers have been withdrawn in view of the 
mounting rebel activity in the region. It has called 
on all foreign relief agencies to hand over their 
operations to the government's Relief and Re
habilitation Committee (RRC). The ICRC has re
jected the appeal to hand over its activities unless 
at least three ICRC delegates can return to the 
north to monitor the operation. The Red Cross, 
together with other aid organizations, has been 
helping roughly a million people. It is estimated 
that 3,2 million people in the region face starva
tion (DT 10/3, 21/4; S 15/4, 10/5; C 7/4). 

The Ethiopian and Somalian armies have com
pleted a disengagement of forces along the bor
der in accordance with the peace agreement 
signed on 4 April. The withdrawal follows the re
sumption of diplomatic relations after an 11-year 
break. Pres Barre of Somalia says the recent 
agreement on the normalization of relations "will 
not curtail Somalia's support for the liberation 
movements". Barre said the agreement was 
aimed at enabling the country to use its resources 
for development rather than defence (C 5/4; WR 
15/4; AED 15/4; SWB 27/4; DT 28/4). 

Kenya 
The general elections held on 18 March, in which 
voters queued behind a portrait of the candidate 
of their choice, have brought no change in the 
policies of the govemment. Pres Moi, as sole can
didate nominated by the Kenya African National 
Union (Kanu), was declared president without 
elections. Pres Moi carried out a major govern
ment reshuffle, replacing his vice-president of 
ten years, Mwai Kibaki, with former minister of 
home affairs Joseph Karanja. George Saitoti re
mains in charge of the finance ministry, providing 
crucial continuity in the run-up to the June budget 
(ION 26/3; DT 29/3; AED 25/3,1/4; WR 25/3, 1/4; 
ARB 15/4; AA 1/4). 

Sudanese rustlers killed 192 villagers and in
jured 50 others in a raid on 30 nomadic camps in 
the remote north-western district of Turkana. 
Security forces have since killed most of the gang 
of 50 and recovered about 3000 livestock (E 23/4; 
SWB 19/4,27/4). 

Madagascar 
In 1987 the country's inflation rate jumped from 
11 per cent to 33 per cent. Economic growth for 
the year was a low 2 per cent, while income per 

head of population has continued to decline (ARB 
31/3; ION 9/4). 

Rwanda 
Pres Habyarimana has paid an official visit to 
Mozambique to "consolidate and strengthen bi
lateral ties of friendship of solidarity" (SWB 15/4). 

Seychelles 
Despite pressure from the International Mone
tary Fund to reduce the number of state-owned 
firms and institutions in the country, the 1986 
figure of 35 remains unchanged, with power still 
concentrated in the same hands. The IMF main
tains that the funding of loss-making public enter
prises from the national budget was one of the 
main causes of the worsening deficit in 1986, 
when funding represented 19 per cent of public 
expenditure and bank loans (ION 16/4). 

Somalia 
Somalia is relying increasingly on international 
food aid, with the proportion of imported food
stuffs in relation to total consumption growing 
from less than 33 per cent in the 1970s to 63 per 
cent during the period 198Q-84 (ION 2/4). 

Tanzania 
The Sec-Gen of Tanzania's ruling Chama Cha 
Mapinduzi (CCM) party paid a five day visit to 
Zanzibar on 10 April, aimed at reasserting the 
authority of the party over the twin islands -
Arab-oriented Pemba and African-oriented Un
guja (Zanzibar) - amid signs of a resurgence of 
separatist feelings. Many Zanzibaris resent the 
degree of control exercised by the mainland over 
their affairs and are opposed to planned moves, 
supported by Zanzibar's Pres Wakil, to integrate 
further the islands' political and economic system 
with the mainland. Additional police have also 
been despatched and the former chief minister, 
Seif Sharif Hamad, a Pemba, has been called 
upon to refrain from political activity. The previous 
outbreak of Zanzibari nationalism in 1982 led to 
the resignation of the island's president. In addi
tion Pemba, which produces nearly 90 per cent of 
the cloves which are Zanzibar's main foreign ex
change earner, feels under-represented in Tan
zanian institutions (ION 19/3, 16/4; NA 4/88; AA 
18/3). 

Donors are providing urgently-needed bilateral 
help for the transport sector, in view of the 
country's pressing problems with crop move
ments and difficulties in adhering to the suspend
ed IMF standby programme. A $200 mn five-year 
programme which focuses on core routes in agri
cultural areas is being drawn up with World Bank 
co-ordination (AED 29/4). Renovation and exten
sion of the northern transport corridor between 
Malawi and Tanzania, a 1 500 km route, will be 
completed by 1990 at a cost of $100 mn. It will 
enable the Tazara line to handle a larger propor
tion of exports and imports from MalaWi, 
Zimbabwe and Zaire. The port of Dar es Salaam 
is in the process of rehabilitation to enable it to 
increase its handling capacity from 2,5 million 
tonnes to 4 million tonnes a year (ION 12/3). 
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The World Bank has approved a $45 mn struc
tural adjustment loan (SAL) to support the 
country's three-year economic recovery pro
gramme CNA 25/4). 

The govemment has raised the producer 
prices of crops during the 1988/89 farming sea
son by between 10 and 25 per cent (ARB 31/3). 

Uganda 
Uganda's economy grew by 6 per cent in 1987, 
its first real growth for four years, as security im
proved in the south and west and factories began 
to produce more following years of stagnation. 
The estimated rise followed a 0,2 per cent fall in 
1986 and an average decline of 3,0 per cent a year 
in the previous three years. If the govemment 
keeps to targets set by the World Bank backed 
economic recovery programme, it is estimated 
that GDP could increase by as much as 8-9 per 
cent in 1988 (AED 6/4; DN 6/4; DT 27/4). 

The government has approved a three-phase 
rehabilitation programme for its Kilembe copper 
mines in the south-west, which ceased produc
tion in the late 1970s. It is now seeking $100 mn to 
revive the mines (ARB 31/3; TS 5/4; DT 7/4). 

Six thousand rebels have surrendered to the 
Ugandan army in the north-east since a govern
ment delegation made a peace agreement with 
the rebel Uganda People's Army (UPA) on 16 
April. The Ugandan People's Democratic Army 
(UPDA) had agreed to join forces with the Na
tional Resistance Army in a possible major break
through in the two-year old guerrilla war in the 
north. The rebel group is thought to have around 
2 500 soldiers and to be the most professional 
armed opposition to the govemment (ARB 15/4; 
AC 15/4; SWB 27/4, 2/5; DT 28/4,4/5). 

Pres Museveni has called on the US to use its 
influence on both Kenya and Zaire to stop what 
he sees as attempts to destabilize Uganda. Both 
these countries have in turn accused Uganda of 
allowing Libyan-backed dissidents to use 
Uganda as an operational base against their 
countries. Uganda's main contacts with Libya in
volve barter deals for cheap oil. Pres Museveni 
has accused these countries of overestimating 
Libya's influence on his govemment. The situ
ation is calm but remains potentially volatile (AA 
29/4). 

Uganda and Sudan have signed a memo
randum providing for the return of up to 60 000 
Ugandan refugees who fled across the border 
into southern Sudan almost ten years ago when 
Idi Amin was toppled in 1979 (ARB 15/4). 

SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Angola 
Representatives of South Africa, Angola, Cuba 
and the US are due to meet in Britain in early May. 
The proposed conference will focus on Cuban 
withdrawal from SA and the implementation of 
UN Resolution 435 in Namibia (SWA) (AA 4/3; WR 
18/3; BD 24/3; AED 25/3; S 31/3; ARB 15/4). 

Botswana 

Pres Mmusi has said that the planned Sua-Pan 
soda ash development project, which is to be 
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established jointly with South African companies, 
will make South Africa dependent on Botswana 
for its soda ash, so complementing - not contra
dicting - SADCC objectives to reduce economic 
dependence on the country. African Explosives 
and Chemicals Industries (AECI) expects to take 
up the majority of the 52 per cent shareholding in 
the RGOO mn Soda Ash Botswana (SAB) company 
(AED 15/4; C 30/4). 

Zimbabwe has renewed a special trade pact 
with Botswana, reversing an earlier decision to 
tenninate the 31-year-old agreement by June 
1988, taken to conform with rules of the 15-nation 
preferential trade area (PTA). Cancellation would 
have made Botswana more reliant on South 
Africa (H 12/3; C 14/3). 

On 28 March South African forces raided a 
house in Gaborone, killing four people whom they 
claimed to be ANC terrorists. Three of the dead 
were Batswana women, while the fourth was 
identified as a South African, Solomon Molefi, the 
ANC's regional commander in Botswana (BD 29/ 
3; S 29/3, 30/3; SWB 30/3; AED 1/4; C 8/4). 

Lesotho 
The state of emergency introduced on 25 
February "because of the prevailing climate of 
crime", was invalidated following a court applica
tion by the Law Society, on the grounds that it did 
not confonn to the provisions of the Emergency 
Powers Act of 1982. It was subsequently rein
stated by King Moshoeshoe II (C 11/4; SWB 16/4, 
2/5; L T 21/4; S 2/5). 

Several ministries changed hands and a new 
ministry was set up in the first govemment re
shuffle since the military came to power in 1986. 
Col Thaabe Letsie, a member of the Military 
Council and cousin of the king, is the new Minister 
of Foreign Affairs (fS 19/3; LT 2413; AED 1/4; NA 
2/87). 

Malawi 
Malawi's economy declined by 0,2 per cent in 
1987/88, compared with 2,8 per cent growth the 
previous financial year. The poor performance 
was attributed to low export prices, sharp rises in 
prices of imports and transport bottlenecks. In his 
budget speech the Minister of Finance forecast 
that economic growth would reach 2,5 per cent in 
1988/89. Inflation, which increased to 26 per cent 
last year, is expected to drop to 20 per cent this 
year. The eXpected budget deficit of $66,6 mn is 
equal to 8,1 per cent of GDP (S 29/3; AED 1/4; 
ARB 30/4; AB 5/88). 

The National Statistics Office has reported a 3,7 
per cent annual population growth rate between 
1977--87, bringing the population to 798260 
(ARB 31/3). 

The World Bank's international development 
association has granted Malawi a loan of R27 mn 
to develop a shorter route for its exports and im
ports through Tanzania (S 22/3). 

Mozambique 

Fonner European representative of Renamo, 
Paul Oliveira, has given himself up to the 
Mozambican authorities and requested amnesty. 
He claimed that the movement has no policy other 
than "war for war's sake", and that it continues 
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to receive aid from South Africa (ION 26/3; 
SAB 8/4). 

Evo Femandes (a founder member and fonner 
secretary-general of Renamo) was found murder
ed on 21 April in Lisbon, Portugal (SWB 22/4; C 
23/4; AED 29/4; ION 30/4). 

In a surprise move Pres Chissano sent a per
sonal envoy, Jacinto Veloso, to visit Pres Botha in 
South Africa: SA has agreed to Chissano's pro
posal to re-activate the Nkomati Accord (S 28/4; 
C 27/4). 

Prominent exiled SA anti-apartheid activist, 
Albie Sachs, who worked for Mozambique's 
Ministry of Justice, was seriously injured by a car 
bomb in Maputo on 7 April (S 8/4,11/4; WM 14/4). 

South Africa 
The US and Britain vetoed a Security Council re
solution calling for new mandatory economic 
sanctions against South Africa in protest against 
the government's latest crackdown on political 
opposition. France, West Germany and Japan 
abstained; there were 10 votes in favour. The 
Reagan administration strongly opposed new 
moves in Congress to impose additional US 
sanctions, saying a ban would cost more than $1 
bn (C 9/3; BD 2413). 

On 15 March the minister of finance presented 
an austerity budget for 1988189. The record 
budget of R53 bn envisages for the first time in 
decades a drop in real spending: expenditure is 
up 12,6 per cent against a current inflation rate of 
14,2 per cent. Expenditure on protection services 
(mainly defence and police) rises by 20 per cent to 
R12 bn, while social services spending (health, 
education and housing) is up by 12 per cent to 
R19,7 bn (C 17/3; S 17/3; FM 18/3; SAB 25/3; AED 
25/3). 

The Appellate Division has invalidated Pres 
Botha's proposed incorporation of Moutse into 
Kwandebele, to the relief of many of the re
sidents, but posing serious political questions 
about the self-governing state's independence 
plans. The judgement ends a three-year battle in 
favour of Moutse's 120 000 tribesmen and de
prives Kwandebele of a third of its land and two
fifths of its potential citizens (SO 30/3; S 30/3). 

TBVC States - The South African government 
has had to intervene in order to alleviate the se
rious economic problems of the independent 
states, guaranteeing loans from commercial 
banks worth Rl,3 bn during the past two years. 
The Department of Foreign Affairs spends an es
timated 83 per cent of its total budget on the 
TBVC states. The Development Bank has report
ed a total long-term debt overhang of R5 bn for 
the four independent homelands. The level of 
debt, which is predicted to increase further, is 
blamed largely on financial mismanagement. In 
the 1987/88 financial year the total transfers by 
the South African govemment to the TBVC coun
tries amounted to Rl,8 bn, of which Rl,4 bn was 
in respect of budgetary aid (C 17/3; BD 10/3, 
28/4). 

Bophuthatswana - The Minister of Defence, 
Brig Hennie Riekert resigned on 19 April from the 
position he has held for nine years. No reasons 
were given, but his resignation is believed to be 
related to February's abortive coup (C 20/4). 

Venda - Pres Mphephu died after a short illness 
on 17 April at the age of 63. Frank Ravele, chair
man of the ruling party, has been appointed act
ing-president (S 19/04,21/4; ST 29/4). 

Transkei - Documents filed by trustees in the 
Transkei Supreme Court reflect the estimated 
liabilities of former Prime Minister Chief George 
Matanzima to amount to over R3,7 mn (C 9/3). 

South West Africa/Namibia 
South Africa's budgetary assistance to the 
Namibian administration has been reduced from 
R537 mn to R350 mn for the 1988/89 fiscal year (S 
18/3). 

Drought and famine of disastrous proportions 
are threatening Ovambo, home of more than half 
the country's population. To alleviate the situation 
water is being pumped to the region from the 
Calueque water scheme, 30 km inside Angola (C 
12/3; S 30/3). 

Namibia's interim government has declared 
expanded South African authority in the region 
unacceptable, and demanded an urgent meeting 
with Pres Botha. Following his visit to SWAI 
Namibia on 8 April, Pres Botha promulgated 
sweeping new powers for the territory's SA 
appointed administrator-general, Louis Pienaar, 
and called for elections to be held for each of the 
territory's 11 ethnic groups. Political analysts see 
the move as an attempt to impose an apartheid
style govemment in Namibia, despite demands 
by a majority in the interim cabinet for a non-racial 
administration (S 29/3; BD 20/4; WM 21/4; SWB 
21/4; DT 21/4; NN 4/88). 

Zambia 
Kaunda has threatened to expel from the ruling 
Unip party those officials who oppose his pro
posed constitutional amendments to the re
gulations regarding members of parliament. 
Seven of the nine committees set up to examine 
the proposals have expressed their opposition (H 
22/4; S 25/4). 

The government has intensified its campaign 
against suspected black-marketeers by with
drawing their trading licences. A total of 187 
traders, mostly Indians and Greeks, have lost their 
licences, leading to accusations of racism (H 9/3; 
DT 11/3; S 15/3; AC 1/4). 

Zimbabwe 
Following the merger of the ruling Zimbabw'e 
African National Union (Zanu) and the rival 
Zimbabwe African People's Union (Zapu) on 9 
April, veteran opposition leader Joshua Nkomo 
has been appointed to the new post of interim 
second vice-president (Simon Muzenda has 
been the vice-president since independence). 
The merger will give Pres Mugabe the (unani
mous) votes needed to cirCHmvent and revise the 
British-drafted constitution which dictates a 
multi-party system for the first ten years after in
dependence. This will allow him to pursue his goal 
of creating a one-party socialist state. Integration 
of all organs of Zanu and Zapu from national down 
to cell level will now take place, and the central 
committee is to be enlarged (BD 5/4; C 13/4; SWB 
11/4,12/4,19/4; DT 19/4). 
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------------------------------------------ Africa monitor 

Pres Mugabe has announced a general 
amnesty affecting several categories of people, 
including dissidents who surrender their 
weapons, Zapu "fugitives", people who have 
been collaborating with dissidents and criminals 
who have served at least one-third of their prison 
sentence and still have up to 12 months to serve. 
Dissidents have been given until 31 May to come 
in from the bush. He has also announced approval 
by the govemment of a single command structure 
for the defence force (SWB 21/4, 25/4; BD 25/4). 

A recent study by the Department of Labour 
has estimated that unemployment will affect 24 
per cent of the country's labour force by 1990. 
Between 1986-90, 857000 pupils will leave 
school and enter a job market with only 144 000 
new openings. The country needs an estimated Z 

$2,4 bn in new investment to create in excess of 
200 000 jobs by the year 1990 (H 8/4). 

Britain has replaced South Africa as 
Zimbabwe's largest export market, though 
South Africa remains Zimbabwe's main source of 
imports (H 9/4; C 11/4). 

The United Nations Commission for Human 
Settlements has estimated that with the popula
tion expected to reach 13,5 mn by the year 2000, 
162 500 housing units will have to be built every 
year if everyone is to be housed "decently" (H 
8/4). 

Zimbabwe's mineral exports passed the 
billion dollar barrier last year, eaming the country 
$1 087 mn in foreign currency. Gold was the main 
contributor, eaming $350 mn, followed by coal (H 
7/4). 

Sources 
AA - Africa Analysis; AB - African Business; AC 
- Africa Confidential; A Concord - Africa Con
cord; AED - Africa Economic Digest; AlB -
Africa Institute Bulletin; ARB - Africa Research 
Bulletin; BD - Business Day; C - Citizen; DN -
Daily News; DT - Daily Times; E - Economist; 
FM - Financial Mail; H - The Herald; L T -
Lesotho Today; ION -Indian Ocean Newsletter; 
JA - Jeune Afrique; NA - New African; NN -
New Nation; S - Star; SAB - SA Barometer; ST 
- Sunday Times; SWB - Summary of World 
Broadcasts; TS - Times of Swaziland; TWR -
Third World Reports; WA - West Afr:ca; WM -
Weekly Mail; WR - Weekly Review; ZN -
Zimbabwe News. 
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Marxism-Leninism in Africa 

by 
Pierre du Toit Botha 

A brief study of the perceptions of Marxist-Leninist regimes in Africa; softcover, 31 pages, format 295 x 210 mm. 
Price per copy R10,00 (GST excluded) in the Common Monetary Area. Elsewhere US$1 0,00. Africa Institute members less 20%. 

List of contents 
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